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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this thesis is to identify the functions and responsibilities

of the Naval Postgraduate School personnel who routinely manage operating

and research funds; and to develop a comprehensive, entry level financial

management guide to assist cost center personnel in effectively managing these

financial resources.

The management guide provides an introductory background to the key

financial concepts and terms associated with the Navy's Resource Management

System (RMS). followed by a description of the procedures necessary to

prepare the financial documents commonly used at the Naval Postgraduate

School. The guide then depicts the basic flow of the School's financial

documents. and concludes with recommended procedures for preparing.

maintaining and reconciling sub-cost center accounting records. The guide is

primarily intended for use in the cost and sub-cost centers of the Naval

Postgraduate School. Monterey. California.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this thesis is to develop a comprehensive, entry level financial

management guide to assist cost center personnel in effectively managing financial

resources. The guide is intended for use in the cost and sub-cost centers of the

Naval Postgraduate School (NPS), Monterey, California.

The financial management guide was developed by first identifying the

functions and responsibilities of the Naval Postgraduate School personnel who

routinely manage the School's funds. Once an understanding was gained of the

organization and its functional requirements, a guide was prepared to present the

information in a logical sequence. using a minimum of technical jargon. The guide

was then reviewed for accuracy and content by the Comptroller and various

cost/sub-cost center staff.

The financial management guide is primarily designed to help cost center

personnel. who may have little previous exposure to Navy resource management,

understand the fundamentals of the system. With this goal in mind. the question we

continually asked ourselves was, "is there really a need to know?" Many aspects of

the guide. therefore, have been simplified to a great extent to prevent "submerging"

essential information in a "sea of unnecessary detail". Some aspects of financial

management. the budgetary process - for example. have been completely excluded

for this ver- reason. When distributed to the cost centers, the financial management
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guide should permit untrained personnel to quickly assimilate the basic information

necessary to effectively perform cost center financial management - whether it be

document preparation for purchases, travel, training or labor, or the preparation,

maintenance or reconciliation of cost center accounting ledgers. The guide should

also serve as a convenient reference source for persons involved in the complexities

of the Navy's Resource Management System on a daily basis.

B. BACKGROUND

Ashore Naval activities (Fund Administering Activities) are allocated funds, in

the form of Allotments, in order to perform their assigned missions. The major

sources of funding include Operations and Maintenance, Navy (O&M,N) for general

operations, Other Procurement, Navy (OP,N) for investment type purchases, and

reimbursable funding to support the specific needs of other DOD components.

Typically. Fund Administering Activities (FAA) centrally manage the obligation and

expenditure of OPN and reimbursable funds, and reallocate a portion of O&M,N

funds as Operating Targets. or OPTARs. to cost centers. The cost centers, in turn,

distribute the funds to their respective sub-cost centers. The Fund Administering

Activity is required to budget. account, manage, and report on the use of these

resources.

Research efforts at the Naval Postgraduate School, a Fund Administering

Activity, require more flexibility in the control of these funds than normally found

elsewhere. Academic departments (cost/sub-cost centers) may simultaneously engage

in several research projects requiring the use of OPN funds for major equipment
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purchases, reimbursable funds for non-Navy research, and, as of FY88, O&M,N

funds for Navy sponsored research projects and routine operations.

With the large number of cost and sub-cost centers, and the myriad

requirements for administrative, educational and research funding at the Naval

Postgraduate School, it is imperative that the flow of financial information between

department and comptroller be both accurate and timely. Failure to adequately track

the status of funding commitments, obligations, receipts and expenditures results in

erroneous entries in the command's official financial records, held by the

Authorization Accounting Activity/ Financial Information Processing Center

(AAA/FLPC). Errors in these records, as well as unreconciled differences in the

"unofficial", or local memorandum accounting records held at the local level, may

result in the inefficient allocation of financial resources, delays or loss of any

additional funding which become available, and a violation of Federal law. For

these reasons, it is imperative that cost/sub-cost centers be provided with the

necessary tools to effectively exercise their fiscal responsibility.

C. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The impetus for the financial management guide stems from a number of

findings and recommendations contained in the Naval Audit Service Audit Report of

the Naval Postgraduate School dated 22 January, 1987, [Ref. 1] and the Naval

Postgraduate School Internal Review Office (IRO) OPTAR Accounting Procedures

Evaluation of 21 August, 1989, [Ref. 2]. Two recommendations contained in the

IRO evaluation [Ref. 2] specifically addressed the following:
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* That the NPS Comptroller develop a desk guide with step by step instructions
on how to establish, update, reconcile and modify an OPTAR expenditure
record book.

" That the NPS Comptroller provide training for new staff members in the
academic departments who will be responsible for maintaining OPTAR
records...

In addition to fulflling the recommendations of the NPS Internal Review

Office, and based upon our findings and those contained in Tillotson's, An Analysis

of Administrative Controls for Management of Financial Resources at the Naval

Postgraduate School [Ref. 3] (a thesis research project conducted concurrently with

our own), it was thought wat the guide should also serve as a central means of

providing information on a number of related topics, i.e., an overview of the Navy's

Resource Management System, the legal implications of fund management, cost

accounting and local management codes, and document routing procedures, to name

but a few.

The research objective, therefore, was to develop a financial management

guide to assist cost/sub-cost center personnel in understanding the fundamentals of

the Resource Management System, as well as help them to effectively prepare and

maintain financial records. Effective reporting and record keeping by all NPS cost

centers will assist in the efficient allocation and redistribution of OPTAR and

research funding.

D. RESEARCH QUESTION

The two primary research question were: To improve the accuracy and

timeliness of NPS cost/sub-cost center reporting, what elements of the Resource
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Management System (RMS) should be incorporated in a financial management

guide? Secondly, by conducting a review of RMS policies and procedures at the

Naval Postgradi' . School, what recommendations for improvement could be

suggested? Additional questions included:

• What are the cost center fiscal reporting requirements with respect to direct
and reimbursable funding?

" What are the cost center responsibilities regarding research funds and how
do they account for funds received?

• How do the flow of funds and supporting documentation occur at the Navel
Postgraduate School?

* What methods are used to record financial transactions and how do cost
centers reco.cile their financial records with Comptroller Department
records?

* Which aspects of financial reporting and record keeping do cost center
personnel find most difficult to prepare?

E. SCOPE, LIMITATIONS, AND ASSUMPTIONS

This thesis focuses on assessing the requirements of cost center financial

reporting at the Naval Postgraduate School and preparing an informational guide to

simplify the preparation of RMS financial reports and records. Management to

Payroll (MTP) is centrally managed by the NPS Comptroller; therefore, with the

exception of labor document preparation procedures and a brief overview of

departmental responsibilities, it has been specifically excluded.

The financial management guide is intende! for use by government employees

who have little or no experience in managing Navy funds. The guie addresses

only those areas considered essential, i.e., those areas which could impact upon a

new employee's ability to effectively perform his or her job with respect to
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managing financial documents or properly recording financial transactions. As with

any text of this scope, it is impossible to discuss every conceivable situation which

may arise, nor can words alone compensate for a lack of actual experience. The

guide should, however, provide a basic understanding of the financial management

process as it applies to the Naval Postgraduate School and serve as a convenient

reference source while financial management experience is acquired.

F. LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODOLOGY

Information for this thesis was obtained in two ways: a literature review of

NPS Comptroller related instructions and manuals, current Naval directives and

instructions, guidance prepared by other naval activities and individuals; and field

research.

1. Literature Review

An extensive study of available literature was conducted using the

following guidelines: the information obtained must be relevant to the needs of cost

center financial managers, and the information must be sufficiently detailed to

enable a user of the guide to become functionally proficient in managing cost/sub-

cost center financial resources. Some digression from these guidelines was

exercised in preparing the introductory chapters of the guide, simply to provide a

basic understanding of the terms, organizations and processes involved in the

financial system external to the Naval Postgraduate School, without inundating the

reader with details of the system he or she is unlikely to encounter.

The literature review encompassed a number of manuals, reports and

instructions prepared by the Naval Postgraduate School and its Comptroller
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Department [Ref. 4-9]; thesis research conducted at NPS in the area of financial

management [Ref. 10-13]; course and supplementary reading materials used in the

NPS Financial Management curriculum [Ref. 14-17]; and Navy financial

management manuals and instructions [Ref. 18-27].

2. Field Research

Interviews were considered the most practical and cost effective vehicle

for collecting the views, judgments and appraisals of those involved with the

preparation of cost center financial reports and records. The following organizations

were interviewed:

a. Comptroller Department

Comptroller Department personnel were interviewed to determine

current problems associated with the management of NPS funds and to gain an

understanding of the School's system of internal controls. Persons interviewed

included the Deput-y Comptroller, division heads within the Comptroller Department,

account and budget technicians, travel and edit clerks, and payroll personnel.

b. Research Administration Office (RAO)

Personnel within the Research Administration Office, including the

Dean Of Research. were interviewed to determine their functions and responsibilities

with respect to direct and reimbursably funded research projects.

c. Personnel Support Detachment (PSD)

PSD personnel were interviewed to determine their responsibilities

with respect to the disbursement of funds for travel or training requirements.
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d. Supply Department

Supply Department personnel provided information on the correct

procedures for requisitioning and receiving goods.

e. Cost/Sub-Cost Centers

A number of cost and sub-cost center personnel, including members

of the Administrative Science, Operations Research and Meteorology departments,

were interviewed to determine how they routinely conducted business and to

ascertain their level of understanding with respect to the Navy Resource

Management System, account ledger reconciliation procedures and financial

terminology.

The information obtained during our interviews, as well as that obtained

during the concurrently conducted thesis mentioned earlier, was invaluable in

determining the focus of the guide and the level of information necessary to meet

the needs of the end user.

G. ORGANIZATION OF STUDY

Before discussing the organization of the study, an explanation of the format

of the thesis is in order. As indicated in the Table of Contents, the organization of

this thesis is somewhat unconventional. The reasons for this are threefold:

The result of this thesis is a separate financial management guide.
Incorporating the guide into the body of the thesis would make it difficult
for the guide to be physically separated from the thesis discussion.

" The financial management guide contains its own Appendices and reference
list. Placing the guide before the required thesis elements, such as the
thesis List of References and Distribution List, would confuse a reader
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more than simply appending the entire financial management guide to the
end of the thesis.

The authors felt that the thesis formatting requirements, while appropriate

for a conventional thesis, were not appropriate for an informational guide.

With this in mind, Section Hl presents the Recommendations and Conclusions

of the research. The recommendations included in Section II are a response to the

second primary research question identified earlier, while Appendix A, the Naval

Postgraduate School Cost Center Financial Management Guide, satisfies the fist

primary research question. The guide provides an introductory background to the

key financial terms and concepts associated with the Navy's Resource Management

System (RMS), followed by a description of the procedures necessary to prepare the

financial documents commonly used at the Naval Postgraduate School. The guide

then depicts the basic flow of the School's financial documents, and concludes with

recommended procedures for preparing, maintaining and reconciling sub-cost center

accounting records. Several works have been appended to the guide, including an

excellent glossary of financial terms prepared by Lieutenant Commander Daniel M.

Lien, USN and a guide for preparing Personnel Request forms developed by the

Civilian Personnel Department, Naval Construction Battalion Center, Port Hueneme,

California.
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. RECOMMENDATIONS

The objective of this thesis was to write a guide to standardize cost center

accounting procedures and to improve the management of financial resources at the

Naval Postgraduate School. During the course of our research, several areas of

concern became apparent and are set forth in the following recommendations:

RECOMMENDATION 1:

The Naval Postgraduate School develop or procure a standardized
automated cost center accounting program.

As shown in the management guide appended to this thesis, manually

mahitaining cost center accounting ledgers is a time consuming process. In an

effort to cope with the School's accounting requirements, cost centers, sub-cost

centers and principal investigators have resorted to purchasing a number of

commercially available software packages. While helpful, these accounting

programs do not provide any degree of standardization and vary greatly in user

interface design, capacity and functionality.

In an effort to remedy the problem of cost center accounting standardization,

the Comptroller Department has recently released an automated template for Lotus

1-2-3. While providing standardization to the Comptroller's Monthly Report, the

use of a Lotus template has several key disadvantages:

* Cost - Each cost center will require a licensed copy of Lotus 1-2-3 in order
to use the template.
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O Training - Lotus is a sophisticated program which requires a significant
amount of training prior to gaining proficiency. The program is not
particularly "user friendly" and watching Lotus 1-2-3 perform a series of
computations using its macro functions would probably intimidate most cost
center users.

" Data security - Lotus does not have an autosave function to prevent
accidental loss of data. Additionally, the Lotus global protect feature does
not provide adequate safeguards to prevent the accidental manipulation of
data or formulas. In our opinion, Lotus 1-2-3 is more appropriate for the
experienced single user. Without the necessary safeguards, a number of
inexperienced users using the same copy of the program will probably
result in extensive data corruption to the cost centers data files and
additional manhours being spent in correcting erroneous data.

As a alternative to Lotus, a relational database program should be considered.

Several database programs, e.g., dBase IV, FoxPro, can be compiled, using a

compiler or application generator, to create stand alone application programs.

Software of this nature has several distinct advantages over Lotus 1-2-3:

" Cost - By using software that can be compiled, without license restrictions,
into executable programs, the School can freely distribute a locally
developed database program without having to purchase numerous licensed
copies of the original software package.

" Training - A locally developed database program can be designed with a
"user friendly" interface. Unlike Lotus, a compiled database program can
be designed to be menu driven with extensive pop-up help, data, and
information screens. This would allow individuals with little or no
computer experience to use the program; thereby reduce training costs.

" Security - A locally developed database program can be designed to
eliminate user tampering; this would prevent data file corruption and
increase the accuracy of input. Automatic save and backup features could
also be incorporated.

A number of features considered appropriate for a "user friendly" local

accounting program include:

* capable of multiple account applications.
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" allows narrative titles.

" pop-up menu selection of accounts.

* able to track account subtotals.

" can be configured with local codes and serial numbers.

" automatically tracks the use of document serial numbers, etc.

" has several fields adaptable for cost center use, e.g., sub-account numbers
for research, and budget codes.

" has pop-up selection of job order numbers for OPTAR, i.e., Software =
RXXXX, Trans = EXXXX, RegFee = QXXXX.

• hides unnecessary fields.

• has an account balancing capability.

* requires an explanation for changes to transaction status.

" assigns sequential document numbers with override.

" has maintenance features, i.e., backup, and restore.

" provides an adequate audit trail.

0 provides automatic save, or queries to save, upon exit.
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RECOMMENDATION 2:

That NPS conduct an analysis of future information system requirements
for internal financial accounting and management control systems.

The use of Lotus 1-2-3 appears to be a short term, and costly, solution to the

School's need for accurate and timely accounting information. Not only will

extensive training be required, but a licensed copy of the software, or corporate

license, will be required for each work station. Rather than an emphasis on short

term solutions, the School should evaluate its future needs, if any, for a long term

solution to total system integration. In other words, does the School require a Local

Area Network to tie its cost centers to the Research Accounting Office (RAO) and

Comptroller Department? Could modem communications be used to access

Comptroller records, in a read only mode, to update cost center records? Will the

accounting software purchased now interface with the hardware or software

requirements of an integrated system, and will the software purchased today satisfy

the needs of tomorrow?

RECOMMENDATION 3:

The Comptroller's Monthly Report should be changed to a more readable
format.

In its current form, the Comptroller's report is difficult to read and interpret.

Further, since it is cumulative in nature, cost centers reconciling their accounts must

review every transaction since the beginning of the fiscal year to determine if a

change in transaction status or price has occurred. It is recommended that the

Comptroller develop a system that readily identifies transaction adjustments or

switch to an event based reporting format, i.e., report price changes, expenditures,

* 13



and cancellations as separate transactions referencing the originating document

number. 0

RECOMMENDATION 4:

Cost/sub-cost center Funding Authorizations should include specific
responsibilities and requirements for fund administration and account
reconciliation.

Fund Authorizations for OPTAR, and Granting of Funding Authorizations for

research accounts, do not specify basic responsibilities for fund administration or

account reconciliation, nor do they clearly define any restrictions and imposed

ceilings. Appropriation allotments received by the School clearly reflect restrictions

on fund utilization. It would seem appropriate that cost centers be given the same

guidance regarding the use of their funds. Guidance should clearly state

reconciliation responsibilities, as well as those responsibilities concerning the

management of research accounts.

RECOMMENDATION 5:

One assistant within each cost/sub-cost center should be assigned overall
accounting responsibility.

Currently, several cost centers split accounting responsibilities along functional

lines, i.e., one individual manages purchasing, another travel, and another labor.

Without someone being assigned overall accounting responsibility, the reconciliation

process is prone to error.

RECOMMENDATION 6:

Separation of duties.

It was noted that several cost centers have the same individual assigned the

responsibilities for requisitioning, receiving, and accounting for purchases. General
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guidelines for internal control procedures require the separation of accounting from

the custody of assets, as well as the separation of transaction authorization from the

custody of related assets.

RECOMMENDATION 7:

Standardized Accounting Terminology.

The terminology used on the Comptroller's Monthly Report is confusing and

should be revised, e.g.,

* Change the title of "Other Reimbursables", shown on the monthly
Reimbursables Report, to "Miscellaneous Reimbursables". This will prevent
confusion with those reimbursable funds identified as "Other" than research.

" On the monthly OPTAR Report, change the column heading listed as
OPTAR Auth., to OPTAR Auth. (less Travel).

" On the monthly OPTAR Report, change the column headings listed as OBL
ORIG and OBL/EXP, to EST. OBL. and ACT. OBL.

RECOMMENDATION 8:

Training on accounting and reconciliation procedures should be regularly
provided to cost center personnel.

While the management guide developed in this thesis should provide a solid

foundation for cost center account management, the guide does not displace the

need for training. The Navy's Resource Management System is complex and

dynamic, local changes in policy and personnel turnover warrant training at least on

a quarterly basis.

RECOMMENDATION 9:

Annually update the NPS Cost Center Financial Management Guide.

The financial management guide has been prepared using information

applicable to fiscal year 1990. It is hoped that the guide will continue to serve the
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needs of its users well into the future. In order for the guide to remain

viable, however, it must be continually updated and enhanced. It is recommended

that cost centers submit change recommendations, throughout the year, to a central

point within the Comptroller Department, and that someone within the Department

be assigned responsibility for the guide's maintenance. The master copy of the

guide, written in Word Perfect 5.0 and contained on computer disk, has been

provided to the Comptroller Department for this purpose.

B. CONCLUSIONS

The objective of this thesis was to identify the functions and responsibilities of

the Naval Postgraduate School personnel who routinely manage operating and

research funds, and to develop a comprehensive, entry level financial management

guide to assist cost center personnel in managing their financial resources.

The authors hope that the management guide will serve as a basic training

guide for NPS personnel unfamiliar with Navy accounting policies and practices, as

well as a reference source for the dad) management of cost center accounts.

Although much of the ground work has been laid, without continued support, time

and the dynamic nature of financial management will quickly make the guide

obsolete.
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PREFACE

This guide is written to assist persons who are assigned the responsibility of
accounting for government funds at the Naval Postgraduate School. The guide develops a
framework for understanding the Navy accounting system and provides a set of
standardized procedures for use in appropriated fund accounting.

This guide is divided into four major parts:

Part I Financial Management Overview.

Part II Document Preparation Procedures.

Part III Document Processing.

Part IV Accounting Procedures.

The text does not profess to be totally comprehensive; there are numerous
exceptions and many special situations which, if explained in depth, would only serve to
complicate matters further. The primary objective of this guide is to provide a solid basis
for functioning in the Navy's financial environment. A comprehensive glossary of financial
and accounting terms is contained in Appendix A. Appendix B provides a list of
references which further amplify various aspects of Navy financial management.

We hope this guide will be of benefit to you. We certainly learned a great deal
putting it together.

David Mascarin

Mike Sanders
December 1989
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CHAPTER 1

AN OVERVIEW OF
THE NAVY ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

Before introducing the general concepts associated with Navy accounting, it is
important to establish the reasons for exercising good accounting practices and
maintaining accurate accounting records.

First, accurate accounting records assist the Naval Postgraduate School and
its cost centers to stay within the spending limits set by higher authority. A
violation of these limits is a serious offense and may result in stiff penalties being
imposed upon those who fail to comply with federal regulations. Secondly,
inaccurate accounting records may perpetuate a perception of inefficient funds
management and ultimately lead to a reduction in funding. The purpose of the
guide, therefore, is to provide cost centers with the information necessary to
maintain accurate accounting records and effectively manage financial resources.

In this Chapter we will discuss, in general terms, the key organizations and
processes involved in the Navy accounting system . First, we will look at who
keeps accounting records; then, we will observe how informatinn 4s captured and
recorded in these records; and finally, we will examine the reconciliation process.

Who Keeps Accounting Records?

To efficiently allocate and utilize resources within the Department of the
Navy, information is needed at all levels of management. Upper levels of
management require information for long range decisions, while middle and lower
management require information for short range decisions.

The Navy's Resource Management System (RMS) is a formal system that
performs the functions of budgeting, accounting, and managing funds. This system
is the source of financial management information for middle and upper levels of
Navy management; while local records serve as the basis for lower management
decisions and a means of ensuring that information is reported accurately into RMS.

The need for information at local and higher levels of management require at
least three different sets of accounting records be maintained. The three levels of
accounting records maintained for the Naval Postgraduate School are:

1. Financial Information Processing Center (FIPC). The Navy
Regional Finance Center (NRFC), Washington, D.C., commonly referred
to as the Authorized Accounting Activity (AAA) is NPS's Financial
Information Processing Center. It is responsible for maintaining the
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official/legal accounting records for NPS and for generating official
accounting reports which are forwarded directly to upper levels of Navy
management.

2. NPS Comptroller. The NPS Comptroller maintains a set of
memorandum, or unofficial records. These records centralize control of
NPS funds and provide a check on the official records. Information
from these records provide the basis for resource management at the
NPS.

3. Cost Center. The cost center also maintains a set of memorandum, or
unofficial records. A cost center is a NPS department or organizational
entity that has been delegated the authority to expend funds. Records
are kept at this level to maintain a current balance, to ensure that
authorized spending ceilings is not exceeded, and to verify that
transactions post accurately to the Comptroller's and FIPC's records.

How Information Gets into the Accounting Records.

As we have seen, the cost center, Comptroller, and FIPC each maintain
separate accounting records. Now let's examine how transactions are captured and
recorded into the accounting records at each of the three levels. To understand this
we must first understand the transaction cycle.

Transaction Cycle.

Each transaction goes through a relatively simple series of events called the
transaction cycle. As a transaction goes through this cycle, the transaction's
accounting status changes. The following events describe the transaction cycle and
its relationship to the accounting status (see Figure 1.1):

1. The cycle begins when a need for material or service arises.

2. The fund manager authorizes the purchase of an item or service with a
requisition. The requisition obligates the funds needed for the purchase.
This Obligation is considered an Undelivered Order (UDO) until goods
and services have been received.

3. When the item or service is received, payment is due to the supplier.
The funds remain in an obligated status, but the Obligation is now
classified as an Accounts Payable.

4. The supplier bills the government by mailing an invoice to the receiving
activity. Once the invoice is certified to be proper, it is forwarded to
the appropriate paying office for payment.

4
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*The Transaction Cycle
Transaction events Accounting status

Need arien

Requltllon Obligation
prepared

I I
Goods or Service Obligation

received (Accounts Payable'

Bill paid Expenditure

Figure 1.1 Transaction Cycle

The transaction cycle is complete when the supplier is paid and
the payment information is matched with the initial obligation. The
Obligation is then liquidated and the transaction is then classified as an
Expenditure.

The following definitions further amplify the meaning of the transaction's
accounting status:

1. Obligation. An obligation is a legal reservation of funds. An
obligation is incurred when an order is placed, or when a contract is
awarded for the delivery of goods or performance of services. An
obligation legally encumbers a specific sum of money for future
expenditure. Examples of obligations include the issuance of travel
orders or requisitions.

2. Expenditure. An expenditure is the actual payment, disbursement, or
transfer of funds. It represents the final stage of the transaction cycle.

Using the transaction cycle as a frame of reference, we can now examine how
these events are captured and recorded by the accounting system. Figure 1.2
provides a graphical representation of how accounting information enters the Navy
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accounting system. The circled letters in the diagram corresponds to the narrative
below:

(A) When a requisition or set of travel orders is initiated, the transaction is
entered in the cost center's ledger as an obligation.

The Navy Accounting System

NRFC Washington (AAA/FIPC)

Disbursing 1
Offices 

Offcal Recoras

ZI--ZI 
...

Comptroller Department

Supply
Department

Cost Center
CE3.

P o.~ , o OC','C . OPTAR LOG

Figure 1.2 Flow of Accounting Data

(B) Requisitions and travel orders are passed to the Comptroller
Department, where the transaction is entered as an obligation into both the
Comptroller's memorandum records and the official records at the FIPC.
Comptroller personnel enter obligations into the FIPC database through on-
line computer terminals.

6
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(C) After items requested have been ordered, the Supply Department
notifies the Comptroller of any price changes. This information is used to
adjust the amount of the Obligation in both the Comptroller's memorandum
records and the official records at the FIPC.

(D) When a Disbursing Office (located at a FIPC or a field activity) pays a
vendor's invoice or a travel claim, the information is reported electronically to
the appropriate FIPC. The payment information is then electronically
matched with obligations resident in the FIPC database. If the information
matches, the matched obligation is liquidated and the transaction is reflected
as an expenditure in the official records.

The amount of the expenditure often differs from the amount of the
obligation. This is almost always the case with travel expenses, since it is
difficult to predict the exact amount of the travel entitlement. The amount
paid suppliers of goods and services can also differ as a result of discounts
taken for early payment. Expenditure posting errors can also lead to
differences in the amount obligated and expended. When the expenditure
posts to the accounting records, the obligation is liquidated and replaced with
the actual amount of the expenditure.

As Figure 1.2 illustrates, some events are not captured by all three levels. As
a result of this inconsistency, a mechanism must exist for transmitting information
and reconciling differences between the three levels. This is where the
reconciliation process comes in.

The Reconciliation Process.

Much like the bank statements used to reconcile checking accounts, monthly
accounting reports are used to reconcile memorandum accounting records with the
official records. Each month, the FIPC produces a set of accounting
reports/transaction listings reflecting the activity in the official records. The
Comptroller reconciles the locally maintained memorandum records with information
in these FIPC reports/transaction listings. The Comptroller subsequently issues a
monthly report to cost centers from their updated accounting records, and cost
centers reconcile their records from information contained in these reports.

Monthly accounting reports serve three principle functions in the reconciliation
process:

First, they serve as the primary source of information for making
adjustments. Referring back to Figure 1.2, we see that expenditure
information is captured by the FIPC, but not by the Comptroller or cost
center. We also see that price changes are reflected in the FIPC and
Comptroller records, but not in those of the cost center. Monthly accounting
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reports provide price change, cancellation and expenditure information to cost
centers - just as bank statements provide interest earned, bank fees, or check
printing charges. Expenditure information is transmitted to the Comptroller
through the AAA/FIPC Monthly reports and transaction listings. Expenditures*
and price changes are further transmitted to individual cost centers through
the Comptroller monthly reports. See (E) and (F) shown in Figure 1.3.

The Navy Accounting System
(Continued)

NRFC Washington (AAA/FIPC)

Disbursing
Offices . -, .

Comptroller Department

Supply

Department

Cost Center
.. . . . . . . . . . ..........

... OP TAR LOG

Figure 1.3 Reconciliation Process

Second, accounting reports provide a means of ensuring that obligations post
to the official records accurately and in a timely manner. Just as a person
balancing a bank statement expects to have outstanding checks, the cost center can
expect that recent obligations will not have posted to the Comptroller or FIPC
records. Obligations that do not post in a reasonable amount of time should be
researched.

Third, accounting reports serve as a means of identifying erroneous
transactions, e.g., charged to the wrong activity, charged to the wrong job order
number, double charges or incorrect amounts. The monthly report provides the
feedback necessary to catch these errors.
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Summary.

O To facilitate efficient use of scarce financial resources, current and accurate
accounting information is required at all levels of the Department of the Navy.
This requirement for information demands that accounting records be maintained at
three different levels. While local accounting records provide the manager with vital
real time information, they also afford a means of ensuring that transactions are
reported accurately into the official records. The official records, on the other hand,
provide additional information needed to update the local records. The ability to
conceptualize this interdependence of accounting records and the flow of information,
is essential to understanding the Navy accounting system.
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CHAPTER 2

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
ORGANIZATION

and
FUNDING PROCESS OVERVIEW

RMS Organization.

Introduction.

Funds w1thin the Department of the Navy generally flow from the Comptroller
of the Navy (NAVCOMPT) to the Fund Administering Activity (Figure 2.1). The
Navy's Resource Management System (RMS) is designed to account for these funds
and ensure efficient allocation in support of the Navy's mission. The system also
affords a means of ensuring that monies entrusted for national defense are used in
the manner prescribed by Congress. The following section provides a brief summary
of the various organizations involved in the funding process, and their functions as
they apply to the Naval Postgraduate School.

Who Does What and Why.

Administering Office - Field Support Activity (FSA).

The Field Support Activity (OP-09BF) is the Administering Office responsible for
budgeting, accounting, and reporting to t'Ve Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) on fund
allocations pertaining to various naval activities, including the Naval Postgraduate
School. The FSA is the major claimant for NPS, and as such it controls the School's
"purse-strings". Funding is provided to NPS in the form of an annual allotment.

Although NPS receives an annual allotment, the funds are actually apportioned on
a quarterly basis. This allows the FSA to oversee the School's rate of spending. The FSA
also monitors budget execution performance at the Naval Postgraduate School by
comparing the financial performance data documented in the Financial Information
Processing Center's (FIPC) official financial reports, to the fiscal year budget approved
for NPS. Failure by NPS to adequately manage financial resources, or the perception of
such a state as indicated by inaccurate FIPC reports, could result in a redistribution of
funds to other competing organizations administered by OP-09BF; e.g., the U.S. Naval
Academy and Naval War College. Legal proceedings may also result if funds are not
properly managed.
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Figure 2.1 Flow of Funds
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Funding Process Overview

Fund Administering Activity (FAA)/Responsibility Center . Naval

Postgraduate School.

In RMS terminology, the Naval Postgraduate School is a Fund
Administering Activity. ("Fund Administering Activity" has replaced the former
RMS term, "Responsibility Center".) NPS is headed by a naval officer, the
Superintendent, who is responsible for the management of the School's financial
resources. As such, the Superintendent could be subject to legal proceedings/
disciplinary action if federal laws, with respect to proper financial management, are
violated.

In practical terms, the Superintendent delegates authority to the NPS
Comptroller to manage the School's finances. As such, the Comptroller functions as
"an Assistant to the Superintendent, for duties which include developing,
coordinating, and maintaining an integrated staff service in the financial
management area which will provide the Superintendent the factual data essential
for effective management control." The duties and responsibilities of the Comptroller
Department include:

1. Translating NPS program requirements into a financial plan.

2. Formulating the NPS budget.

3. Comparing program performance with the financial plan, and
determining where reprogramming of finances may be required.

4. Acting as liaison with the Chief of Naval Operations/Field Support
Activity (OP-09BF) and NPS's Authorizing Accounting Activity/Financial
Information Processing Center (AAA/FIPC), on accounting matters
relating to the School's budget and :,signed funds.

5. Maintaining memorandum accounting .ecords for all funds assigned to
the Superintendent, and forwarding all obligation documents to the
AAA/FIPC.

6. Introduction of obligation/expense transactions into the AAA/FIPC
database.

7. Performing timekeeping and payroll functions for civilian personnel
employed at NPS.

In addition to the responsibilities listed above, the Comptroller is also
responsible for providing the cost centers with financial management policy
guidance, disseminating information related to financial matters, and collecting and

* processing accounting documents.

13
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The structure of the NPS Comptroller Department is illustrated in
Appendix C - Organizational Charts.

Cost Centers/Sub Cost Centers - NPS Departments.

Cost centers/sub-cost centers are subdivisions of a Fund Administering
Activity. At NPS, cost centers end sub-cost centers are those departments which
receive a portion of the School's normal operating funds. These funds are known as
an "Operating Target" or "OPTAR".

Note: While cost centers are beaded by line managers, i.e., Director of
Programs (Code 03), Director of Military Operations (Code 04), Dean of
Information and Policy Sciences Code 05), Dean of Science and Engineering
(Code 06); and sub-cost centers are the various departments working beneath
the line managers, for simplicity both will be referred to as "cost centers".

While the Comptroller is responsible for providing the cost centers with
information, guidance and administrative support; the cost centers have a reciprocal
responsibility to the Comptroller to provide obligation and budgeting information.
This includes submitting accurate and timely source documents for the purchase of
supplies, travel, and labor; as well as reconciling cost center accounting records and
providing inputs to support the School's budget plan. Cost centers must also
properly manage their financial resources, and exercise controls to stay within the
limits established by the Comptroller and Superintendent.

Authorization Accounting Activity/Financial Information Processing Center
(AAA/FIPC) - Navy Regional Finance Center (NRFC), Washington D.C.

The Navy Regional Finance Center (NRFC), Washington, D.C., is the
AAA/FIPC for the Naval Postgraduate School. The AAA/FIPC provides bill paying
and accounting services, performs civilian employee payroll functions, maintains the
School's financial database, and provides periodic official accounting/financial
management reports to NPS and its major claimant, the FSA (OP-09BF).

Obligations incurred by NPS are entered into the Navy's official accounting
system by means of computer terminals located in the offices of the NPS
Comptroller. These remote terminals use a database system, known as "WESTI"
(Westinghouse), to input obligations directly into the automatic data processing
(ADP) hardware at the FIPC.

14
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The concept of integrated data processing equipment tied directly to field
activities by means of remote terminals, is the Integrated Disbursing and
Accounting Financial Management System (IDAFMS) (Figure 2.2). It is also
referred to as the Integrated Disbursing and Accounting Resource Management
System (IDARMS), pronounced "Ida-Rims".

Although obligation data is entered into the FIPC's database via the School's
remote terminals, the FIPC does not disburse funds to a vendor based upon this
information. The invoice and supporting documentation, showing that the goods or
services were ordered and received, must also be provided. Once the certified
invoice arrives at the FIPC, it is validated against pre-established review criteria
and, if everything is in order, a check is sent to the supplier (Figure 2.3). The
accounting data on the invoice is then matched to the previously established
obligation and the expenditure is recorded into the IDARMS.

A monthly series of official accounting reports and transaction listings are
generated by the FIPC and sent to the NPS Comptroller. The NPS OPBUD and
Reimbursable Account divisions, condense the information contained in these
financial reports/listings and then distribute their own reports to the cost centers.
Cost centers use the monthly NPS reports, i.e., Monthly OPTAR Report and
Reimbursable Report, to reconcile their books.

The Funding Process.

Introduction.

A detailed discussion of the Department of Defense budgetary process, and its
relationship to the allocation of Federal funds, is well beyond the scope of this
accounting guide. A brief overview, however, should help you to understand the
process by which the Navy and, ultimately, the Naval Postgraduate School receives
its operating funds.

This section explains how funding requirements are determined, how the
funds are provided, and the types of appropriaLt.ns typically encountered at NPS.

The Big Picture - Where Does the Money Come From?

The Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS).

The need for military programs, and the estimated funds to support them, are
developed within a Department of Defense management system known as the
Planning, Programming, and Budgeting System (PPBS). The PPBS is concerned
primarily with the management of resources to meet strategic needs. In a
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* "nutshell", the PPBS develops a strategy based upon the anticipated threat to
national security. The strategy requirements are determined, and programs are
then developed to execute the strategy and counter the threat. A budgeting process
estimates the funds necessary to support the programs and submits proposals to the
Secretary of Defense for approval. Approved programs from the various Service
Departments, i.e., Army, Navy, and Air Force, form the DOD budget submission
which is incorporated into the President's budget and presented to Congress
annually.

When Congress receives the
President's annual budget request,
a Congressionally adopted Budget
Resolution is developed, which OUDGET PRESENTATION AND REVIEW
provides Congress with fiscal DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS I
guidance for the upcoming year. AUTHORIZATION BILLS
This fiscal guidance is used by a , ,,,I,,M, I
group of committees, known as ,
Authorizing Committees, to legally [ K =- [ MM a lien
authorize Federal programs and set WU 9,, 9,,t r umt, n

maximum program spending levels. M ,
(Authorizations do not permit f' ,

program spending; but
authorizations must be in place '
before money can be appropriated
for the program.) The authorizing FO , " r M .,'

legislation for the Department of "9 i m  Ts M If suit
Defense is prepared by the House
and Senate Armed Services i 10 =  1 ' A MM

Committees.

Once programs have been Figure 2.4 Defense Appropriations Bills
authorized, appropriation
legislation for the Department of Defense is prepared by the Defense Subcommittees of
the House and Senate Appropriation Committees. Appropriation legislation provides
funds for Federal programs and may be less than, or equal to, the maximum amount
established by the program's authorization. (Even if a program has been authorizc J, it
cannot spend money unless the funds have been appropriated.) Appropriation
legislation is signed by the President and becomes a public law (refer to Figure 2.4).
When people refer to a budget as being "approved", or "passed", they are usually
referring to the particular Appropriations Act. Appropriation legislation for the
Department of Defense is known as the "Department of Defense Appropriations Act".

17
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Special Situations.

Sequestration.

The Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act of 1985 established special procedures to
enforce maximum deficit amounts for fiscal years 1988 through 1993. In short, the
Congressional and Administration budget offices independently estimate the deficit for
the upcoming fiscal year; if the estimated deficit is expected to exceed the established
maximum deficit amount by more than $10 billion, the President must issue an order to
reduce spending, or cancel budgetary resources, as required. This order would become
effective on October 1, the start of the new fiscal year.

Continuing Resolution.

If Congress has not passed the Appropriations Act before the beginning of the new
fiscal year, a Continuing Resolution is normally passed to provide continued funding of
Federal programs until the Appropriations Act is passed. This usually entails
maintaining spending levels at the previous years rates with no new program starts.

The Big Picture - Sharing the Wealth.

Once the Appropriation Act is enacted by Congress and signed by the President,
appropriations pertaining to defense are apportioned to the Defense Department and
then re-apportioned to the Department of the Navy. Annual appropriations are
apportioned on a quarterly basis, while multi-year appropriations are apportioned on an
annual basis. This allows Congress to closely track DOD spending levels.

After appropriations have been apportioned to the Secretary of the Navy, the
Comptroller of the Navy (NAVCOMPT) allocates funds to major claimants, or
"Administering Offices", for obligation at the field level. Allocations to the major
claimants are further distributed to field activities, i.e., the FAA, as allotments. Each
allotment is received by the FAA on a NAVCOMPT Form 2168-1 "Resource
Authorization" (Figure 2.5).

Allotments issued to an FAA might be for a specific mission or for general
operations, depending upon the allotment's specific purpose. Each allotment's funds
must be separately accounted for.

The final distribution of funds is known as an Operating Target. Operating
Targets redistribute the FAA's allotment to the cost centers, and provide funds for the
cost centers' daily operations.
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Note: Prior to fiscal year 1989, allotments were provided to obligate and
expend funds for very specific functions. Funds designated for general
operations were provided as Operating Budgets (OPBUD). The term
Operating Budget has since been eliminated and allotments now refer to any
appropriated funds distributed to a Fund Administering Activity.

Different Types of Money?

Department of the Navy Appropriations.

Congress provides appropriations to the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) who
redistributes the funds to the various Service Departments. The Department of the
Navy has eleven major appropriations divided into two categories; Expense
Appropriations and Investment Appropriations. The two appropriation types most likely
to be encountered by NPS cost center personnel are: Operations and Maintenance, Navy
(O&M,N), and Other Procurement, Navy (OPN).

Expense Type Appropriation - Operations and Maintenance, Navy
(O&MN).

Expense type appropriations finance the cost of ongoing operations; e.g.,
materials, base operations, civilian payroll, maintenance of property, training,
service, repairs, etc. NIS uses O&M,N appropriations to finance daily operational
needs and the majority of its Navy research projects.

The appropriation symbol for O&M,N funds, found on funding authorization

documents and used in O&M,N accounting classification codes, is: 17_1804.

Investment Type Appropriation - Other Procurement, Navy (OPN).

Investment type appropriations provide funds for purchasing items or
systems with a unit value of $15.000 or more. If an item consists of sub-
components, and these sub-components are necessary for the item to function
properly, then this would be considered a system. O&MN funds may not be used
to purchase the components of a system, where the total cost of the system would
exceed $15,000. The system must be financed with OPN funds. NPS uses OPN
appropriations primarily to finance the procurement and modernization of
equipment; e.g., large computer systems, vehicles, etc.

Typically, NPS cost center personnel will not be involved with OPN
appropriations. They may, however, encounter OPN appropriations for large
departmental purchases. The OPN appropriation symbol is: 171810.

19
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Appropriated Fund Terminology.

Expense and Investment Appropriations may be further categorized into
Obligational Availability Periods; with funding being provided on an incremental or fully
funded basis. To better understand Navy appropriations, cost center personnel should
be familiar with the following terms regarding appropriated fund status and funding
time constraints:

Obligation Availability Period (OAP).

An Obligational Availability Period is a period of time allowed to obligate
funds. This is very different from expending funds. For example, when an order
is placed with a vendor funds are obligated; i.e., a legal obligation exists to pay the
vendor when the service is provided or the item is received. After receipt of the
item or service, a charge is made against available funds and the funds become
expended. Therefore, as long as an order is placed during the OAP, and it
conforms to Government regulations, the order is a legal obligation of funds, not
an expenditure.

The Obligation Availability Period for O&M,N appropriations is
generally one year. The OAP for OPN appropriations is usually three years.

Expenditure Availability Period (EAP).

Once the OAP ends, an appropriation becomes an Expired Appropriation
and funds from that appropriation may no longer be obligated. Following the
OAP, however, a two year Expenditure Availability Period (EAP) exists, which
allows the liquidation (expenditure) of outstanding obligations. The EAP applies
to all appropriations.

With respect to accounting procedures; if an OAP lasts for one year, which is
generally the case for cost center funds, and the EAP lasts for another two years -
then accounting ledgers must usually be maintained for a total of three years.

Lapsed Appropriation.

After the Expenditure Availability Period, the appropriation becomes a
Lapsed Appropriation. Outstanding obligations from a Lapsed Appropriation may
no longer be disbursed in the normal manner.

20
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Figure 2.5 NAVCOMPT Form 2168-1: Resource Authorization
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Successor '' Account.

Obligated balances from lapsed appropriations accounts transfer/merge to
the appropriations Successor "M" Account. These funds lose their fiscal year
identity for expenditure purposes and remain available indefinitely. Funds which
transfer to the "M" account usually result from poor accounting and reconciliation
practices; where outstanding obligations have not been adequately tracked or
cancellations of orders have not been reported.

Obligations transferred to the Successor "M" Account receive high level
attention, as Government funds are tied up for an indefinite period of time.
Consistent transfers of funds to the Successor "M" Account represent poor
financial management practices, and as such, could result in the major claimant
(OP-09BF) reducing NPS funding levels. Remember to track the status of your
obligations and avoid the limelight!

Incremental/Fully Funded Appropriations.

An incremental appropriation means that Congress must vote each year
to approve funds for a particular program. O&M,N appropriations are usually
provided on an incremental (annual) basis.

Fully funded appropriations are funds appropriated during one fiscal
year for a program or project expected to last for several years. OPN
appropriations may be fully funded for up to three years.

Accounting Classification/Local Management Codes.

Accounting Classification and Local Management Codes are used on
purchase request, obligation and expenditure documents; and provide a means
of accumulating, tracking and reporting financial/accounting information by
purpose and location. In other words, the codes define why money was spent
and who spent it. For example; a Job Order Number, which at NPS is
comprised of a five letter code, may be used to identify accrued expenses by
sub-cost center, as well as provide information regarding the purpose of the
obligation/expenditure.

Further information on Accounting Classification and Local Management
Codes is contained in Chapter 4 - Coding Systems.
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CHAPTER 3

FUND MANAGEMENT AT THE
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

Introduction.

Funds come to NPS in two ways: through direct appropriations and through
reimbursable orders. In direct appropriation; i.e., O&M,N, OPN, etc., funds are
allocated to NPS directly from the major claimant (OP-09BF). Reimbursable funds,
on the other hand, might be funds originally appropriated for other Navy or
government organizations, or they might be funds provided by private companies
(Figure 3.2). Regardless of the source, reimbursable funds represent a lateral
transfer of monies to NPS for the purpose of completing a project or service not
normally funded by OP-09BF. Because of the nature of direct and reimbursable
funding, each must be managed differently. This chapter provides an overview of
the legal implications regarding fund management, as well as some insight into the
nature and management of direct and reimbursable funds.

Legal Aspects of Fund Management.

The laws pertaining to appropriated
funds are contained in a group of statutes
under U.S. Code Title 31 (collectively referred LIMITS OF AN
to as the "Anti-Deficiency Act"); as well as
U.S.C. Title 31 Sections 1301 (a) and 1517. APPROPRIATION
In short, appropriations have three primary
limits: purpose, time and dollar. Any
violation of these limits is a serious offense.
Persons violating the law could be subject to
disciplinary actions, which may include PURPOSE $ LIMIT
suspension without pay or removal from A
office. Knowing, or willful, violations of
Section 1517 may result in criminal penalties
of a fine up to $5,000 or imprisonment for not
more than two years, or both. TIME

The lowest level holding Title 31 Figure 3.1 Appropriation Limits
responsibility is the Fund Administering
Activity; e.g., the Superintendent of the Naval
Postgraduate School. Operating Targets issued to departments (cost centers) do not
carry direct Title 31 responsibility, as OPTAR.s are considered administrative limitations
rather than legal limitations. This statement, however, should not be construed to mean
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that cost center violations of Title 31 are inconsequential. Consistent failure of
personnel to maintain their accounts within the prescribed limits is cause for
disciplinary action or dismissal from office.

Violations of the Anti-Deficiency Act may occur for a variety of reasons
including: accounting errors leading to actual over-obligation or over-expenditure,
transferring funds between accounts, failure to post obligations to accounting
records, and delays in posting transactions to the accounting records. If a violation
does occur, a violation report must be forwarded to the Comptroller of the Navy.
NAVCOMPT will then draft a report for transmission to the President, via the
Department of Defense and Office of Management and Budget (OMB). Copies of the
report are also forwar led to the President of the Senate and Speaker of the House
of Representatives.

Title 31 U.S. Code Section 1301 (a).

Section 1301 (a) requires that appropriated funds be used only for purposes
for which the appropriation was made. The law states, "Appropriations shall be
applied only to the objects for which the appropriations were made except as
otherwise provided by law".

Currently, there is no reporting requirement for violations of Section 1301 (a);
however, if funds from one appropriation account have been spent on items which
should have been funded from a different appropriation, then adjustments must be
made to the accounting records of both appropriations. This would entail crediting
the amount of the expenditure to the appropriation account from which funds were
incorrectly expended and debiting the other appropriation account by the same
amount. If the adjustments result in an over-obligation or over-expenditure of an
appropriation account, then a violation of Section 1517 has occurred and a violation
report must then be prepared. As an example, if a computer system costing
$15,000 is purchased with O&M,N (expense type funds), rather than with OPN
(investment type funds) as it should have been, a violation of Title 31 Section 1301
(a) has occurred. Adjustments must be made to the two accounts when the error is
discovered, i.e., $15,000 must be credited to the O&M,N account and $15,000
debited against the account for OPN. If the purchase was not budgeted for, and
insufficient OPN funds are available to finance the purchase, then a violation of
Title 31 Section 1517 has occurred, and a violation report must be submitted.

Title 31 U.S. Code Section 1517.

Section 1517 prohibits authorizing an obligation in excess of the amount
available in an appropriation (or subdivision thereof) or in excess of the amount
permitted by agency regulations. This law pertains to the total obligated authority,
i.e., spending limits, specified in the Resource Authorization (NAVCOMPT Form
2168-1) provided to the Naval Postgraduate School by the FSA (OP-09BF). Over-
obligation of reimbursable funds could result in a violation of Section 1517 in that,
if the provider of the reimbursable funds refused to cover the over-obligation, NPS
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* would be forced to cover the over-obligation with its own direct funds. This, in
turn, might force NPS to exceed its direct spending authority.

Anti-Deficiency Act: Title 31 U.S. Code Sections 1341, 1349-1350; 1512-1514,
1517-1519.

The principal provisions of the Anti-Deficiency Act are as follows (note the
Anti-Deficiency Act also includes Section 1517):

1. Prohibits any officer or employee from making or authorizing an
obligation in excess of the amount available in an appropriation.

2. Persons causing a violation may be subject to discipline including
suspension without pay or removal from office. If the violation is done
knowingly, or willfully, that person may be subject to criminal penalties
of a fine up to $5000, or imprisonment for two years, or both.

3. Forbids the involvement of the Government in any contract, or
obligation, to pay money in advance of an appropiiation.

4. Requires the head of an agency to issue regulations establishing an
administrative control system. The system must keep obligations within
the amount of the allotment and enable the agency to fix the
responsibility for making obligations in excess of the
appropriated/allotted amount,

Direct Funds.

Direct appropriated funds obtained from the major claimant represent the
largest source of funding available to NPS. While the majority of this money is
used to finance day to day operations, a significant portion is also designated to
support the School's various research efforts. NPS direct funds are categorized,
therefore, as either Operating Funds (OPTAR) or Direct Funded Research (DFR).

Academic departments with approved research projects receive a Direct
Funded Research and an Indirect Support account. The Direct Funded Research
account is subdivided between the research projects according to their approved level
of funding. The Indirect Support account is compensation to the department for
providing additional support to the research projects, such as office supplies, use of
equipment, and the services of support personnel.

NPS civilian labor is funded from all three pots of money; i.e., Operating
Funds, Direct Research, and Indirect Support. Since accounting for civilian labor is
centrally managed by the Comptroller Department, labor dollars are withheld before
allocation of direct funds is made to the departments/cost centers.
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The allocation and management of NPS Operating Funds, Direct Funded
Research and Indirect Support funds is as follows:

1. Operating Funds. Allocation of cost center operating funds (OPTARs)
is determined by the NPS Resources Planning Board, and based primarily on
the requirements identified in the cost centers' budget submissions. The
Comptroller allocates funds to Deans and Line Managers (cost centers), who
further allocate funds to their sub-cost centers, e.g., the Dean of Information
and Policy Sciences (a line manager) would reallocate funds to the
Department of Computer Science, Department of Administrative Science (sub-
cost centers), etc. The Comptroller opens individual accounts for each sub-
cost center, and provides the sub-cost centers with an authorization indicating
total funds available, quarterly allocations, and travel ceilings.

Figures 3.6 and 3.7 provide examples of cost/sub-cost center funding
documents. Note that Figure 3.6 represents a reimbursable research account,
while Figure 3.7 represents direct operating funds.

2. Direct Funded Research. The mission of the Naval Postgraduate
School, as defined by the Secretary of the Navy, is:

" To conduct and direct the advanced education of commissioned officers and
to provide such other technical and professional instruction as may be
prescribed to meet the needs of the Naval Service; and in support of the
foregoing, to foster and encourage a program of research in order to sustain
academic excellence."

As evidenced by this statement, a strong research program is considered
an indispensable component of advanced education.

In the past, teaching at NPS was funded with O&M,N monies, while
research projects received financing through the reimbursable funds made
available by government agencies or private sponsors. Under this method,
research funding was difficult to manage administratively; accounting was
extremely complex; and funding levels were inconsistent. To ensure that
future research projects received consistent funding, the Secretary of the Navy
directed the Chief of Naval Operations to include NPS research program
requirements in the Navy budgetary process. SECNAVINST 7040.12 states,
in part:

" Changes to current procedures to finance academic research at the Naval
Postgraduate School are required to ensure that sufficient funding is provided,
to establish increased financial control, and to ensure that the program is
responsive to the needs of the Secretary of the Navy (SECNAV), Chief of Naval
Operations (CNO), and Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC). Under
current procedures, academic research spqnsored by DON activities is being
performed by the NAVPGSCOL on a reimbursable basis. In order to remove
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the fiscal uncertainty inherent in this approach, we will begin to mission fund
all such work through the school's Operation and Maintenance (O&MN)
operating budget effective FY 88. This new approach is consistent with the
fact that academic research is an integral part of the academic curriculum and
should therefore be funded as an element of the NAVPGSCOL's educational
mission requirements. Some reimbursable activity in support of special programs
and other DOD needs will be conducted... This policy will ensure that appropriate
resource levels are applied in our budget in consonance with DOD directives."

Under direct funding, O&M,N funds provide the majority of support
funds for Navy research projects at NPS. Both long and short range planning
must be accomplished by the NPS administration, faculty, research sponsor,
and major claimant (FSA/OP-09BF) to determine the size of the research
program in the coming years; and the level of research which can be
supported in any given year. Basically, this requires that NPS participate in
the DOD budgeting process, and coordinate its research requirements with
both the research sponsor, e.g., NAVAIRSYSCOM, etc., and resource
sponsor/major claimant (FSA).

In order for NPS to manage its research efforts, a Letter of Intent (LOI)
must be submitted by faculty members to the Research Administration Office
(RAO), via the appropriate Department Chairman. The LOI, submitted in
January, briefly declares faculty and department intent to submit research
proposals for the upcoming fiscal year. Based on the LOIs, NPS determines
the upcoming fiscal year levels of research for each research sponsor. Further
information regarding the submission requirements for NPS research proposals
may be found in NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.4.

As described later in this chapter, the Research Administration Office
(RAO) was created to effectively manage research projects, while the Research
Council was formed to review research proposals and determine appropriate
allocations. When the annual appropriation for direct funded research is
received by the Comptroller, the Research Council provides the RAO with
approved research projects and an authorized amount of money for each
project. The RAO then issues an authorization letter to the individual
primarily responsible for controlling the project, known as the "Principal
Investigator". This letter specifies the total funds available for the project and
its quarterly allocations. As try ;el expenditures for research are restricted,
the authorization also contains a travel ceiling.

Accounting procedures for cost center OPTAR and direct funded research
are essentially the same. OPTAR and direct funded research obligation
documents, however, require the use of separate cost/sub-cost center codes and
serial numbers. Appendices E through H contain cost center OPTAR and
DFR codes, as well as assigned document serial numbers. Further
information on coding systems is contained in Chapter 4.
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Note: Prior to 1 October, 1989, the RAO maintained its own set of
accounting records for research funds, and distributed a monthly accounting
report on research fund status. This report was one of two research
accounting reports published by the School; the other being provided by the
Comptroller. Due to timing differences between the reports, and frequent
adjustments to obligations, the information contained in the reports
frequently did not match. This created some confusion regarding which
report cost centers should use to reconcile their accounting ledgers.

Since the beginning of FY90, the RAO has ceased maintaining separate
accounting records for direct or reimbursably funded research projects, and
has discontinued distribution of its accounting report. Currently, the RAO
screens requests to obligate research funds, approves/ disapproves the
request(s), and forwards the documents to the Comptroller Department for
processing.

It is anticipated that the RAO will eventually be able to directly access the
Comptroller's records, via computer, which will allow the RAO to obtain
current research account information. This will enable the RAO to prepare
accurate research accounting reports, specifically tailored to the needs of
faculty members conducting research. It is envisioned that once the RAO
system is on line, the Comptroller Department will discontinue publishing
its reimbursable, and direct funded research reports.

3. Indirect Support. As explained earlier, Indirect Support funds are
used to compensate academic departments for the additional support provided
to professors conducting research. After labor dollars for research support
personnel have been withheld by the Comptroller, the remaining balance in
the account is distributed to the department chairmen for miscellaneous
purchases.

Reimbursable Funds.

Reimbursable funds are obtained through an agreement or contract between
NPS and a sponsoring activity, and differ from funds directly appropriated to NPS.
The agencies, or research sponsors, providing the funds include branches of the
Department of Defense, Government Contract Operated Facilities, civilian agencies,
and in some cases, private sector companies and corporations (refer to Figure 3.2).
Because the funds are designated for a specific project, and do not belong to NPS,
they may not be mixed with other funds, or spent on items not specifically
authorized by the agreement or contract.

To ensure that reimbursable funds are accounted for properly, cost centers must
maintain separate accounting records for each reimbursable account authorized.
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Figure 3.2 Reimbursable Funding

Additionally, the spending of reimbursable funds must be in accordance with
the requirements of the sponsor's original appropriation; i.e., reimbursable money
provided by an O&M,N (expense type) appropriation may not be used for purchasing
investment type items. If the original appropriations Obligational Availability
Period (OAP) is one year, so is the OAP for the reimbursable funds.

The Comptroller receives reimbursable funds in several forms:

1. NAVCOMPT Form 2275 - Order For Work Or Services (for DON
requests),

2. DD Form 448 - Military Interdepartmental Purchase Request (MIPR)
(for other DOD components),

3. check, grant, or agreement.

NAVCOMPT Form 2275 and MIPRs (Figures 3.3 and 3.4) represent 99% of
the documents transmitting reimbursable funds to NPS. The expiration of
reimbursable funds varies depending on the source and type of funding. In any
case, the agreement or funding document will clearly outline the conditions,
amounts, and duration of funding.
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Following acceptance of reimbursable funds by the NPS Comptroller
(Figure 3.5), a memorandum is prepared to notify the department or faculty
member, that funds are available for obligation. The "Granting of Funding
Authorization" memorandum (Figure 3.6) provides the accounting data and alpha-
numeric job order number to be used with the account.

From the standpoint of the NPS cost center, there is little difference in the
make up of direct or reimbursable accounting data. The primary difference is that
all reimbursable job orders numbers begin with the letter "R", and each
reimbursable job order is unique to a particular reimbursable account. (The letter
"R" in the 5 digit job order number is preceded by the NPS Unit Identification Code
(UIC), and the last digit of the fiscal year; e.g., 62271ORCVYT.) It is important to
remember that reimbursable job order numbers are assigned by the Reimbursable
Accounts Division on the "Granting of Funding Authorization" memorandum. Cost
centers do not use the code tables provided in Appendices E through H to assign job
orders to reimbursable accounts.

Since all research funds are coordinated through the RAO, which involves a
different chain of accountability, reimbursable accounts may be categorized as either
Research Reimbursables or Other Reimbursables:

Note: It is important to stress that all reimbursable funds received by NPS
do not apply to research -many are used for other purposes; e.g., Public
Works, Family Housing, etc. Because of this, NPS separates reimbursables
into two categories, "Research Reimbursables" and "Other Reimbursables".
While "Other Reimbursables" occasionally have labor charges, labor must be
accounted for separately with each reimbursable research accounts.
Separating "Research" from "Other" reimbursables allows the Comptroller to
more accurately track actual labor costs against the costs submitted on the
research projects Budget Page.
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One additional note - Do not confuse the "Other Reimbursable" category just

mentioned, which refers to all reimbursable accounts other than research,
with the "Other Reimbursable" category title and cost code found on the
financial reports prepared by the Reimbursables Accounting Division. This
latter "Other Reimbursables" is simply a group of miscellaneous accounts
which do not fall under any major heading, e.g., Public Works, Housing, etc.
Codes used by the Reimbursable Accounts Division to maintain accounting
ledgers for reimbursable accounts and to code monthly financial reports are:

PW - Public Works Department
FH - Family Housing
RR - Reimbursable Research
NR - Navy Research
RM - Other Reimbursable
AC - Academic Services
DR - DRMEC
PR - PERSEREC
TU - Tuition

1. Research Reimbursables. While the majority of research at NPS is
directly funded through O&M,N appropriations (DFR), a significant portion of
the total research budget is also financed by reimbursable funding.

Reimbursable research projects can be initiated by a sponsoring activity,
or they may be initiated by a professor or department suggesting research in
a particular area. In either case, the process begins with the Research
Proposal (Figures 3.8, 3.9, and 3.10).

After research requirements have been established, the Principal
Investigator (a faculty member responsible for the research project) prepares
and submits a Budget Page (Figure 3.11). The Budget Page provides an
estimate of the project's total costs. After the project is approved by the
Research Council, and accepted by the sponsoring activity, the sponsoring
agency will then provide the necessary funds.

Requirements are the same regardless of whether the research project is
d ed with DFR or Reimbursable funds.

When the Comptroller receives the research funds, an account is opened
and a reimbursable research job order number assigned. The reimbursable
job order number is used to account for labor, travel, and equipment
purchases. Unlike OPTAR funds, where labor costs are centrally managed by
the Comptroller, the Principal Investigator is responsible for managing the
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labor dollars for his research project (refer to Figure 3.6). A copy of the
authorizing document is forwarded through the RAO, and department 0Administrative Assistant, to the Principal Investigator.

2. Other Reimbursables. Other reimbursables represent all
reimbursables other than research. This includes: Public Works projects,
housing projects, agreements with tenant or area commands for support,
tuition payments, and conference fees. When funding is received, the
Comptroller assigns a job order number to the project and opens an account.
Authorization to obligate funds is sent to the appropriate cost center on the
"Granting of Funding Authorization" memorandum.

Key Research Personnel and Organizations.

The research process involves numerous NPS personnel. To help clarify the
organizational relationships and responsibilities of the various persons and groups
involved, the following information is provided:

Dean of Research.

The Dean of Research is responsible for the administration of all research at
the School. The Dean coordinates liaison with various outside research agencies,
coordinates faculty research initiatives, supervises the staff of the Research
Administration Office, and prepares and submits budget requirements. The Dean of
Research reports to the Provost/Academic Dean and serves as Chairman on the
Research Council.

Research Council.

The Research Council is composed of the Dean of Research, the Provost, the
Director of Programs, Division Deans, the Chairman of the Faculty Research
Committee, and six faculty members. The Council reviews all research proposals
submitted by the faculty and determines the following: allocation of funds to faculty
members, number and assignment of supporting personnel, and amount of
equipment purchases to be supported by research funds.

Research Administration Office.

The Research Administration Office monitors and administers the School's
overall research program. The RAO attempts to ensure that a project's total
obligations do not exceed its available funding, and that all expenditures are
specified on the project's Budget Page. The RAO mq'intains copies of all research
proposals, Budget Pages, LOis, proposal modifications, and Granting of Funding
Authorization memorandums. All documents submitted to the Comptroller to
obligate research funds must first be screened by the Research Accounting Office.
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Research Sponsors.

Under direct funding, DON research sponsors are notified by NPS of their
allocated share of research effort and the costs of approved proposals. The sponsors
subsequently review and approve the NPS proposals they require, and then monitor
the progress of those programs.

For reimbursable research, sponsors provide the funds required to accomplish
the project. Following NPS acceptance of the reimbursable funds, financial
responsibility for the project is transferred from the sponsor to the School.
Unobligated funds may be reclaimed by the sponsor.

Principal Investigators.

Principal Investigators (PIs) are faculty members who conceptualize, plan, and
coordinate a research project. The PI prepares the Research Proposal and Budget
Page, and carries the primary responsibility for an approved project's financial
obligations.

0
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d. TOTAL ESTIMATED PRICE $66,.219.00 g. TOTAL ESTIMATED PRICE

I0. ANTICIPATED DATE Of OBLIGATION FOR CATEGORY 01 ITEMS II. GRAND TOTAL ESTIMATED PRICE OF ALL ITEMS

Ii. FUNDS DATA (eA..A If APPIO.6610)

A. ADDITION AL VUMDS IN THE ^jOUNT GF S________AftE RIG1UIRED 90 eS.. 60JO ACIIN ts *5 Is)

6. FUNDS IN THE AMGUMT OF5 ______ _ .RE NOT REQIRED AND WAY SE RITI4DRAVem

9790400 1120 1685 P9710 2522 S49447 DWAM90106' 33,219.00
9790400 1120 3385 P9810 2522 S49447. DWAM90106 33,000.00

1A. ACCEPTI-g ACTIVITY (COOOI. Adds".) St TYPES N.stfi AN11 TITLE OF AIJT.001.2E O'FICIAL

Superintendent (Code 0023) RB % g~'III, CAPT. USN, COMPfTOLLER
Naval Postgraduate SchoolA ,sg , It. DATE
Mnnrrp rA q24 IA.(: ~ "" 20 Oct 89

01,0 poemMag AU PREVIOUS EDITION WILL Of W11646 UNTOfI ERMT9
6

. S/H 0102- 06 004. 67c i

Figure 3.5 DD Form 448-2: Acceptance of MIPR
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MWUER-Y, CALIFORNIA 93943

DATE : 02-Nv--9
APPROPRIATION : 1701804.1180

UIC : 62271
CC/SCC : W

J09 ORDE : N22710RG
UTHORIZATION NUP : N000249VWf

P OSE :OPERATIONS RSEARC MODEN O
ANTI-SATaLITE AORHITECTURES

EXPIRATION DATE 30 SEPTEE 90
SERIAL NU:BER 0010-9 B / 9 400

From :Superintendent (Code:002)
To :PROFESSOR ROSENTHAL

Code : 5&
Via :RESEARCH ADINISTRATION

Code : 012
Subject :Granting of Funding Authorization.

Ref :(a) NAVCOMPT ManuaI 032002.2.9
Enclosure: NAVCFT FOR 2275 - BASIC

I. In accordance with the provisions of reference (a) addressee is hereby granted authority to
incu, oligationsup to the amount indicjated below. All documents should include the accounting
data shown above. This does not corstitute a sub-allotment of funds.

Aunt c4 this Authorization: $0,000.00

Previous Authorizations:

Total Authorizations to Date: $50,000.00

Point Of Contact: LINDA ABAD
12357 or 13139

H. L. CAY III, Cr.T, UIN, COMPTROLLER
By Direction.

Figure 3.6 NPS Granting of Funding Authorization
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16 Oct 89

HII- .;oL('IIe0

1: &o~c,49

"Lj I JSCAL. YEAR 1990 OPRkATING TARGET (OPTAR)

it) IJAVCOMPT Manual 3 Para 032002.2.b.

1. -,it 17t Quarter OPTAR is apportioned as fol)cws:

OPTAR TRAVEL TOTAL

2. it ds'c wi th reference (a) , the operal i 'jj tarr4)tt i5S

I I ~ C' f u I " ;. wevct , they do cruw:- ti t c a i
* ~~~ ,.. Iloca t iuf, of I inujs ai reou u,'; .,i'

I !i....a thle ("..jLtrilI ci

* ~a]IocateJ ate L--le, opiun alithorizLI it u.ci. I

r (.rLi[uuII-sg HeIleutl.ull. 14o act Jour iI Ii t ot-,li

cu ifltI-rA&fi tile &CL-fj of 011-goiuuq4 pi l(kra' M to

-. ujianis 011t j the f Y 90 IL,].) appi opi iatui i s ena 1'

J. C, COOK,1 JR.

Figure 3.7 NPS Cost Center Funding Authorization
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3900
NC4 (012)

From: Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School
To: Commander, Naval Space Command, (Attn: LT Sue Higgins),

Dahlgren, VA 22448

Subj: SUBMISSION OF RESEARCH PROPOSAL

Ref: (a) SECNAVINST 7040.12
(b) ASN(FM) memo to NPS dated 2 Nov 88

Encl: (1) Research Proposal by Professor R.E. Rosenthal

1. A research proposal, enclosure (1), "Operations Research
Modeling of Anti-Satellite Architectures," by Professor Richard E.
Rosenthal is submitted for consideration.

2. Although some faculty and student research projects are funded
directly by NPS, the School accepts a limited amount of
reimbursable funding for projects in support of sponsor
requirements and the educational programs at NPS.

KNEALE T. MARSHALL
By Direction

Blind copy to:
Code 55R1
Code 55
Code 05
Code 002
,Code..012CWj

Prepared b:
Research Administraticn Office, Code 0-2

20 Sep 89

Figure 3.8 Submission of 7 -search Proposal
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NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
Monterey, California 93943

PROPOSAL FOR RESEARCH

Submitted to: Commander, Naval Space Command
ATTN: Lt Sue Higgins, USN
Dahlgren, VA 22448

SUMMARY

1. Title: Operations Research Modeling of Anti-Satellite
Architectures

2. Period of Suport: I October 1989 to 30 September 1990

3. Total Estinated Cost: $50,000

4. Prinniial investiqator:

RICHARD E. RCSENTHAL
Przfessor of Operations Research

. Prief Cescripticn: This is a proposal to analyze the design
and oceration of various anti-satellite (ASAT) arcnitectures
using ccerations research modeling techniques, principally
oztilztzaon and stochastic processes. The primary problem
t- te addressed in this research will be ASAT targeting. Our
models will work in conjunction with U.S. SPACECOM's existing
software for orbital calculations, and will be sufficiently
flexible to be used not only for analyzing U.S. battle
management negation needs, but also for predicting approaches
that might be taken by a hostile force against U.S. space
assets.

6. Pe =r7e7.e- Ancro,.'sa : 7. Reviewed:

rTER -UtE, Chairman GILBERT T. HOWARD, nrector
Department of Operations Research of Research Administration

8. Ar;roved:

Y2EALE T. MARSHALL, Dean of Date
Information and Policy Sciences

Figure 3.9 Proposal for Research
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Research Proposal

OPERATIONS RESEARCH MODELING OF ANTI-SATELLITE ARCHITECTURES

1. Background

This is a proposal for faculty and students of the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) to analyze the design and operation of
various anti-satellite (ASAT) architectures for the U.S. Space
Command (SPACECOM). SPACECOM iE a Don) joint command located in
Colorado Springs, drdicated to U.S. military interests in space.
The NPS Space Systems Academic Group has provided many graduates
who have worked or are working for SPACECOM. This proposal
involves the Operations Research Department of NPS, which has
heretofore had little involvement with SPACECOM.

The focus of this proposal is on contributions to SPACECOM's
ASAT interests through the use of operations research modeling
technio'es, principally optimization and stochastic processes. Our
researz* will employ SPACECOM's existing software for orbital
calculations, and will call upon cooperation with SPACECOM in other
areas of expertise as appropriate.

The intended benefit to SPACECOM of this research is more
efficient utilization of existing resources. The operations
research approach involves three essential phases: the formulation
cf nathematical models to represent real-world decision problems,
the algcrithmic solution of these models, and the interpretation
of these sclutions in a way that leads directly to implementable
and demonstratively effective decisions. This approach has yielded
enormous cost savings and great improvements in other measures of
effectiveness over a wide range of military and civilian
applications.

2. The ASAT Targeting Application (STOMP)

The primary problem to be addressed in this research will be
ASAT targeting in support of a SPACECOM research project called the
Space Target Optimization Modeling Program (STOMP). The models we
intend to build for this program will be sufficiently flexible to
be used not only for analyzing U.S. battle management negation
needs, but also for predicting approaches that might be taken by
a hostile force against U.S. space assets.

An optimization modeling approach for ASAT tarceting is
currently under development as an NPS masters thesis by LCDR
Stephen A. Tisdale [1989], with guidance and assistance from
FSPACECOM. We provide a brief description of this model, and
mention some areas where we propose to investigate modifications
or extensions. *0 •

I.E. so etL -1- $ 1r 1, 19"9 (rev.)

Figure 3.10 Research Proposal (text example)
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BUDGET: ESTIMATED COSTS

1. FACULTY LABOR (salary and benefits)

Principal Investigator
Professor Rosenthal - 109 days 38,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED LABOR COST 38,000

3. TRAVEL - DOMESTIC

Faculty: 3 visits to sponsor, 2 trips
to ORSA/TIMS meetings 5,000

4. EQUIPMENT AID SUPPLIES

Items under $15K 7,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED NON-LABOR COST 12,000

TOTAL $50,000

NOTES:

I. These are estimated expenditures only. The
actual distribution of expenditures between labor,
equipment and travel may differ from these estimates.

2. Unless specifically stated to the contrary,
acceptance and fiscal support of the proposal authorizes
approval of the procurement of equipment as indicated in
the proposal and retention of title to that equipment by
the Naval Postgraduate School.

3. The labor costs include direct benefits such as
insurance, retirement, earned sick leave and annual
leave.

I.E. Noelnthli -6- spte.r 7, 1909 (rev.)

Figure 3.11 Budget Page (estimated costs)
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PART II

INTRODUCTION

Part II of this guide provides information necessary to administratively prepare
NPS financial documents. In the interest of completeness, procedures and examples for
preparing several non-financial documents have also been included.

While it is impossible for this text to cover every conceivable situation, the
explanations and examples provided should enable cost center personnel to prepare the
majority of financial documents typically encountered at the Naval Postgraduate School.
Chapters 4 through 9 discuss the following aspects of accounting documentation and
provide samples of the various documents used to record obligations and expenditures:

Chapter 4 - Coding Systems

Chapter 5 - Purchases Document Preparation

Chapter 6 - Travel Document Preparation

Chapter 7 - Labor Document Preparation

Chapter 8 - Training Document Preparation

Chapter 9 - Reimbursable Fund Document Preparation

Chapter 4 is devoted to DOD, DON, and NPS coding systems, and describes the
various coding structures found on financial documents. The chapter begins with a brief
introduction to the coding system used for appropriation documents and high level
financial reporting, and concludes with a detailed explanation of NPS Accounting
Classification and Local Management Codes.

Chapters 5 through 9 group the documents into several descriptive categories.
Each chapter outlines the purpose for the documents, defines cost center administrative
responsibilities, and illustrates procedures for document preparation.
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CHAPTER 4

0CODING SYSTEMS

Uniform Expense Accounting Structure.

In order to integrate programming, budgeting, accounting and reporting under the
Resource Management System (RMS), a uniform system of accounting is necessary. Such
a system ensures that reported information serves the need of managers; that it facilitates
comparisons of accounting and budget reports; and that it aligns budgeting and accounting
information with the programming needs of the Department of Defense. The accounting
structure of the RMS is tied to programs established by DOD, and the President's Budget,
and serves as a basis for units to report their operating expenses.

The following coding categories for spending appear on funding documents, i.e.,
appropriations, allotments, etc., as well as FIPC accounting reports (UMRs), and indicate
who spent the funds and the purpose for resource use under RMS:

Budget Activity (BA). The Department of Defense Five Year Defense Plan
contains eleven major programs. The major programs apply to each of the Service
Departments and are identified by a code known as the Budget Activity.

Budget Major Program
Activity

1. Strategic Forces

2. General Purpose Forces

3. Intelligence and Communications

4 Airlift and Sealift

5. Guard and Reserve Forces

6. Research and Development

7. General Supply and Maintenance

8. Training, Medical and Other General Personnel Activities

9. Administrative and Associated Activities

10. Support of Other Nations

11. Special Operation Forces

4
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Part II Document Preparation

The Budget Activity relates a portion of a given defense appropriation to a
major program. O&MN appropriations, for example, may be subdivided into 11 W
separate Budget Activities. Figure 4.1 provides an example of O&MN
appropriations for the Navy's strategic forces.

Program Element (PE). The PE is a further breakdown of the Budget Activity.
It groups forces, manpower, and costs into projects, e.g., the Trident missile project,
within each major program.

piamnle Arinronriation and *Uh**d Iv~heI

I.i IKI~UDG'T ACTIVITY 1 (STRAKTGIC F0RCr )

_ ADIITERING OrFICE NAVUEA

_____TH O&,N APPROPRIATION

FISCAL YEULR 1983

__PARTENHT Or THN NAVY

Figure 4.1 Sample Appropriation and Subhead

Unit Identification Code (UIC). A general identification code used to identify a
DON unit. It is used for all reporting purposes and is not purely financial in
nature. The UIC for NPS, for example, is "62271".

Activity Group/Sub-Activity Group (AG/SAG). A two character code which
shows principal areas of financial activity; required by major claimants for the
administration of funds under RMS.

Functional/Subfunctional Category (F/SFC). A two character code which
indicates the functions being performed when resources were used. The first
character of this code is the functional category, while the second character is the
subfunctional category.

Cost Account Codes (CAC). A four digit alpha-numeric code which describes the
F/SFC in more detail and classifies transactions according to purpose.

Expense Elements (EE). A single character code which classifies an expense by
the type of resource being consumed.

In practice, the Comptroller Department is primarily concerned with the last four
coding categories. AGs are generally used at the major claimant level, while SAGs are
used at the Fund Administering Activity (NPS Comptroller) level and above.

Both .Ite official accounting reports (FIPC UM.Rs) received at NPS, and the
accounting reports sent out by NPS, reflect the utilization of funds by means of RMS
category codes. The category codes may be presented in various formats depending upon
the purpose of the report.
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Chapter 4 Coding Systems

At NPS, the Comptroller Department prepares the 'Monthly OPTAR Report" and
"Reimbursable Report" for the cost centers, which indicate fund utilization primarily by
means of a local coding system. The local coding system is comprise of Local
Management Codes (LMCs) which, together with the codes previously mentioned, allow
funds to be tracked by both location and purpose; i.e., they identify who obligated the
funds and why they were expended (Figure 4.2).

cosT ACCOUNTING COOING STRUCTURE

COST/SUUCOST CENTER

LOCATIUN _I
I 1_ LOCAL MANAGEMENT CODE (LMC)

COST I
ACCOUNTI!NG I

ACC TI -ACTIVITY/SUBACTIVITY GROUP (AG/SAG)
I I

PURPOSE j FUNCTIUNAL/SUBFUHCTIONAL CATEGORY (F/SFC)

COST ACCOUNT COOE (CAC)

___ EXPENSE ELEMENT (E/E)

Figure 4.2 Cost Accounting Coding Structure

Cost centers and sub-cost centers at NPS do not become directly involved with
preparing or reconciling RMS reports; therefore, they do not require extensive knowledge
of RMS codes or reporting procedures. In fact, cost center personnel usually prepare their
financial documents using "canned" accounting codes provided by the Comptroller at the
beginning of each fiscal year. Personnel using these "canned" codes to enter accounting
data on various obligation documents, e.g., travel orders, training documents, etc., should
be aware, however, that many of these codes are actually the same RMS codes used on
official accounting reports.

Accounting Classification Code.

Accounting Classification Code, often referred to as "lines of accounting data",
provide a means of accumulating and reporting accounting information in a uniform
manner. The code is used on all purchase request, obligation and expenditure documents.
It also relates directly to many of the RMS codes previously mentioned, and allows the
AAA/FIPC to furnish the Fund Administering Activity with official reports on
disbursements and refunds. The complete accounting classification consists of nine coding
elements; the content of each element will vary depending upon the reporting activity and
its specific reporting requirements. The accounting classification used by NPS is as
follows:
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Example

Ilernt : (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) f6) (T) (a) (9)

AA 1701104.119 000 62271 0 000179 ED VABDO0 622710QABQR Q

(1) Acconting Dte Cl ss ' e

Appopriation Date

(2) Approvtion Subbeed

(3) Ob ect Clem

(4) Bureau Control Number/ UIC

(5) SutlIlotwmnt

(6) Antboriztion Aceounting Activity

(7) r.Z.eciofl Type

(a) Prop" Amuntius Activity

(9) CostCo_________________________________________

Elements of Accounting Classification Code.

(1&2) Accounting Data Classification (two digits alphabetic).

Accounting Data Classification codes (shown below) are used on travel documents to
denote the purpose for travel fund expenditures. Code usage is mandatory and,
while only the applicable codes need be used, the codes must be entered on the
appropriate travel document in sequential order. Specific information on travel
documents and code usage is contained in Chapter 6 - Travel Documents.

AA= Per Diem, POV Travel, non-GTR air travel and miscellaneous charges.
Includes taxis, baggage tips and rental car (if the rental car is used in
conjunctior, with air travel).

AB= Cost of GTR travel only.
AC= Travel Advance.
AD= Registration and Tuition fees.

Appropriation Data/Subhead (eleven digits).

The appropriation code for Navy and Marine Corps funds begins with "17" to
identify the Department of the Navy. The next entry is the last digit of the fiscal
year. For FY90 the entry would be, "0".

The next eight entries in Element (1) are the funding code numbers for the
appropriation, together with its subhead. For NPS O&M,N (direct funds) this entry
is, "1804.1180".

Example:
AA = Per diem
17 f Navy
0 - FY 1990

1804- O&M,N appropriation code
1180= Appropriation subhead
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Chapter 4 Coding Systems

(3) Object Class and Reimbursement Source Codes (three digits).

Object Class Codes are used in reporting data whenever an analysis by object
class is required. An object class is based upon the nature of the services, or
articles for which funds are expended, as distinguished from the y for which
such obligations are incurred. Expense elements are not shown in this field. For
NPS, a class code is usually not required; therefore, the entry is "000".

(4) Bureau Control Number/TIC (five digits).

For Headquarters and centrally managed programs a Bureau Control Number
is entered in Element (4). For field operating budgets, such as NPS, the activity's
Unit Identification Code is entered. For NPS, the entry is "62271".

(5) Suballotment (one digit alpha/numeric).

The Suballotment code is assigned to a receiving activity if they receive
regular suballotments. It is used when more than one operating budget is issued
to a single UIC under the same subhead. This field does not apply to NPS;
therefore, the entry is "0".

(6) Authorization Accounting Activity (six digits).

The UIC or Bureau Control Number is entered for the activity designated to
perform official accounting functions. For NPS, this activity is the NRFC,
Washington, D.C.; therefore, the FIPC's UIC, "000179", is entered as Element (6).

(7) Transaction Type (two digits alpha/numeric).

A Transaction Type is a designator code which identifies purchases for stores
accounts, direct charges to plant property accounts, travel payments, contract
payments and other charges. The following codes frequently apply:

2T= Repairs of material in store other than stock funds.
1K= Military or Civilian travel advances.
2D= All other transactions, except that other specific codes will be applied at time

of payment in accordance with Navcompt Manual Vol II, Chapter 8, Par.
028004.

(8) Property Accounting Activity/Auxiliary Cost Code (six digits
alpha/numeric).

At NPS, this element is used primarily as an auxiliary cost code. The first entry
to Element (8) is the last letter of the form's "Type of Document" code. The next five
entries are the form's "Assigned Serial Number". These six entries correspond to the
last six digits of the form's Standard Document Number. For example, the code
' VAB001" indicates that this document is the first "Claim for Reimbursement"
submitted by the Comptroller Department in FY 90. Refer to appropriate appendix for
the applicable type document codes and serial numbers.
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Navcompt Manual Volume II states the following:

(1) General.

When this element is not for the purposes described in subparagraphs (2)
through (9), this element will be available as an extension of the cost code element
for other pertinent data.

(2) Stores Account.

When the transaction type code indicates a purchase for a stores account
(Navy Stock Account centrally managed allotment purchases, Appropriation
Purchases Account, Marine Corps Stock Fund Account, or Marine Corps
Appropriation Stores Account), the unit identification code assigned to the activity
designated to take up the property in the stores account will be shown as the
property accounting activity. In the case of Navy Stock Account class 207
centrally managed allotment purchases, the activity to be identified will be the
ship responsible for the stores account.

(3) Plant Property Account.

When the transaction type code indicates a purchase as a direct charge to
the plant property account (not through a stores account), the unit identification
code of the activity for which the plant property is purchased (the activity for
which a Reconciliation of Plant Account (NAVCOMPT Form 167) is prepared)
will be shown as the property accounting activity.

(4) Travel Order Identification.

(a) General.

For temporary additional duty travel of military members and
civilian employees, identification of the travel order is accomplished on
transportation requests, military transportation authorization, and travel
claims by citing the TANGO or travel order number as an element of
accounting data. On travel orders, transportation requests, military
transportation authorizations, and travel vouchers, the TANGO or travel
order number will be shown on the accounting classification line following
the transaction type and preceding the cost code. For all temporary
additional duty travel funded by Navy annual appropriations for fiscal
year 1977 or subsequent fiscal years (including such travel of Marine Corps
personnel), the last digit of the fiscal year funding the travel will be the first
character of the six-character TANGO or travel order number. For
example, if the appropriation chargeable is 1771804, Operation and
Maintenance, Navy, the first character of the six character TANGO or
travel order number will be the numeral 7. When travel is funded by
Marine Corps funds, there is no restriction as to the first character of the
travel order number.
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(b) Exception.

An exception to subparagraph (a) applies when the travel crder
cites the appropriation 17-1319, Research, Development, Test, and
Evaluation. Travel orders, transportation requests, military
transportation authorizations, and travel vouchers citing the RDT&E
appropriation will include the TANGO or travel order number in the
cost code.

(5) Fleet and Security Assistance Program Requisitions.

The unit identification code of the requisitioner for procurement
transactions relating to the operating forces, including ships operating under
special accounting class 207 procedures, will be shown as an extension of the
cost code element. The unit identification code will be preceded by R or V as
applicable. For Security Assistance Program requisitions citing Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) or Grant Aid (GA) appropriation (17-11X8242, Advances,
Foreign Military Sales, Executive (Transfers to Navy), or 17-11-1080, Military
Assistance (Transfers to Navy), the unit identification codes from the
MILSTRIP requisition number will be cited.

(6) Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation.

The program element and the project number will be cited for all
RDT&E funded procurement transactions. Only the program element is
required when the transaction pertains to material issues from the Navy Stock
Fund or to civilian labor. In this instance, the program element will be
shown in the first and second positions followed by four zeros.

(7) Research, Development, Test, and Evaluation, Navy, FY 1981 and
Subsequent Years.

The Property Accounting Activity (FAA) will be structured for FY 1981
and subsequent years as follows:

Headquarters and Centrally Managed Programs Administering Office
and Operational Budget Holder (AO & OB) and Reimbursable
Programs (HB OB) Levels

PAA

000 00 0

Performing Activity
or Local Use_

State Code or
Local Use

Element of Expense

0
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Field (OB) and Reimbursable Programs (FLD OR)

Local Us e_ _ _ _ _

(8) Navy Stock Fund Budget Project.

When the Navy Stock Fund is reimbursed for an issue, the financing
Navy Stock Fund two-digit budget project number will be cited in the fifth
and sixth positions of the element, preceded by four zeros under the line of
accounting data representing the appropriation charged. When the Navy
Stock Fund is reimbursed for a cash sale in register 14 (credit to Navy Stock
Fund), this element will contain a four-digit customer code followed by the
Navy Stock Fund budget project number.

(9) Military Personnel, Navy Subsistence-in-Kind Program.

For subsistence-in-kind procurements from local vendors, report the
Julian date of the requisition preceded by two zeros. The Julian date must
be compatible to the appropriation fiscal year cited in the accounting
classification code.

(9) Cost Code twelve digits).

The Cost Code provides more detail than the information identified in the
remainder of the accounting classification code. The cost code system is assigned
by the accounting ,,,ffice (FIPC) serving the allotment holder (NPS), in collaboration
with the major claimant.

The cost code used by NPS consists of twelve digits. The first six digits
correspond to the NPS UIC; i.e., "62271". The next digit entered is the last
number of the fiscal year; for FY 90 the entry would be "0", for FY 91 the entry
would be "1", and so on.

The five digits, which follow the fiscal year entry, equate to the Job Order
Number. The Job Order Number, which is further defined in the next section,
consists of five entries; (1) a single digit for the expense element, (2) the first digit
of the cost center code, (3) the first digit of the sub-cost center code, and (4&5) two
additional digits for descriptive elements.

The final cost code entry is a d.ngle character representing the expense
element. It is separated from the previous eleven cost code digits by a single
space. As an example, the cost code "622710QABQR Q" represents an obligEtion
incurred by the NPS Comptroller Department, in FY 90, for registration fees or
conference costs.
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Chapter 4 Coding Systems

O Local Management Coding System.

Office Codes.

Office codes are assigned to each office within the NPS organizational structure,
primarily for the purpose of routing correspondence. The coding structure provides an
efficient of means of identifying departments (cost centers) and their respective
division/branch offices (sub-cost centers). Office codes are not the same as cost/sub-cost
center codes and must not be used for accounting data entries. Office codes may be found
in Appendices E or F.

Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center Codes.

Cost center and sub-cost center codes are local management codes assigned to each
department and division for the purpose of tracking financial information. With respect to
NPS, the codes are assigned in collaboration with the FIPC (accounting activity) and FSA
(major claimant). Cost and sub-cost center codes make up a portion of the job order
number, standard document number, and accounting classification cost code, and are used
on financial documents to identify obligations and expenditures by location. Ensure that
the correct codes have been selected when preparing financial documents, as the NPS
codes vary depending upon whether the fund source is OPTAR, Direct Funded Research or
Indirect Support. Cost/Sub-cost center codes may be found in Appendices F and G.

Job Order Numbers.

O&M,N/OPTAR Funds.

The Navy uses job order codes to
account for accrued expenses, by relating
the job order to various categories into 4
which expenses aie classified. Job order
numbers are recorded on all documents
used for procurement, consumption/
application, and accounting for operating
funds. A job order could contain the
elements shown in Figure 4.3; however, as
each shore activity is unique in its
mission, location, etc., the job order coding
is the responsibility of the individusl
command, and may have greater rr fewer F V t U

parts than the one illustrated. ,J
CWT? ACCOUNT

Figure 4.3 Sample Job Order
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At NPS, the job order number consists of the following:

JOB ORDER NUMBERING SYSTEM

T G C G S
OPILNS! uS or ctwiT ACVDrITIONAL D!ESCMIPIVZ

ELENOTT EL, 3 S

Refer to Appendix D for the information on expense elements codes.

Reimbursable Funds.

The primary difference in accounting between Naval Postgraduate School
O&M,N (direct) monies and reimbursable monies, is that accounting for
reimbursable funds must be done separately for each funding document. Because of
the variety of reimbursable funds received by NPS, each reimbursable account must
be treated as a separate "pot of money" for accounting and billing purposes.
Funding documents received by NPS are each assigned a separate job order number
by the Comptroller, and each number is unique to that reimbursable account. On
the other hand, the FY 90 Operating Budget of $46,743,000 is accounted for by
multiple job order numbers unique to each cost and sub-cost center, but jointly tied
to the total direct funding.

Job order numbers assigned by the Comptroller for reimb ursable accounts
consist of a five digit alpha-numeric code, usually preceded by the NPS UIC and
the last digit of the fiscal year:

The first digit of the code will always commence with the letter "R", to
indicate that the funds are associated with a reimbursable account.

The next four letters are a "special code" the Comptroller assigns depending
upon the reimbursable account category the funds are assigned to; i.e.,

PW - Public Works Department
FH - Family Housing
RR - Reimbursable Research
NR - Navy Research
RM - Other Reimbursable
AC - Academic Services
DR - DRMEC
PR - PERSEREC
TU - Tuition

While the codes for reimbursable accounts may not appear systematic to
personnel working at the cost center level, suffice it to say that a unique job order
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Chapter 4 Coding Systems

number is assigned to each reimbursable account. The account's job order number
is provided to cost centers, on a "Granting of Funding Authorization" memorandum,
whenever the cost center is given authorization to obligate reimbursable funds.

Document Numbering System.

Document numbers are used to administratively track financial documents. At
NPS, a document's standard document number would be assigned as shown in Figure F.1
of Appendix F.

Appendices F and G provide OPTAR and Direct Funded Research document serial
numbers assigned to NPS cost/sub-cost centers. Note that the document serial numbers
must be used in sequential order. The first row of serial numbers shown in the
Appendices apply to all documents other than DD-1348 Milstrip Requisitions. For
example, the Comptroller Department's OPTAR serial numbers commence with ABOOO and
progress sequentially through AB999. If more than one thousand document serial numbers
are required during the fiscal year, the Comptroller OPBTD Division must be notified and
a new series of document numbers will then be assigned.

For Direct Funded Research (DFR), a variation on the system shown in Appendix G
has recently been implemented in order to separate different research accounts within the
same cost/sub-cost center. For DFR accounts, the third digit of the document serial
number will be a letter (vice a numeral) assigned to a specific Principal Investigator
within that department. For example, a research account document serial number for
Professor Smith, of the Computer Science department, might be "LAA00", vice the
Computer Research departments normal serial number of "LA000". In any case, a unique
range of document serial numbers will be provided to the Principal Investigator, on the
"Granting of Funding Authorization" memorandum, when research funds are approved.

The second row of document serial numbers, shown in Appendices F and G, pertain
to DD-1348 Milstrip Requisitions. A DD-1348's document number must always start with
the UIC, followed by the julian date, and the four digit serial number. As each cost/sub-
cost center is assigned a sequence of ten serial numbers, only ten requisitions may be
made per julian day. As an example, the Comptroller Department's first requisition of
the day, on January 01, 1990, would require the document number "62271 0001 0011".
The document serial numbers would progress up to "0020" for each subsequent requisition.
The first requisition on January 2 would read "62271 0002 0011".

0
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CHAPTER 5

PURCHASE DOCUMENTS

Introduction.

The purchase of supplies or services involves one of several documents. The
document used is dependent upon the source of supplies or services. Generally, purchases
from government sources require the DD Form 1348 (DOD Single Line Item Requisition
System Document), while purchases from commercial sources require the NPS Open
Purchase Requisition Form. Procurement of express mail service requires a DD Form
1149 (Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document).

The following forms are used to obligate funds:

(1) NavCompt 2277 Voucher for Disbursement and/or Collection.
(2) DD Form 1149 Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document.
(3) DD 1348 DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document.
(4) NPS Open Purchase Requisition Form.

Two additional forms are used to requisition items from local sources.

(5) GPO 689-317, Office Supplies, Turn-in or Request.
(6) NAVFAC 9-11014/8, Material Requirements/Issue Document.

References.

(1) Supply Department's FY90 Customer Service Manual
A guide for procurement and disposition of material and supplies.
Provides basic information about NPS supply services and
preparation of required documents.

(2) NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.2
Accountability of Books Purchased through Reimbursable Research
Funds.

(3) NAVPGSCOLINST 4400.1
Requisition/Receipt Procedures for Supplies.

(4) NAVPGSCOLINST 4400.2
Policies and Procedures for Purchasing Restricted Items.

(5) NAVPGSCOLINST 7200.1E
Fees & Expenses to Visiting Lecturers/Consultants.

(6) NAVPGSCOL NOTICE 7200 Fees for Guest Lectures/Consultants
(Honorariums).
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Part H1 Document Preparation

Document Description.

NavCompt Form 2277 Voucher for Disbursement and/or Collection.
(Figures 5.1 and 5.2)

Although the NavCompt Form 2277 has many uses, it is addressed in this section
for the authorization and payment of Honorariums.

Honorariums.

A Honorarium is a gratuitous payment, or fee, paid to guest lecturers or
consultants for their services. Departments wishing to pay honorariums to guest
lecturers must complete NavCompt Form 2277 (Figure 5.1), and a local honorarium
request form (Figure 5.2). As the Comptroller authorizes all honorariums,
payments should be cleared through the Comptroller prior to scheduling the guest
speaker. If the honorarium involves research funding, the documents should be
routed to the Comptroller, via the Research Administration Office. Approved
honorariums are forwarded to the Personnel Support Detachment (PSD) for
payment.

Honorariums over $250 per day require approval of the Division Dean.
Honorariums exceeding $350 per day must be approved by the Superintendent.

DD Form 1149 Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document.
(Figure 5.3)

DD Form 1149 form is used for overnight mailing of materials from NPS.

DD Form 1348 Single Line Item Requisition.
(Figures 5.4 & 5.5)

The DD Form 1348 is used to requisition and pay for supplies and equipment
procured through government sources; e.g., Navy Supply System, General Services
Administration (GSA), etc. When used as a requisition, each line item requires a separate
form. The form may also be used to pay for items acquired through local government
supply stores, like NPS Ready Supply, and NPS Office Supply Issue.

NPS Open Purchase Requisition Form.
(Figure 5.6)

The Open Purchase Requisition is used to order items not available through
government sources, and therefore must be procured commercially. The Purchasing
Officer uses the form to prepare the DD Form 1155, Purchase Order. The Purchase
Order represents a legal obligation of funds, and is mailed to the vendor by the
Purchasing Office.
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Chapter 5 Purchase Documents

GPO 689-317, Office Supplies, Turn-in or Request.
(Figure 5.7)

This form is used for requesting items from Office Supply Issue. The document
expedites issuance of supplies and is used to subsequently bill cost centers.

NAVFAC 9-11014/8, Material Requirements/Issue Document.
(Figure 5.8)

This form is a preliminary document used to request items from Ready Supply
(Ready Supply is similar to a commercial "Cash and Carry" operation). When the
document is received by Ready Supply, the request is filled and the requesting activity
notified of the total amount. The requesting activity must then use a DD-1348 to pay for
and receive the goods.

General Information.

Government regulations stipulate strict guidelines for selecting the suppliers of
goods and services. The requisition documents required to order supplies or services,
depend upon the source of supply.

Regulations require that the precedence, specified below, be applied in determining
source of supply. In other words, the requisitioner must first check to see if items needed
are available through excess property. Procuring a item commercially (open purchase) is
the supply source of last resort.

1. DOD Excess Property

2. DOD Standard Stock

3. GSA Stores Stock

4. Blind/Handicapped made or Prison Industries

5. GSA Contracts

6. Commercial Source (Open purchase)

Catalogs, or a listing of supplies and services available from each of these sources,
can be obtained from the Supply Department. The Supply Department screens all
requisitions to ensure that the source and price are correct.

Document Preparation.

The Supply Department publishes and distributes the "Customer Service Manual",. which includes purchasing guidelines and instructions for preparing purchase documents.
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Part II Document Preparation

While this section will not duplicate the efforts of the Customer Service Manual,procedures for completing NAVCOMPT Form 2277 (Figure 5.1) have been provided.
Examples of the following documents are also included:

Memorandum - Payments to Visiting Lecturers/Consultants
(Figure 5.2)

DD Form 1149, Requisition and Invoice/Shipping Document
(Express Mail) (Figure 5.3)

DD 1348, DOD Single Line Item Requisition System Document.
(Figures 5.4 & 5.5)

NPS Open Purchase Requisition Form.
(Figure 5.6)

GPO 689-317, Office Supplies, Turn-in or Request.
(Figure 5.7)

NAVFAC 9-11014/8, Material Requirements/Issue Document.
(Figure 5.8)
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HONORARIUMS

NAVCOMPT FORM 2277 - VOUCHER FOR
DISBURSEMENT AND/OR

COLLECTION

The NAVCOMPT FORM 2277 is a multi-purpose form, often used at NPS to pay
Honorariums to guest speakers. Guidelines covering honorariums are contained in
NAVPGSCOL Instructin 7200.1E and NAVPGSCOL Notice 7200 dated 14 April, 1989.
Like any other purchase, the honorarium must be approved prior to receiving the service.
The foUowing information provides amplifying instructions for completing the form. Blocks
not covered should be left blank A sample of a completed form is shown in Figure 5.1.

BLOCK DESCRIPTION

(1) PURPOSE

Place an " " in the DISB box to indicate the form is being used for a
disbursement.

(2) DATE

Enter the date of the request. Honorariums must be authorized in advance
of the service, therefore, this date must be prior the to dateks) of service in
block 9B.

(3) REFERENCE DOCUMENT NO.

N62271(FY)MD (5-digit serial number)
Example: N6227190MDAB001

(6) FROM:

Department Name and Address.

(8) TO:

Name, Social Security Number, and Address of the guest lecturer. The check
will be made payaole to the name in this block.

(9A) INVOICE OR ORDER NO.

Leave blank.
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(9B) DATE OF DELIVERY/SERVICE i

Enter the actual dates of the lecture.

(9C) DESCRIPTION

Enter "Honorarium for Guest Lecture".

(9D) QUANTITY

Enter the number of days for which the guest lecturer will be paid.

(9E) UNIT PRICE

Enter the daily appropriate fee in the COST block (guidelines for this are
published in NAVPGSCOLINST 7200.1E and enter "DAY" in the PER block.

(9F) AMOUNT

Enter the total Honorarium in this block. It should equal the product of the
price (block 9D) and quantity (block 9E).

(9H) TOTAL

Enter the sum of amounts in block 9F.

(10) TYPE OF PAYMENT OR BILL

Place an 'X" in the FINAL box.

(13) ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION TO BE CHARGED

Enter the Accounting data (see the Coding Section) and the appropriate
amount to be charged.

(16) APPROVED

Type the Comptroller's name, rank, service, current date, and title; i.e.,
"Comptroller".
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VOUCHER FOR DIS.. SEMENT AND/OR COLLECTION-NAVCOMPT FORM 2277 (8PT.) (2-1) S/N O104.LF.702.2770 P I of Pages
A A A A A A A A A A A A

I. P..rpoi. "2 .tt~e i 
"  

Referencte Occue irt NO. 4 8,1l N.nmo.v 5. Vo.der No.
OIs f C OLE CT C 3 Nov 89 N6227190MDPAP1 P O

O F perations Research Department CHECX NO.

Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93943-5000

TO -SSN:

:9 ARTICLES, SERVICES OR ITEMS

A B C, D, IE. UNIT PRICE F.
INVCICE :R OA-E OF DE- DESCRIP'rlON QUAN. AMOUNT
C.OB-E. - - - E IQEA'E 

E
XPLAvA 101

V 
OE'AILS. ETC.! TIly COST PER

.14 1E Nov 89 Ho-crariu7 for Guest Lecture 2 S100 DAY $20.0

ODISCO.-. TrE=%S H. TOTAL $2 .0 1
.0 T'PE OF PA.MEN-OO E..L COYPLE'E Z PARTIAL 0 FINALfL PROGRESS 0 ADVANCED

ACCC..TN7N : _.ASS: OICATION TO BE CREDITED tCOL'ECTON
A B C 0 E. F G. 1H II. J K.
ACRN' APPROPIA. SUB- CL BUREAU SA, AA IT AMO .S UNTYDI

TION HEAC CLASS CON PO. SA AAAP COST CODE (U . C RRENC ONL

A B DEDUCTIONS

i.¢ TQA',SPCPTAI;ON DISCOUNT L; TAX IF RESERVE!' MISCELLANEOUS U
* I

H CUPRENC" EXCHANGE RATE -$1.00 I1 TOTAL DEOUC'TONS

_1 ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION TO BE CHARGED (DISOURSEMENTiI 
A  

,8 I.O E . F G .H . 1 . J . K . A
APPTCPq

h
A

"  
SUB I OeJ BUREAU I A ONT

ACRN TION HEAD 'SS' CONTROL SAI _ _AA _ CODE (UI CURRAENCY ONLY

(1791804 1180 000 62271 9179 20 DPAPO 622710QPAQHQ $200.00

L. TOTAL NET AMOUNT TO BE PAID (BLOCK .P MINJS BLOCK 172-1) 17 _ 2
14 INSPECTION REPORT NOS tIS. GOVT OIL NOS16 APPROVED 117 CERTIFIED

SL. Clay. Ill. Cant. USH, my

3 Nov 897ITLE Comptroller I TITLE _

I0A~t, DATE'-

IB PAYMENT RECEIVED

Figure 5.1 NAVCOMPT 2277 Voucher for Disbursement (Honorariums)
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MEMORANDUM

From:
To: Disbursing Section, Personnel Support Detachment
Via: Comptroller

Subj: PAYMENTS TO VISITING LECTURERS/CONSULTANTS

Ref: (a) NAVPGSCOLINST 7200.1E

i. In accordance with reference (a), an honorarium in the amount
of $ is just and proper payment to__

(u.s. citizen only)

SSN_, home address _ _ _ , for
professional services performed in the Naval Postgraduate School,
Monterey, California on the day of 19 . The
purpose of the visit and the nature of the services to be provided
are:

Explain in detail the purpose,
Sand the benefit to NPS.

3. The visiting lecturer/consultant is:

not an employee of the Federal Government
not a U.S. citizen

3. Visiting lecturer/consultant is to travel from
Cry

Mode of travel
s,&!e (POV, Coimierci*L Air, etc.)

4. An ITO will/will not be requested.

Est of ITO (not paid with fee) (Copy attached) $

5. please ( ) mail check to payee's home address
hold check to be picked up for delivery to payee
other disposition of check (specify)

Requestor

Authorizing Fund Administrator

Division Dean/Resource Mgr
(if over $250.00 per day)

Figure 5.2 Payments to Visiting Lecturers/Consultants
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NAVAL POSTC.AL ATE SCIhOOL, MONTERES CA 93943 r

__________________________________________________ (PERSON AUTHORIZED TO ;IGN DDI348)

DESTINATION A.DPRESS (NO P.O. BOXES - IF GOING TO AN (SAJG AS BLOCK 5)

INSTALLATION. TlllS S1hOULD INCLUDE AIUO"EJ EXFFECS ____________
BLILDINO 6 RO? NJKBER) .--... -** .. .. ..**

DESTINATION TEL.

~ 29 OD 622fl OO'9 j (SE I)(SE ~ (SEE 3)

.DUE SUBCOST PLUS SERIAL HU1I.EF. EXAMFfLE: QNBA00I. QBMW32 EC

2 'Sr CCST CCOTF.L EXPENSE ELEIXIN L

I.CA EXCE.51-' F:P PRICE EST:HATE

Figure 5.3 DD Form 1149 Requisition and Invoice/Ship ping Document (Express
Mail)

6 Z 2 7 NAVPGSCOL MONTEREY. rA 9394 3
(OOZII~C OIQ.A4D.CADeparr-ment, Code, Telephone Nurner

£0A0O. NOZ 01 LV O 500 000 PO103

go~ 
0.

NSC~~~~~ Oaln oe eusOo

Fiur 5.47 DD0 1348 "' D63 SigeLn t0 eust

--- ----- -- --- -- -- ---..... .. .. .... ... .67.
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J0228) INS OAKLAND CA 6 Z271) PNAVPGSCCL MONTEREY. CA 93,13

'. ,Department, Code, Telephone Number

+i-: .r + i- ,,2'2, - . -.. -" • ' ' '. . .. ' '

* 2 ': ''" .+" s'" .. . , z , cc':,.RESISTOR ,zAA ,ooK ,# 0 0 ,,3 517. A 0

cm-.~ 2 D-2c0

00271 rJ C L A ( , C 93 4

;- VSUP MA&A .- IL, '

---- - -....... ......... ............ - ----------- -

01 IN + I OF .,

I +' , 2 I *S

A A 46 7

*2'+ - ' * '- -"' :¢ . .- *.- . *-.,* i ;.
I , -., + I . .; •+ . i N . ..+ + i,

NBC Oakland Dco Standard Stock Requisition

"- .; . .. , . . o. ,, . ... - -,

G(lZ271)NAVPGSCOL MINTEREY. CA 939434 P A IT 28 P B FO ~ I .. A P , e:art.ent , Co e. ele;.ne Nu :er -

PV u L .. ..2A0 FZ 0 .,, LP. 00 ,. • 7 EA. , +" : , 0 C .0 1

Ix 1z71 1 002 65504 8" 1 65 O A 0

.2 22 S. 5 2 IS 54 * *I 4 Sc * . * ,..) . .. . .

. . . .-.. . ,. '. . . . . .. . . . . . . --- ........

S Aa ki

.i .+ .. ..l . 47

NAVPiBFOPr5C.D.3 PuDDS l Licat ion Requisition

68GSA 11Z71)NAV COI M REY. CA 9 3',~Department, Code, Telephone Nu=ner .

x= JIW J3 j 3,T 2-------.. ....... ..... ... ...... -------
;:',~~~------- ------------- ....... :....... .............

GSA Standard Stock Requisition

Figure 5.5 DD 1348 -DOD Single Line Item Requisition
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NPS OPEN PURCHASE REQUISITION FORM
10 1 F014V 1348 to Do1 sea o, Stii~lre Slo,&/415S ,it il)

Aw- .,.o, F'!O- S~gpItleo l o 'C*lPi*f

<oe.oao .Code 14& * Gladly Supply Co. Doe 25 DEC 90

C~l!J. Doe)i A4016l12 II Min. St. APPR~OVE: By

o * 2727 Anytvhare. CA 93940 x 1.M. log$

AO 30 JAN 90 Ao08 1 646-9999 Ao, $250.00

De,,.o J. Doe slag 221 515

A.Ct 9 DA E O

62271 96 & ' 90RQAB0

OPEN PURCHASE REQUIREMENTS

F A T 310.30 r o,.$ ,00 o . Uketrical switch, 220V, single

pole. 30 Amp rating. for use fir vent fen motor, must -ve connections for 3 vires

E2 A 2 '5y.'00 S~de00 Vent fen motor. 4 HP. 1830 RPM.

1 inch shaft. 220 V, 30 APP, 60 Cycle. Clockwise Rotation, for ue vith Big Wind

Brand vent fan, model 23A

,.nl q q Inch bolts with nuts, waslheirs, and l ock washers for mountinLg 15 Hi motor in

v-vor f- assembly. M(ountingt bolts and brackets asek mold an a set under Big Wind part:

A-I-- St' 36 'o' 
I  

,. 5 0' "0re Sl e• '0' Ce0.

SUPPLY DEPARTMENT/COMPTROLLER USE ONLY

Isitie COn'Iroi 0,6., NO _____________________

I See Caltro1der'i gim.e for correct
e- co-ofo.,e Job Order Number md Irpenne Riewnt. 8.., Sm.,'

GOO 00 '0O.0flmt0A$*IASO

Figure 5.6 NPS Open Purchase Requisition Form
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OFFICE[ SUPPLIES. TURN-IN OR REQUIEST

Ii 50 4400/I (6.49,

Department. Code. Telephone Number 1
O.. IS Su [

02 JAN II TUR- IN

SUPPLY DEPARTIENT, OFFICE S.PLY STOIEEROC04

NO STOCK NO. AMO DCSCRIPTION U/ I OT ACTION U/P COST

1 7520.00-101-389 STAPLER EA 3 2 10 6 0

2 753000-Z20-04I7 PAPER. B lN l 4 2.60 10.40

I ,

OFFICE SUJPPLY STORFG4 CLERK ;w. 04: JN f I 70

OFFICE COPY

Figure 5.7 GPO 689-317, Office Supplies, Turn-In or Request

I Cod, 6) IMETEOROLOGY DEPARTMENT I A,~L8
x ' rl...!uoo ItA.. .0 SL 235) 000." 25'4 l T E 2516-Ell-r

9Q )--.-290--)0 r F Pr, Ood R.R White Bi . 11 1)1 40

/ /"

Figure 5.8 NAVFAC 9-11014/8, Material Requirements/Issue
Document
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CHAPTER 6

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS

Introduction.

Several documents exist which deal with the obligation and expenditure of funds for
travel purposes. These include:

(1) NAVPERS-1320 TEMADD Military Travel Order.
(2) DD Form 1610 Civilian Travel Order.
(3) NAVSO 4650/10 Invitational Travel Order.
(4) Fund Cite Authorization.
(5) SF 1164 Claim for Reimbursement for Expenditures on Official

Business.
(6) DD Form 1351-2 Travel Voucher.

In addition, several forms and messages assist in the preparation of travel
documents, expedite claims for travel reimbursement or provide approval for foreign travel:

(7) Travel Request
(8) Travel Worksheet

(worksheet titles and formats may vary from one department to
another)

(9) Passenger Reservation Request
(10) Worksheet for Reimbursement of Travel Expenses
(11) Visit Notification or Area Clearance Request

References.

(1) Joint Federal Travel Regulations
Sets forth Federal Travel Entitlements.

(2) NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B
Policy for Official Travel Performed By NPS Personnel.

(3) NAVPGSCOL NOTICE 5050 of 27 April 1989
Reduction in Military and Civilian Travel Costs.

(4) NPS Travel/Country Clearance Handbook
Travel document preparation procedures for travel outside CONUS.

0
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Document Description. i

NAVPERS 1320/DD Form 1610 - Military/Civilian Travel Orders.
(Figures 6.6, 6.7,& 6.8)

TAD Travel Orders officially authorize travel for military or civilian DOD personnel
required to perform temporary duty outside of the local area. Individuals requiring travel
usually provide specific travel information on the Travel Worksheet and Passenger
Reservation Request. This information is then transferred to the Travel Order by the
department's travel clerk.

NAVSO 4650/10 - Invitational Travel Orders (ITO).
(Figures 6.9 & 6.10)

Invitational Travel Orders are issued to persons not employed by the government.
For example, an ITO might be used to pay the travel expense of a visiting guest speaker.
Travel advances are not authorized for this type of travel order.

Fund Cite Authorization (FCA).
(Figures 6.11 & 6.12)

Fund Cite Authorizations allow NPS funds to pay the travel expenses of personnel
assigned to other activities. For example, assume the Naval Postgraduate School were to
invite a DOD employee to travel to Monterey and assist in a research project. NPS
would send a Fund Cite Authorization to the visitor's employer, detailing the accounting
data for the employer to use on the visitor's Travel Order. A budget analyst, at the
Naval Postgraduate School, would enter the accounting data into the local and Navy
accounting systems to record the obligation. The activity, which eventually settles the
claim, enters the expenditure into the Navy accounting system using the NPS accounting
data cited on the visitor's Travel Order. This records the actual travel expense against
the obligation previously established.

SF 1164 - Claim for Reimbursement for Expenditures on Official Travel.
(Figure 6.15)

This document is for local area travel and other routine expenses. It is used in
situations when official travel orders are not required. For example, if a government
vehicle was not available and someone used their private automobile for official business,
this form would be submitted, in lieu of a travel voucher, to reimburse the individual for
his or her out-of-pocket expenses.

DD Form 1351-2 - Travel Voucher.
(Figures 6.16 & 6.17)

Travel Vouchers are submitted for the reimbursement of travel claims incident to
official travel. The information provided on this form, such as actual transportation costs,
lodging, and meal expense, enables the government to adequately compensate an
individual for personal expenses incurred while acting in an official capacity.
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. Travel Request.
(Figure 6.5)

In accordance with NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B, a "Travel Request Form" must
accompany all travel orders, including Invitational Travel Orders (ITO), whether at cost or
no cost to the government. This form will remain on file in the Comptroller's Office for
internal/external audits. The form contains many of the same elements various
departments use on their Travel Request Worksheets.

Travel Worksheet/Passenger Reservation Request/
Worksheet for Reimbursement of Travel Expenses/Visit Notification.
(Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, & 6.4)

The worksheets and PRR are locally developed forms which assist in the
preparation of official travel documents.

A Visit Notification (Figure 6.4) or Area Clearance Request is required for travel
outside of the continental United States (CONUS). The NPS Travel/Country Clearance
Handbook contains information regarding the preparation of the required letters and
messages. When completed, submit the message draft or letter to the Director of
Programs, Administrative Officer (Code 032), via the appropriate Dean, for further routing
and approval.

General Information.

In addition to the travel information provided in Part III - Document Processing;
the following brief summary is provided to assist in the preparation and routing of travel
documents:

Cost/Sub-Cost Centers.

1. The "Travel Request Form" is originated by the traveler to allow the approving
official to review and certify travel, and to enable clerical personnel to complete the
necessary official travel documents.

2. Submit one copy of the Travel Request Form, appropriate travel orders, copy of
Passenger Reservation Request (if applicable) and other supporting documents as follows:

A. If research funds are used to support travel, submit travel orders to the

Research Administration Office who will forward the orders to either:

(1) the mezzanine, if signatures are required at that level,

or

(2) the appropriate division in the comptroller's office (Reimbursable Division
for reimbursable research; Operating Budget Division for direct funded
research.)
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B. If O&MN (OPTAR) funds are used, submit travel orders to the Operating
Budget Division Edit Clerk.

C. If reimbursable funds are used, submit travel orders to the Reimbursable
Accounts Division.

3. When airline tickets or car rental is required, complete the Passenger Reservation
Request, and forward an advance copy to the PSD Transportation Office.

4. All travel orders require one (1) original and at least seven (7) copies. The copies
are provided to the following offices:

1 copy = department
1 copy = 002 (obligation)
1 copy = 002T (travel clerk)
1 copy = 012 (Research Admin.) if required
1 copy = SATO
2 copies = PSD (claims)

Keep in mind that the Personnel Support Detachment and NPS Comptroller do not
levy these requirements without reason. Copies of vouchers, receipts and memorandums
must be maintained at PSD and NPS to establish an audit trail. If a particular
requirement seems unreasonable, it may be directed from a higher authority for a specific
purpose.

Comptroller.

1. The appropriate comptroller division reviews the travel orders for correct accounting
and availability of funds, and then forwards the documents to the Travel Clerk.

2. The Comptroller Department Travel Clerk reviews travel orders for compliance with
the Joint Travel Regulations (JTRs) and submission of appropriate documentation, and
then submits the paperwork to the Comptroller for signature. Travel orders that do not
require tickets and/or a travel advance are then returned to the department. Travel
orders requiring checks for a travel advance, airline tickets, or car rental are forwarded to
the Personnel Support Detachment.

Personnel Support Detachment.

Claims and Vouchers Division.

The Claims and Vouchers Division prepares travel advance checks for pickup
by the traveler or department. Advance checks will be available no earlier than
three working days prior to date of departure. If advance registration fees are
required, indicate on the travel order the actual date required.

Transportation Division.

The Transportation Division prepares airline tickets for pickup by the
traveler or department.
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Document Preparation.

This section provides the procedures and examples necessary to prepare the
following travel documents:

Travel Worksheets/Passenger Reservation Request/Visit Notification
(Foreign Clearance)
(Figures 6.1, 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4)

Travel Request Form
(Figure 6.5)

Civilian Travel- DD1610 Civilian Travel Orders
(Figures 6.6 and 6.7)

Military Travel - Navpers 1320 TEMADD Travel Order
(Figure 6.8)

Invitational Travel Order - NAVSO 4150/10
(Figures 6.9 and 6.10)

Fund Cite Authorizations
(Figures 6.11 and 6.12)

Group Travel (cost)
(Figure 6.13)

Group Travel (no-cost)
(Figure 6.14)

Travel Amendments

Travel Cancellations

Local travel of less than 10 hours involving no payment of per diem - SF
1164 Claim for Reimbursement for Expenditure on Official Business
(Figure 6.15)

Travel Claims - DD Form 1351-2 Travel Voucher or Subvoucher
(Figures 6.16 and 6.17)
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TRAVEL WORKSHEETS/PASSENGER RESERVATION
REQUEST/VISIT NOTIFICATION

TRAVEL WORKSHEET

Please note that travel requests should be submitted at least 10
days prior to departure date; 15 days prior if you want an
advance.

Name: Date of Request

Dates of Travel:

Destination:

Type of orders: Single / Group / Invitational (ITO) / Fund cite /
No Cost To Government

Do you plan to drive to your destination? YES NO

!!!PLEASE DO NOT MAKE RESERVATIONS WITH INDIVIDUAL AIRLINES!!!

FILL OUT ATTACHED PRP. FORM
PLEASE MAKE RESERVATION RESERVATION ARE MADE

Airline SATO

Rental Car Rental Car

**Request authorization fcr use of TAXI/ LIMO/ POV in and around
TDY area. No authorization needed for transportation to/fron
airport.

Funding: Cost Code/Job Order No.

Registration fee required? YES/NO $ (Refer to memo 9
Oct 85)

Date fee required by

Advance required? YES/NO (Will be ISSUED 2 days prior to date of
departure)

*Utilization of government quarters required, if available, when
traveling to another government post/installation, otherwise
orders must be stamped to indicate nonavailability.

Any special or unusual arrangements should be brought to the
attention of the travel clerk BEFORE travel orders are processed.

Figure 6.1 Travel Worksheet
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PSD :TRYT NST 4650.1D

PASSENGER RESERVATION REQUEST (PRR)

This PRR applies to official travel for Temporary Additional Duty (TAD),
Per=anent Change of Station (PCS) INCONUS for Navy sponsor traveling
accompanied, unaccompanied or Navy dependents traveling unaccompanied. A
Ticket will not be issued without approved travel orders for members
traveling cn TAD/PCS orders.

Conl-.ete this fcr and include specific travel requirements AS SOON AS
TRAVEL DATES ARE KNOWN and return to Pat.

TRAVEL REQUIREKENTS

(Na-e: Las, Firs (Rank/SSN) (Telezbzne)

: :;AT:: "'; (Nearest Airport_

:CCA::ON/':A:E,'T::E AvA:AEL= - - : DEPA.RT:________________

cA:E,'::ME/OF FIRST CFF:C:AL ..... N: SE ..... _A-_:

L -ZT"C/DA:E,':I:E A',AI- SL:"UF:;-' FR: ________________

A.: -. '--, OF. LAST CFFICIAL E E- :N': 1 'S'r'"

W:LL RENTAL CAR BE AUTHSR:ZED AT DESTINATION: YES NO

Passenger Remarks: (Additicnal Infornation):

(Signature)
PSDMTRY FORM 4650/1 (Rev 7/88)

Figure 6.2 Passenger Reservation Request
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NAMtE _______________ __: ________________

2 SYMBOLS/L' tUse rvr!,

C E §5 ,, COST POC MEANS/MODE OFTL.AVEL
_,,_,__,,___,_________,_______ _ ._, _ FIRST LETTER SECOND LETTER

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _.._ ,_ _ _(1) TR.NSPN REQ .......... T (5) AUTO ................. A
A AR[ (1) GOVTI'TRNSPN ......... G (6) BLS ..... ............... B

_ _ _ I j -(3) COML TRNSPN.. .. C (7) PLANE... .......... P

(0.R GO wse -TT P . (6) RAJS.... .............. R

(4) PRIVATELY-OWNED (9) VESSEL ................ V
___CONVEYANCE..... P (10) MOTORCYCLE ..... -M

E .SYMBOLS

REASONS FOR STOPS

(I) AWAITING TR-NSPN ................................ .. AT
( LEAVE EN ROUTE............................ .......... L V
:3).MISSIONCOMPLETE ................................. MC
(4) AUTHORIZED DELAY ................................ AD

(5) TEM PORA RY D ' ......................................TD

Z.SE A H T .;E:?PT: ARZPNE T:CKET, REZE:PTS, O, S:NMAL TFR.- E:.E7.;;TIP:)

_ _____________-__-__ __-E Sec;.f; da-es are requred)
'Pease s~l-rece_; - for th-ese ita-m, cla.med rezardless of :n

"Fease s4;z1y rezei:ts if au-.ount cla;-,.e-2 is over SZE.:: (Tax

72 AA:2.

- -[I E- -.- . ?-,, T D F --..A i-3

C.,., i : n : ::zXi t ar:
AY 'I.T D)ATE PACEZ

{,

(2)

*?.:TAA~c~;FE~ -(Must have either receipt or cancelled check)

PH:E CA.L.S: AMOUNT PHONE # PERSON CALLED/REASO

(2) . .... . "

(3)

(4)

*O'THER (Spezcify) ____________________________________

COMPLET:D!; CFF:Z:A:S ON SATURDAY OR S(i)AYI, PROVIDE THE TIME

AND DATE_____________

11

Figu" 6.3 Travel Expense Worksheet
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mTTUZYU4 RU JAGA2 191 4, 3ZUURU SL
Z NR UUUJ U
Fk 19,A3ZZ JUL 39 ZY2
FA 11AVPGSCOL 14ONTEREY CA T
TO CINCPACFLT PLAk~L HARBOR RTRi- jc
IN~FO SI N7 P AC iOlNLLlL H I
CTU DNE SIX EIGHT PT ZE;-O PT E L V EN SP

SUBJ: VISIT NOTIFICATION DlS
A. CPNAVINST 4650.11E

1. CTIFICATION CF CFIF-C ' TA. By !jA,,pGSCOL FACULTY MEMBER, FCLL
IN4Z PROVIJ ED IAd mL A:

A. KLIr:E TI J . EUSKE, GS-16~EG. P;CFESSOF , DEPT ' F ADMI1N-
IST'iATIVE SCIEN.CES, NPS, MCNTEiE CA, NO CLEARANCE REQUIRED, NO PASS-
PORT RE UIRED, DOB! I6 FEB 45 AT CHICAGO, IL.

B. PkOPOSED ITINE.RAQ!
12 AU G 3 ? DEPART 'CNCEFY, CA ENR HCNCLULU, HI VIA COMMERCIAL

AIA.
13 -15 A:" 39 ATTEND TME MCNAC.CCj!.TpNG ASSOIATION

6 AU15 9? MEET *17;1 ;LSEA<;I SFC:,SOP AT CINCPACFLT, OAHUr, I(I.
I' AUG 39 CEPAFRT I * VIA MCNTELFLY, CA VIA CC-,MEPCIAL AIR.

C. pill.- L IL BE !'LE7I NC FESE.F.RH SFC4SCP:ANC AICENO
F~ E.IA AC CO C U 13 A S A T 1CN A N -'_L MLEET I NG. ME TI? C

,:LL 2-: -M AT TME N I vEAS C F HAI.A: . P 0C : P A'LL G E RiiT P, H. I'-N
PA .A AN ~:_LAG;i , P~ L'~CT~ XH 8I5-?2I-7747.

D . N 0 NE C N 2 SC CS L .C C F C LA 5S: E D I N.-CRM AT I N P C OPOCSM E
E . LOCAL SLP?OrT A - .PAEL.

F. ;or APPLICABLE.
G.C'T APPLI'AtL
H L::AL PC:N, CA'L Cl

CODE 5 4, A i 1N S C I EN 0 , .. 2;CO... 408-E4-21

NAU TOSO CL
2. 'j N DI NG INFOR'IAT IC';

AA 1791?34.1190 30'7 S22 1 22?17? 2: C7_026 EZZ719EO2C, E

AS179:224.119~2 ?U 22 1 6M 222'9 2D Cm-.C22 622719E.2- E-

AC 179342. 1 18C e," 62271 22 3e1 IK OC'C2?E E27IE.O

AD 179;334.1i 3? '20 62271 0 OZ179 0C,11206 6227I&C709R i

2T
k2 1 9 1

B0/F: IiCNSK

Figure 6.4 Visit Notification for Foreign Travel
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TRAVEL REQUEST FORM

NAME:

Self Explanotory.

SSN:

Self Explanatory.

DEPARTMENT:

Name of the department preparing the travel orders. This applies to Invitational Travel
Orders and Fund Cites, as well as Civilian and Military Travel Orders. Do not type
traveler's activity/department name on the ITO or Fund Cite.

CODE:

Office Code for the department preparing the travel orders.

DATES OF TRAVEL:

Date of departure/date of return to permanent duty station, inclusive of annual leave days
taken in conjunction with Temporary Duty (TDY).

ITINERARY:

Point of departure, all TDY stops and point of return.

DATE(S) OF ANNUAL LEAVE:

Self Explanatory.

PURPOSE:

Narrative description of the reason for travel.

JUSTIFICATION:

Value of travel to NPS/DOD.

FUNDING SOURCE:

NPS account # or other activity/university/private company.

IF NO COST TO GOVERNMENT, WHO IS FUNDING TRAVEL:

Check the space for Personal Funds or Private Company/University.
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. SPECIFY:

If Private Company/University checked, indicate name of Private Company/University.

WILL AN HONORARIUM BE RECEIVED?

Check the space for Yes or No.

JUSTIFICATION FOR SPLIT ACCOUNTING:

Benefit of travel to each account used.

IF TRAVEL COMMENCES ON A FRIDAY OR WEEKEND DAY AND/OR RETURNS
ON A MONDAY OR WEEKEND DAY, JUSTIFICATION FOR WEEKEND TRAVEL:

Self-Explanatory.

HOW IS SALARY BEING PAID WHILE ON NO COST ORDERS:

Check appropriate answer.

TRAVELER'S SIGNATURE:

If ITO or Fund Cite, leave blank.

DEPARTMENT HEAD'S SIGNATURE:

Department Head or Acting Department Head.
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TRAVEL REQUEST FORM

NAE: SSN:

DEPARTMENT : CODE :

DATES OF TRAVEL:

ITINERARY :

DATE(S) OF ANNUAL LEAVE:

PURPOSE :

T : I CAT I ON:

FuN INS SOURCE: : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

,F ' CS- T C o"ERN.E,, WHO IS FUNDING TRAVEL:

_:___,____ _'a S PRIVATE COMPANY/ IJMVERS!TY:

S E I F Y : ________________________________________

-- AN JOlCRA-::J BE RE CEIVE7. YES: No:

J!STI:CATION FOR SP'IT ACCOUNTING:

TRAVEL COMMENCES ON A FRIDAY OR WEEKEND CAY AND/OR RETURNS ON

A YOCNCAY OR WEEKEND DAY, JJSTIFICATION FOR WEEKEND TRAVEL:

HLs IS SALARY BEING PAID WHILE ON NO COST ORDERS: "A/L:
c & _ __A. LW3P: OTHER:

TRAVELER'S SIGNATURE

(SEE REVERSE)

DEPARTMENT HEAD'S SIGNATURE

Figure 6.5 Travel Request Form
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CIVILIAN TRAVEL ORDER

DD-1610 REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION FOR TDY
TRAVEL OF DOD PERSONNEL

The name and phone number of person preparing the travel order should be
entered at the top of document. See the example provided.

BLOCK DESCRIPTION

(1) DATE OF REQUEST

Date of preparing the travel order.

(2) NAME

Name and SSN of person traveling ladicate whether traveler is "Frequent
Traveler" or "Non-FrequenL Traveler".

(3) POSITION TITLE AND GRADE OR RATING

Title and GS rating/equivalency.

(4) OFFICIAL STATION

Must be "NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL" or "NAVAL POSTGRADUATE
SCHOOL with duty elsewhere".

(5) ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT

Name of department and office code.

(6) PHONE NUMBER

Telephone number of traveler.

(7) TYPE OF ORDERS

Single/Amendment. If an amendment to the original orders, indicate the
original travel order number.

(8) SECURITY CLEARANCE

Security clearance applicable to specific trip or N/A.
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(9) PURPOSE OF TDY

(a) State "MISSION ESSENTIAL" or "ADMINISTRATIVE".

(b) Precise narrative description of purpose for travel.

(c) State category of travel, i.e., "Site Visit", "Information Meeting",etc.,
per listing provided in NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4b

(10a) APPROX. NO. OF DAYS OF TDY

Days of official duty including travel days. Do not include leave time.

(lOb) PROCEED O/A (Date)

Departure date.

(11) ITINERARY

Under Block 9 type: "Est. Date of Ret: (date)."
Enter point of departure / temporary duty location(s). Show only the
locations where TDY will be performed, not the connecting points or point of
return.

(12) MODE OF TRANSPORTATION

Mode of transportation must be marked. If Privately Owned Conveyance is
authorized, insert rate per mile (currently $.24) and check the appropriate
box; "More Advantageous to Government" or "Mileage Reimbursement and
Per Diem limited to constructive cost of common carrier transportation, etc."

(13) PER DIEM AUTHORIZED IN ACCORDANCE WITH JTR
OTHER RATE OF PER DIEM (Specify)

Check one of the following:

PER DIEM AUTHORIZED IN ACCORDANCE WITH JTR

OTHER RATE OF PER DIEM - Used when traveler wishes to be reimbursed
for actual expenses (all expenses must be itemized and accompanied with a
receipt). Prior approval must also be obtained from the Per Diem Committee
and attached to the orders.

(14) ZSTIMATED COST

PER DIEM: Total number of days of TDY minus one day, times the
locality Per Diem rate, plus one full day of Meals and Incidental Expenses.
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Plus Estimate for rental car if applicable ($30/day).
Estimate for POV ($.24/mile).
Estimate for taxi ($20/day).

TRAVEL: For GTRs only (tickets obtained through the PSD Transportation
Office). If the traveler is authorized to purchase his/her own ticket, the cost
of the ticket will be typed in the "PER DIEM" block and marked "Air Fare"
along with the per diem estimate. For example:

PER DIEM
$450.00 Air Fare
$180.00 per Diem

OTHER: Registration/tuition fee only.

(15) ADVANCE AUTHORIZED

Leave blank.

(16) REMARKS

All authorizations should be stated in this block, e.g., rental car,
registration/tuition fees, POV, taxi, etc.

(17) REQUESTING OFFICIAL

Traveler or traveler's first line supervisor, where applicable.

(18) APPROVING OFFICIAL

Refer to enclosure (1) of NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B.

(19) ACCTG. CITATION

AA - Per Diem )If all four lines of
AB - GTR Travel )accounting are required,
AC - Advance )type the Advance line (AC)
AD - Registration/Tuition )in Block 16 - Remarks.

(20) ORDER AUTHORIZING OFFICIAL

Leave blank.

(21) DATE ISSUED

Leave blank.
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(22) TRAVEL ORDER NUMBER

N62271(FY)TO (5-digit serial number)
Example: N6227190TOAB001

If a travel advance is authorized, the travel orders must be received by PSD at
least five working days prior to date of departure or a memo must be attached stating the
reason for the late submission.

If travel orders are for foreign travel (this includes Hawaii & Canada), a copy of
the Country Clearance Request/Message should be attached. Country clearance is the
responsibility of the approving official. The traveler should not commence travel without
country clearance!
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NAME AN D EXT. OF TYPIST

REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION FOR TDY TRAVEL OF DOD PERSONNEL DAT OFREQUjEST

(Refeence Jonr Trael Regulrions) 1 OCTOBER 89
Travel Authornied as Indcated in Items 2 through 21

REQUEST FOR OWrICIAL TRAVEL

2 NAME 'J , b.-,, 4f,dJe In,.a,') 3 POSITION TITLE AND GRADE OR RATING

JONES, TJ2' J. SSN: 4L4-4-4444 Supervisory Fiscal Analyst GS-12
FREQUENT or NON-FREQUENT TRAVELER

A OFF.CAL S7A-.O 5 ORGA$6 JATIONAL ELEMENT O. PHONE NO

Naval ?Pstgraduate School Code
Monterey, CA 93 3 3 Comptroller's Office X2245

7 TYPE OF ORDERS a, SEC.JRTY CLEARANCE 11. URIOSE OF TOY

MISSION ESSENTIAL
Sine~e N/A To present the annual budget to Field

Oa AooRC. NO 0-AoS OF PROCEED O/A bj)r, Support Activity. Attend Annual Fiscal
Oy in,,ta,' Va', urn.1

Analyst Conference.

20 October 19E9 Information Meeting

.... A', ZN - cZED EST. DATE OF RET'F:N: 2. Oct 89

.A '"-r E'v CA

.. Z. .E 3T SQ ........ ON

*PA CE Ow*f= ZD VANE,.Chck onme

AE - :-E S - E PER -. t .225 , - - .:/-

-O F' .-AD GEOUS -0 .OVEIMEN

~ NE 8.*VV8V~E ~POF -~, U-E E *S.ASEMEN &.Z It- DIE- L-'EC CON
DV'S ''. S ritar S 01 CDP. " ED T01R.518 T A'O. &

-A-E:c -E- DIUE AS OC 'EV NED N .- 'R TWA.E. TIME LM:7E
AS NO EA' ... 'R

SPER D.EM A,.MOR ZED IN ACCORCA'.cE 4%.'-' R

SOT.ER RA'E OF PEP : .E-.p

14 E5- AE CCS- ' . AOVANCE
AU 

T
HORIZED

PER DE- 1TRA',E .fI p TOTAL-

.O0 s 50.0 1 2,035.00 s
6 EV AR"5,L~e ;hni spa~e /? ,r speu-! requ,.e- s. , ur r super , or /, jas, cromodaotiou, excei baggage regulraiion fees. eic

Registraticn fee autr-.orized. Advance authorized.

SUBM:T CJ -LETED TRAVEL C-,AD. TO CO MPTROLLER'S OFFICE WITHIN FIVE (5) CALENDAR DAYS

AFTER COM'PLETION OF THIS TRAVEL. FALURE TO DO SO MAY RESULT IN DEDUCTION OF ALL

TRAVEL ADVANCES RECEIVED ON THESE ORDERS FROM YOUR PAY AND DENIAL OF FUTURE ADVANCES

FOR SUBSEQUENT TRAVEL.
7. REQUESTING OFFICAL (ttie and isirgnatur) 110 APPROVING OFFICIAL(r,k and s gnmunm)

Tom J. Jones, Supervisory Fiscal Analyst 'Robert D. Jay, Deputy Comptroller

AUTHORIZATION

APPRPAIO" 0GUEC-r BUREAU SUG AUTYRIATION14 TRAVEL ORDER
Z AMD CLASS cofrTOL AUT' ACCOUJP.G TYPE (TW'go)NO COSC
OSUlBNEO NUMi CE "Cvy

20 ORDER AUTHORIZING OFrjC)AL(r,,k and signat ure, OR AUTHENTICATION 21. DATE ISSUED

22. TRAVEL. ORDER NUMIER

N622719OTOABOO I0D D 12114 1610 -. 002 0,671""4vqaA"17
Figure 6.6 DD Form 1610 DOD Civilian Personnel Travel Order
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NAM OF TRAV __ _ _
TRAVELER'S SSN
TRAV ORDER # N6227190'OABO02

ATTA S=T
STANDARD DOCUMENT NUMBER

AB 1701804.1180 000 62271 0 000179 2D OABO2 622710EABOC E

AD 1701804.1180 000 62271 0 000179 2D 0AB002 6227100ABQR Q

6 : :C .G;ITS D0 YKV UIC, FY, JO, EXPENSE ELENT

N =.: AA = Per Diem/Misc Ep
A AB = Transportation (GTR ONLY)

5\ 5 AC = A-w ce if recrire

AD = Taition/Conference Costs

ZcS _ST BE SASED ON AN LL-S!

"EXAM OF POD CI LIAN PEISONM TAVEL OMER"

Figure 6.7 DOD Civilian Personnel Travel Order Continuation Sheet
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MILITARY TRAVEL

NAVPERS 1320 / TEMADD TRAVEL ORDER

(To be used for active duty members assigned to NPS.)

The name and phone number of the person preparing the travel order should be

entered at the top of the document. See the example provided.

(1) FROM:

SUPERINTENDENT, NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL,
MONTEREY CA 93943

(2) STANDARD DOCUMENT NUMBER:

N62271(FY)TO(5-digit serial number)
Example: N6227190TOAB001

(3) TO:

Name, rank and branch of service of person traveling. If leave is authorized,
a leave statement should appear in this block.
Specify "FREQUENT" or "NON-FREQUENT TRAVELER".

(4) TANGO NO.

TO(5-digit serial number)
Example: TOAB001

(5) SSN/DESIGNATOR

Social Security Number

(6) DATE

Date the travel order is prepared.

(7) REF (A)

This block should be used to reference another command's accounting data,
when that command's funds are being used to finance the travel.
EXAMPLE: "ACCOUNTING DATA
RECEIVED 1 OCT FROM NAVOCSYSCMD, MR. GLENN E. EBERLING,
AV# 878-2357."

. (8) INDMDUAL TRAVEL / GROUP TRAVEL

Check the appropriate box.
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(9) PROCEED ON OR ABOUT

Date of departure.

(10) AUTHORIZED PROCEED ON OR ABOUT

No entry required.

(11) APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF DAYS

Estimated number of days on TDY (leave days should not be included).

(12) ESTIMATED DATE OF RETURN

Date of return to permanent duty station (include any days of leave
authorized).

(13) ITINERARY

Point of departure; residence, i.e. Salinas, Pacific Grove, etc. or NPS, if
applicable.

Temporary duty location(s). TDY locations only; connecting points not
required.

Point of return.

(14) TEMADDfrEMADDCOMnTEMADDINS

Check TEMADD.

(15) REASON FOR TRAVEL

(A) Enter "MISSION ESSENTIAL" or "ADMINISTRATIVE".

(B) Enter a precise narrative description of the reason for travel.

(C) State category of travel, i.e., "Site Visit", "Information Meeting", etc.,
per NAVPGSCOIJNST 4650.4B.

(16) AUTHORIZED VISIT SUCH ADDITIONAL PLACES AS MAY BE
NECESSARY

This box applies to the local commuting area of a TAD location.
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. (17) FISCAL ACCOUNTING DATA CLASSIFICATION

AA - Per Diem ) If all four lines of accounting
AB - GTR Travel ) are required, type advance line AC
AC - Advance ) in Block 21 - Additional
AD - Registration/Tuition ) Comments and Instructions.

(18) ESTIMATED COST

Transportation - For GTR only.
Per Diem - Per diem rate for TAD area x number of days of TAD, plus one
day per diem for travel time.

Plus: Estimate for rental car ($30/day)
Estimate for taxi ($20/day)
Estimate for POV transportation ($.24/mile)

Misc. Exp. - Registration fees only.

(19) CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION CODE

Not used by NPS.

(20) ITEM:

Use applicable item number(s) provided in the "Order Supplementary Items"
section shown on the reverse side of the NAVPERS 1320 TEMADD Travel
Order. Attach a supplementary sheet of items to the travel order per
NAVPGSCOLINST 4235.2 CH-1 dtd 22 December 1986 (Order Supplementary
Orders). Ensure Item 38, submission of travel claims, is annotated on all
travel orders.

(21) ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS

All authorizations not covered in Block #20. Approval line for Dept. Head,
i.e. APPROVED: .(Code)

(22) SECURITY CLEARANCE

If applicable.

(23) AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURE

Leave blank. This must be signed by the Comptroller or designated
Comptroller staff.

(24) TRANSPORTATION REQUEST/ MAC TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIZATION
FURNISHED:

Leave blank.
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l Aulu IMAUL UIIULI

n3 10f- l IS NAME & TELEPHONE NO. OF TYPIST

,FROM Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School 2 STANDARD DOCUMENT NO

Monterey, CA 93943 N6227190TOABOOI

3 TO 4 TANGO NO

JONES, TOM, LCDR, USN TOAB001
S SSN.DESIGNATOR

(FREQU:ENT or NON-FREQUENT TRAVELER) 777-77-7777

6 DATE

(LEAVE STATEMENT) I October 1989

7 REF A! a

9 PRZZEEZ ON OR ABOT,1 10 A.TOR.ZED PROCEED ON OR I1 APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF 12 ESTiMATED DATE OF RETURN

25 Nov 89 ABOUT DAYS 5 29 Nov 89
3 ..NERAR. .1.....

MONTEREY, CA TO WASH7NGTON, DC AND RETURN TO 1s REASON FOR TRAVEL

iCN-:E':, ,A MISSION ESSENTIAL

To present paper at IEEE

Conference

PRESENTATION

7 FISCA. DATA ACCOWN'ING CLASSiFlCATION

APOROPRAT.CN oBJE:- SU CON- SUB ALLOT AUTHORIZED TYPE PROPERTY COS CODE
5_4B.S= AND S ,1 IEAO C-ASS NU.BER NUMBER ACCTG ACTY ACCTG ACTY

'1, .2 (3 4, 5 .6 (7I to)

17 SYM 4 SYM, 13 SYMI 1S S M, II SyM IS SYMi 12 SYMI lI SYM. C:2 SYMI

tS ESTIMA-EO COS 1I CUSTOMER iEN-IFICATION CODE

TRANSPORATON PER D!:EM MISC EXP TOTAL

S s 530.00 s 120.00 '1,060.00
20 ITEM ,apco..~.~,a f.@ ~ 1,a~

(READ REVERSE AND ATTACHED SHEET TO DETERMINE WHAT NUMBERS ARE APPLICABLE. BLOCK

38, Claim Subm.ission Statement, and supplementary sheet ate required.)

tReor: a Dsbursing Ofricer within 15 days after cornpletion of Ira.el to ,wtle your travel expenses.-

21 ADOTIONA, COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS 22 SECUR:TY CLEARANCE.

IT IS CERTIFIED THAT YOU

ADVA.NCE AUTHORIZED. REGISTRATION AUTHORIZED. APPROVED: (Code) MOLD A
(Code) ___________

BASEDO

COMPLETED

By

(PLUS _=
YEARS SERVICEI

23 AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURE

Is/ COMFTROLLER or designated Comptroller Staff
24 TRANSPORTATION REoUEST/MAC TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIZATION FURNISHED.

25 COPY TO f~ d. l0i

Figure 6.8 NAVPERS 1320 Military Personnel TEMADD Travel Order
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NAVSO 4650/10 INVITATIONAL TRAVEL ORDER

(To be used for non-government travelers and international students.)

Indicate the name and telephone number of the typist in the upper right hand
corner of the ITO. Submit the original ITO, with the Travel Request Form, to the
appropriate approving authority.

TRAVEL ORDER NO.

N62271(FY)TO(5-digit serial no.
EXAMPLE: N6227190TOABOO!

PART 1.

(1) NAME

Full name and social security number of traveler.

DATE APPROVED

Date orde- prepared.

HOME ADDRESS

Traveler's Home Address.

BUSINESS ADDRESS

Full business name and address.

NAME AND LOCATION OF ACTIVITY ISSUING INVITATION

Enter "Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943".

FROM

Point where travel is to begin.

PROCEED ON OR ABOUT (Date)

Date travel is to begin.

TO

Place of duty. May not always be Monterey.
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FOR APPROXIMATELY

Number of days authorized.

FOR THE PURPOSE OF

Indicate whether "Mission Essential" or "Administrative" and provide a
concise description of the reason for travel.

Indicate all authorizations, i.e., rental car, commercial lodging, etc.
Estimated costs must be broken down by per diem, rental car, registration
fee, and travel cost (if GTR is to be issued).

Enter the phrase "EST. DATE OF RETURN: (Date)".

Provide signature lines for the Department Chairman, Research
Administration (if research funds are to be used), and Fund Administrator.

Indicate on the document that travel advances are not authorized for ITOs
and provide information regarding travel claim submissions.

UPON COMPLETION RETURN TO

Point where travel is to be completed.

PARTS 2, 3 & 4

(2,3,& 4)

No entries.

PART 5

(5) PER DIEM

Per Diem cost for TDY location.

PART 6

(6) TRANSPORTATION REQUEST NUMBERS:

Not required.
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PART 7

(7) EXPENSES IN THIS ORDER ARE CHARGEABLE TO:

Enter accounting data.

PART 8

(8) THE TRAVEL AUTHORIZED HEREIN HAS BEEN DETERMINED TO BE IN
THE PUBLIC INTEREST

Signature of respective Chairman/Dean or Curricular Officer, if the traveler
is an international student.

FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE NAVY

Enter "By Direction of Superintendent". Leave sufficient space for the
signature of the Comptroller or designated Comptroller staff.

**NOTE** ONLY THE ORIGINAL ITO WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
NEED BE SUBMITED.
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ftAVSO 4650 tOREv 672, DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

S'Fv 0")I-LI-903-6312 1:dV~~IiTATIONAL TRAVEL ORDER TAEOJRi 6210UB O

140. P- Al- .,V

ZEROS MUST BE SLASM ON\ ACC(WI-ING LIFZ 17 OM. 89

TiO D -... FOR APPROrId* TELV

0op 1. FU'PO, OF it. V.-" Est. Date of Reva= 21 C)-T. 89
(St ate i4n d-etai-l the ,x~rpose of iJnvitaition, and if OB funds are used,
the bilfi to NPS.)

Code 0 12
(if resear&h funds a-re .-. vcjved.)

"W=EN, S DAYS OF LST=IOIN OF TRAV=., 11ZUAL W= SUB~T iNA
V I OR Nr:FY 7v1E t2~c--~' OFFICE BY MUI TIA-7 NO REfLBURSa=~ VOLK=-
INTL'- BE S'2BY-=."

Reccrarnd Approv.al:___________
C~aira, Dept. ___f7

u10 A55P. D, E.A 11Ai~l

2 Autmo,t Iis granted tar the pe'0-aiCe of the sate lrane by commirercial aircraft rati bust. Coret-t operatedt vehicle or a.rcralt 0' 0 .ate y ritc sl.to-
-cb.ie Yo, are advseid that lme ooic, 0' the Deoartme't 0! Cells requires that ., using wcOCli. aircraft Elncomimocit~ons i t e wV DF the gijst costly
service wl'.C -r pe-m'l sats'a:1ory accco sr-ment 0' the -rSS o., of the 'irve r

3 If tire above viye -s plor-.e ! t, :o-'iro' carrel yo,., ya te ;iov ded Gomtr-ie-: Trar~sporiat,oh Requests to extrPl.hige 0oi carrier ticoets Ciif
T 'a mscortaton Requ~ests are not D-ovoed vO. -you May trave, by Ccloro carr.el at oe'uoh efoenrs Qe-'ibwsemyen to, line Cast :sf otS~taQ, b .,"G
to one of trie foiowerr a, the east costly scheadwet air it'-ce 0' !me :owest cost class of acco-hiodatons analiable at the ilre restroitInt wiere -eSmatt) , nlst of
the rail fare Endi a lower berthl or tire lowestst0class ra.. accomhrodaf0- aoo. able at tire time irisemln wilere rmade (C) act,&] Caltlp ol r-Ttl buns rare 7 raife
portitior taxes paid at persons; expeise are also rerribursabse It traveeis 5 otio-ed by privately-ownril ictlrhobte You. ill be re,rhbolsed al !lie acor
mileage rate arid for bridge, ferry, tunne. arid otrer highway tolls incrcred while i travel status older tIms urder ,re6corctilc wnith thie Joint Trane ireg-atos.
Volume 2 The total rembsurseereelt for travel Derlor.-eci by privately owned avtomobile will be liellcd to mre ccSt of travel by thre utsuaild oof 0oshin~h ciler
iniclding par diem You will keep a ieoyd Pt ispeedomreter reading$ and exlpendluiers to' toils for usei in subnt- l till OWePxense youiCt

4 Receipts arid ticket stubs .Wi be recl,ed to substantate youi Cai for cost of transvoirtat~or arid se ;L is -r, epe-,~' ot oda
be obtained for other reolosoi Expenses Irycirnig ofticA 'Pr distance teilephone Call Theme - J~ uIAZ iDtted v i le urbiterrt of
e0,00las +~ V

* ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C at oi eR 6 *1<-~~ ,si#-
& naaos~r~r~es oosUi ~"PIC-

a I O'K --. -.S 1 4- r 'ea .sn, 'et01aceIe cn~ ae .'. .Fa 2- a . RFrmi

AiBr 17184.9 8 000 4622/1 0 Inv 0at79a 2D ve Order6270FB~
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NAVSO411O.1OitEV S7;2, DEPARTMEN~T OF THE NAVY
I;V,TATIONA. TRAVEL ORDER

S 'N ' 1 Z'~ L F 9 33 6 3 2 TRAVEL 0$1 EA NO

Mr. Tom, Jones J______________ October 1989
-0-1 -DO-ES

1597 Oak Willow Drive, Oak,-ale, NJ n3305

Rand Corprton, 1829 Dover, Cakdale, NJ 03305
"Of AND 1Oc-0N (7; -'- T t'SL NC 1-0

Naval Postgraduate Scriocl, Mc'terev, CA 9 3943
IM J --CECo 00 Vht

Oakdale, New JerseN .20 October 1989
10 D-_,_IN P.Q.At.

Monterev, CA 5 s

.0.---- t

EST. DATE OF RE7: 24 Oct 89

(S:ate inetail t~e tu) rzcse of "n-'tation. If orders are to be used for irzer-
vie~nr rosect':e acuty oe1ers it shculd be stated as the purpose.)

~st~zec st: Per D Set S45.OQ
_______R Code 012

T ~(If research funo.s are used)

7-- AF. - N? A' --'T z, E ' Reccrt.en,_ Apprc%,9 _____

Chairmtan, Ccude
W:E:*5 DA:S CF C2 TLETION 0F TR.AVEL, IN IVID'?AL W:LL SUBMI- TRAVEL CLAIM TO CO!!PKZ1_za__

OFFICE 1-. \"1-:-'Y C:Mr:??7L? TPAT NG CL.A:X WILL. BE SUBMITI-D

Oakdale, New Jersey

2 A..eo ly s glented to, Itl ,eo-.c f 'nP aDOoe 3av t4c-~r~ .-C'3t re b~s SOo-rt ooeruec Ier, a craft or ;-ate., owned & to.
micin. e C. *e ady sj -a: t'e o tro'lie Zesa -e- s' e'e-se ea.,es t'-a: In -Ag ccr,mc, . .'C'StI acca'rnos On stelcted w- De '-eeast COSilty
2e-te rice' , Pemt saJ slaciO', acco' sr-n- o' In, -'ss.,-r 0' :ne '10CC

3 if te atowe rawe' s oelor-e 0, comm'on '. "e' vo ...s be piontleci Goye,-re- T,ano'EI,3 on cest to ,chane #Or Calier titlketi J pW'~te i

Transoortator R~equests are no: lroviieid you you may travel by comnrnr carrier at DeInl e.yerse Re obrserenntfor, the cost at trotiortat~fn yi' be iontild

to cine 0' 1'e folo-.g a, !,e east cost', sc'edI,,'ec air se, e o, the owWn Cost cSS 01 accommnodations available &t the 1,,.. rIeet-ont art maxle (b) 1tt 0f
ehe rai. fare anC a Owe' tel'- or toe lowest 4.,s, class &'a.ccoodaI v ila able at toe Ir aev ' ,nete Mrade i actli' C0111 Of 'sorrCi 06% adre trm-

portato- taxes ;)ad at o;efso-a e-oense are also -ousatl1e if Trav- Is Pefornre0 by 0'vi iate-oie au0.0.i, you will be r,!rborted a? "it Opprooflbe
minleage rate atnc for bridge ferrv ltneo an~d otter rt qr'w- tolis trcured wh r nia ,E, s-atus under 1,% fae' n'icorriantio Vlth thte Jont Treve: flegL..&Itoos.
Vop,',e 2 1'e tote' en-.tse-ne-itoy trove' pefto'-d ", o atet yOwned a*ot'e .t ae C'.tcd '0 tte cvit of trave by the oso mode of c-r~r. carrier

ncDO, at' Oe"yo. ., . een a 'e0oci of speedomcie, read-n;s and extnd.twtes f0' tO Ito !O uC In %Ub-1t. YOUW Ir" eoense nYoucn*e

4 PaeeoS and freact stubs wIM be teo."ed tO tobstaht'ate yout c,#'tr for Cos: of lranaoortaf on and sofutyceft forIerms t excess 0' Sl Ot Recelpts souood also
be obta,100 for Otherf re'nrDaae exotnies 'nc'.d-r otffC,' long d.stlce teteptrone calLs Theme ece,rts -,' be subrntsea -O' you, clewm to e-nbnraet of
eowern

E a ~ a,,es

I 1IetSEl INs Y.. ORDER .. C .. 116.111,1 '0

By Direction of the Superintendent

Figure 6.10 NAVSO 4650/10 Invitational Travel Order
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FUND CITE AUTHORIZATIONS

Form letters for civilian and military travelers are available from the Travel Desk
in the Comptroller's office. Submit the original Fund Cite with the Travel Request Form.
Include the name and telephone number of the typist in the upper right hand corner of
the Travel Request Form.

FROM: Standard Entry.

TO: Name & address of the agency to which the traveler is assigned.

SUBJ: Standard Entry.

REF: Standard Entry.

PART 1

Name/SSN:

Self Explanatory.

Title/Grade:

Enter military rank or civilian title/wage grade.

AV and/or COM Phone No.:

AUTOVON or Commercial telephone number.

From / To / Return to:

Point of departure; residence, i.e., Salinas, Pacific Grove, etc. or NPS, if applicable.

Temporary duty location(s). TDY locations only; connecting points not required.

Point of return.

Date(s) of Travel:

Indicate departure date through date of return.

Purpose:

Enter "MISSION ESSENTIAL" or "ADMINISTRATIVE".
Enter a precise narrative description of the reason for travel.
State category of travel, i.e., "Site Visit", "Information Meeting", etc. per
NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B.
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PART 2

2. 'Travel orders are to be issued with a date of . Reference
(a)..:,

Enter the effective date of the obligation in the space provided.

PART 3

3. Standard Entry.

**NOTE** FUND CITES MUST BE SIGNED BY THE COMPTROLLER OR
DESIGNATED COMPTROLLER STAFF. SIGNED ORDERS WILL BE
RETURNED TO ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT FOR MAILING/FAXING TO
THE TRAVELER'S ACTIVITY. THE ORDER ORIGINATING DEPARTMENT
IS RESPONSIBLE FOIL OBTAINING TRAVEL ORDERS, GTR ITINERARY
AND SETTLEMENT VOUCHERS FOR COMPTROLLER FILES.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

MONTEREY CA 939A3 5OOO I M. REF TO

NC4 (002)

From: Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School

To:

Subj: FUND CITE AUTHORIZATION FOR CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE

Ref: (a) NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B CH-l

1. You are hereby authorized to cite the following accounting
data for the official travel of:

Name/SSN:
Title/Grade:
AV and/or COM Phone No.:
From / To / Return to:
Date(s) of Travel:
Purpose:

AUTHMI!ATON

*OB.(E:- L. 9L.AA TR 1~.- ORDOER

"A.~. -*sc K u N ACCOLP~ThG _I~ aTg.,to,. 0097 cO
: l

I 4'

TE SS.,ED

TRAV-. ORDER NUM@ER

ESTIMATED COSTS

AA = Per Diem (Incls. Car Rental): $
AB = Transportation (GTR Only) $
AC = Advance - Advance Authorized: YES NO
AD = Registration Fee: $

TOTAL: $

2. Travel orders are to be issued with a date of
Reference (a) requires that a claim be submitted within five
days after return of travel. It is requested that two (2)
copies of the travel order be forwarded to the Superintendent,
Attn: Code 002T, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943
PRIOR to date of travel and one copy of the paid voucher plus GTR
itinerary be forwarded immediately upon settlement of claim.

3. Point of contact at the Naval Postgraduate School is Travel
Clerk, AV 878-2843/COM 408-646-2843.

By direction

Figure 6.11 Fund Cite Authorization for Civilian Employee
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL

MONTEREY. CA 93943-5000 IN REPLV RUCA TO

NC4 (002)

From: Superintendent, Naval Postgraduate School
To:

Subj: FUND CITE AUTHORIZATION FOR MILITARY MEMBER

Ref: (a) NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B CH-I

1. You are hereby authorized to cite the following accounting
data for the official travel of:

Name/SSN:
Title/Grade:
AV and/or COM Phone No.:
From / To / Return to:
Date(s) of Travel:
Purpose:

Standard Document No.

APPROP FATION OBJECT EU CON- SUB ALLOT AUTHORIZED 'Pg P EOPEy COST COOS
SYMBOLP AND SUB YEAD' CLASS NUMBER NUMBER ACCT@ ACTy ACCTG ACTY

(7 SYM, 14 SYM)I (3 SYM) IS SYm' 1I SYM. IS SYMI iS aYM to SYMI 112 SYN,

ESTIMATED COSTS

AA = Per Diem (Incls. Car Rental): $
AB = Transportation (GTR Only) $ ,
AC = Advance - Advance Authorized: YES NO
AD = Registration Fee: $

TOTAL: $

2. Travel orders are to be issued with a date of
Reference (a) requires that a claim be submitted within five
days after return of travel. It is requested that two (2)
copies of the travel order be forwarded to the Superintendent,
Attn: Code 002T, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943
PRIOR to date of travel and one copy of the paid voucher plus GTR
itinerary be forwarded immediately upon settlement of claim.

3. Point of contact at the Naval Postgraduate School is Travel
Clerk, AV 878-2843/COM 408-646-2843.

By direction

Figure 6.12 Fund Cite Authorization for Military Member
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GROUP TRAVEL
(COST)

If a single DD-1320 TEMADD Travel Order is to be used for group travel, submit

the following documents to the Comptroller's office for processing:

Travel Request Form (Name: Per Attached List).

Original set of travel orders (see sample).

List of all persons included in the group travel (two complete
copies of the list).

One copy of the Supplementary Item Sheet.

- A Passenger Reservation Request, if applicable.

In addition to the package mentioned above, for each traveler submit the following
for the Comptroller's signature:

- 3 photocopies of the group travel order with 1 copy stamped
"ORIGINAL". Write or type the traveler's name and travel order number
(Tango Number) in the upper right hand corner of each of the three
travel order copies.

3 copies of the page from the group's list of names which contains
the individual traveler's name. Use an asterisk or arrow to distinguish
the individual concerned from the other names provided on the list.

When the copies have been signed by the Comptroller, they will be returned to the
originating office for issue to group travel members.

EXAMPLE OF LIST OF NAMES FOR COST GROUP ORDERS

A separate accounting line and serial number is required for each individual
traveler.

ANDERSON, DAVID M., LT/USN SSN:
(Accounting Citation) (Estimated Cost)
Example:
AA 1701804.1180 000 62271 0 000179 2D OAB001 622710EABOM E

BALLINGER, CYNTHIA J., LT/USN SSN:
(Accounting Citation) (Estimated Cost)

CAMERON, CHARLES B., LT/USN SSN:
(Accounting Citation) (Estimated Cost)

"RENTAL CAR AUTHORIZED"
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TEW TUM em3

smilliSJI)U EXAMPlLE FOR COST GROUP ORDERS

I FROM STANDARD DOCUMENT NO

SUPERINTENDENT. NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCH00I MONTEREY CA 9394' PER ATTACHED LIST

3 TO 4, TANGO NO

PER ATTACHED LIST

PER ATTACHED LIST OF B SSM/OEBIGNATOR

PER ATTACHED LIST
(4 ) VARIOUS OFFICERS 6 DATE

7 REF (Al

B PROCEED ON OR ABO T 10 AUTH OR IZED PROCEED ON OR1 11 A01PROAIMATE NUMBER OP 12 ESTIMATED OATE Of RETURN

iABOUT 
DAYS

3 7 '[PA*' pi.....- 14~

15 REASON FOR TRAV~EL

... aJwag .. ......

1, PSCAL DATA ACCOUNTING CL.ASSIFICATION

APPROPRIATION OBjECT RU CONT &S ALLOT AUTHORIZED 7Y POET OT CODE
8'BZI AND SS NEAD' C;_AS NUER UMR ACCTG ACTy ACC.TG AC:,

121 1 .. I IAI 13, SI 0 171 ] 1

IT SM, .4 SyW (3 SYM, ! S1 M ISYM YM 1 (YM I SYMI 4 " SY", Ia SYMil

--------------- ---- -L--per~a'tt chel~isti----- -- -------

B SY.1,0ATED COST B1 CUSTOMER IOENTIVICATiON CODE

TRANSPORTATION PER O.Em MISC 9XP TOTAL

1 5 1,950.00 s s 1.950.00
20 ITEM L -' I

7,11 (,-IRS ONLY), 38

Repomi toa DisburingI Offrpr withinl 15 days ft mple COtpion of travelto L0.e tyour tavel expenses

2! ADDITIONAL. COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS 22 SECURITY CLEARANCE-

IT IS CERTIFIED THAT YOU

HOLD A ________

SUBMIT COMPLETED TRAVEL CLAIM TO COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE WITHIN 10 RAISED_______

CALENDAR DAYS AFTER COMPLETION OF TRAVEL. FAILURE TO DO SO MAY RE- COMPLETED______

SULT IN DEDUCTION OF ALL TRAVEL ADVANCES RECEIVED ON THESE ORDERS By_________
FROM YOUR PAY AND DENIAL OF FUTURE ADVANCES FOR SUBSEQUENT IPLUS________

YEARS BER11VICEI

23 AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURE

34 TRANSPORTATION REOUEBT/MAC TRANSPORTATION AUTHORIZATION FURNISHED

as. copy ro.~

Figure 6.13 Group Travel Orders (Cost)
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(NO COST)

For group travel at no cost to the government, forward the following documents to
the Comptroller Department for processing:

Original set of group travel orders (see sample).

2 copies of group's list of names.

1 copy of the Travel Request Form.

EXAMPLE OF LIST OF NAMES FOR NO COST GROUP ORDERS

ANDERSON, DAVID M., LT/USN SSN:

BALLINGER, CYNTHIA J., LT/USN SSN:

CAMERON, CHARLES B., LT/USN SSN:

DEE, SUZANNE M., LT/USN SSN:

ETTER, RAYMOND W., 1LT/USMC SSN:
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M" ATUY etmI

%Aoits at' EXAMPLE FOR NO COST GROUP ORDlERS

I RMSUPERINTENDENT, NAVAL POSRGRADUATE SCHOOL 2SADR OUETN

MONTEREY, CA 93943 N/A
2 TO A TANGO NO.

N/A

PER ATTACHED LIST 5 SISNIOESIGNATOR

PER ATTACHED T.TqT
6 DATE

7 REF IAl 
aS ];

B PROCEED ON OR ABOuT 1O AUTHORIZED PROCEED ON OR, 11 APPROX11MATE NIJMSERl OF 7 TIMATED DATE OF RETURN
ABOUT DAYS

23 T.1A4'....,aPspa~a.~t.I

15 REASON4 FOR TRAVEL

IS

7 9 SCA. DATA ACOL NTINC CLASSIFICATION

APPROPRIATION OBIECT R U CONT 5U8 ALLOT AUTHORIZED TYPE PROPERTY COST COoE
SYMOL AND SOD HEiAD C LAS S N U .B9ER NUMBECR ACCTG ACTY ACCTO ACTY

01I 125 1 131 L4. IS. I5 is)j1

7 y m B Y M S Y M I 13 S Y M I .I S y B IN I y m ; Is S Y M I 2 I) S Y M 1 s Y Ii 11 y m )

NO COST TO US 1VERNb4ZT

is ESTIMATED COST 1 , CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION CODE

TRANSPORTATION PER Olt. MISC ESP TOTAL

O 0 0 0'
20 TEN ~ NI A

4,7

*R~por% to B Disburing Officer itlhn 15 days arieT comIpletionl or travel 0o ile your travel expenses."

21 ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND INSTRUCTIONS5 22 SECURITY CLEARANCE.

IT IS CERTIFICD THAT YOU

T 
"HOL.D A

THIS AUTHORIZATION IS ISSUED WITH THE UNDERSTANDING THAT YOU WILL I _________

NOT BE ENTITLED TO REIMBURSEMENT FOR TRANSPORTATION, PER DIEM OR 9AmE ________

MISCELL.ANEOUS EXPENSES IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. IN CASE YOU DO NOT COMPLETED _____

DESIRE TO PERSONALLY BEAR THIS EXPENSE, YOU WILL CONSIDER THIS my_________

AUTHORIZATION CANCELLED" IPLUS________

YEARS SERVICEP

23 AUTHENTICATING SIGNATURE

24 TRANSPORTATION RIEQUEST/MAC TRANSPORTATION AU.THORIZATION FURNISHED:

14 ew - lO1r. .V /t -

Figure 6.14 Group Travel Orders (No Cost)
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AMENDMENTS TO TRAVEL ORDERS

Travel orders may be amended either by (1) memorandum or (2) Amended Travel

Orders.

(1) Memorandum:

If there is no change to the estimated cost of the original order, a memorandum
will suffice. Be sure to attach a copy of the original travel order to the memo.

EXAMPLE:

From: Chairman, Code xx
To: OIC, PSD
Via: Comptroller, Code 002

SUBJ: Amendment to Travel Order

Re f.(a) Standard Document No.
Name of Traveler
Dates of Travel

1. Description of change.
(i.e. travel dates, authorizing leave at TDY point, etc.)

(2) Amended Travel Orders:

Amended Travel Orders are required for amendments that increase or decrease the
estimated amount on the original orders.

Only the amount of the increase/decrease should be reflected on the amendment,
supported by an appropriate line of accounting data (AA if per diem, AB if transportation,
etc). Estimated costs appearing on the original orders will not be repeated on the
amendment; i.e., if the original orders show an amount in the Transportation Block, and
this amount is not being changed, it should not appear on the amendment.

The "total" amount shown on the amendment will reflect the total indicated on the
original order plus or minus the increase/decrease.

Clearly define the reason for the amendment in the remarks section.

EXAMPLE

Orders are amended to: Include another stop in the itinerary.
Authorize rental car.
Increase amount of regiu.ration.
Etc.
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Travel orders are to be completed as follows:

DD-FORM 1610 Civilian Travel Orders.

Complete blocks 1-11. Any changes to these blocks must be reflected on the
amendment. If there are no changes, the same information must be repeated.
Block 7 will read "AMENDMENT TO N622719xTOxxxxx."

NAVPERS 1320 Military Travel Orders.

Complete blocks 1-15. Any changes to these blocks must be reflected on the
amendment. If there are no changes, the same information will be repeated. Block
2 will read "AMENDMENT TO N622719xTOxxxxx."

NAVSO 4650/10 Invitational Travel Orders.

Complete blocks 2-11. Any changes to these blocks must be reflected on the
amendment. If there are no changes, the same information will be repeated. Block
2 will read "AMENDMENT TO N622719xTOxxxxx."
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CANCELLATIONS

It is the responsibility of the department originating the travel orders, to notify the

following offices when the orders have been cancelled:

1. Comptroller Department, in all instances.

2. Personnel Support Detachment, when a travel advance or airline
tickets have been requested.

3. Research Administration Office, when research funds are involved.

With per diem only requests, send the original travel orders and a cancellation
memo to the Comptroller Travel Clerk (Code 002T). Forward a copy of each document to
Research Administration, if research funds have been obligated.

When airline tickets and/or a travel advance have been requested, send the original
documents and an additional copy of the cancellation memo to Code 002T, via the PSD
Travel/Transportation Supervisor. Forward copies of the documents to the Research
Administration Office, if research funds have been obligated.

EXAMPLE

From: Department
To: 002T
Via: PSD Travel/Transportation Supervisor

SUBJ: CANCELLATION OF TRAVEL ORDER

Ref:(a) Standard Document Number
Name of Traveler
Date(s) of Travel

Copy to Code 012 when research funds are involved.

If a travel advance check or airline ticket has already been picked up, it must be
returned with the cancellation memo and original travel orders to the PSD
Travel/Transportation Supervisor.

If a check for advance travel has already been cashed, a check in the amount of
the advance, made out to the "Treasurer of the United States", must be submitted to the
PSD Travel/Transportation Supervisor, together with the original orders and cancellation
memorandum.
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0 LOCAL TRAVEL OF LESS THAN 10 HOURS
INVOLVING NO PAYMENT OF PER DIEM

For local area travel involving:

1. a privately owned vehicle (POV),

2. total travel time (including stopover) less than 10 hours,

3. and no payment of per diem;

Reimbursement of mileage expense and associated fees, i.e., toll bridges, parking,
etc., may be claimed on a SF-1164 Claim for Reimbursement. The mileage rate for local
travel (effective 9/17/89) is $0.24.

The following counties are defined as "local travel":

Alameda
Contra Costa
Monterey
San Benito
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
San Francisco

Verbal authorization, from officials designated in NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B, is
required prior to commencement of travel.

The first choice of all official travel must be by government vehicle. No later than
one working day prior to commencing travel, the traveler must contact the motor pool and
request a vehicle reservation. Non-availability of a government vehicle is justification for
privately owned vehicle reimbursement. Cite the date and time of the phone call to the
motor pool, as well as the purpose of the trip, on the SF-1164 (see sample).

0
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O TRAVEL CLAIMS

DD-FORM 1351-2 TRAVEL VOUCHER
OR SUB-VOUCHER

Travel claims must be submitted to the Comptroller's office, Code 002T, within five
calendar days following completion of travel.

It is preferred that claims be typed; if handwritten, use black, or blue ink, and
press hard enough to ensure that all copies are legible. Staple all required documents to
the travel claim form. It is the traveler's responsibility to ensure the completeness of the
travel claim.

The following is a list of items required for travel reimbursement:

DD-FORM 1351-2 Travel Claim.

Original and two (2) copies of travel orders with legible signatures.

Original and one (1) copy of all receipts, i.e., rental car, gas receipts
for rental cars, lodging, and any other expenses of $25.00 or more.
Do not include charge card receipts.

Original and one copy of official GTR endorsement. These are
attached to original orders when ticketed by the PSD Transportation
Office - do not detach them from the original orders. Return all
unused airline tickets for a refund with the white passenger coupon
and an additional copy of the orders for proper credit.

Original and two (2) copies of all endorsements, i.e., government
quarters, etc. Note: Regarding ITOs, an endorsement from the
billeting officer must be on the original orders certifying the
availability/non-availability of government quarters.

Original and 1 copy of lost receipt statement, if applicable.

Block 9 of the DD 1351-2: owner/operator must be checked to
receive POV mileage.

Official phone calls must be listed as official and highlighted for the
Comptroller's signature.

The "Brief Sheet for Military/Civilian Travellers on Official Orders", is attached to
all travel orders by the Personnel Support Detachment and provides guidelines to be
followed in preparing a travel claim. The following guidance will assist in completing the
DD Form 1351-2 (refer to Figures 6.15 and 6.16):

A. Check Mailing Address.

Home address (be sure to include zip code); Department Code/SMC, NPS,
Monterey, CA 93943
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B. Prior Travel Payments or Advances.

Include all advances received.

C. Itinerary.

The itinerary on the claim must be in agreement with the itinerary on the
orders, i.e., those locations marked 'TD" (temporary duty) under "Reason For
Stop" must appear in the itinerary on the travel order.

Show hours and dates for all authorized stops, including stops that required
a change in mode of travel. This does not include brief stops at airports to
change planes.

Complete "Mode of Travel" and "Reason for Stop" blocks. Abbreviations are
shown in 25a and 25b on the reverse side of the claim form. The following
is a listing of commonly used codes:

PA - Private Automobile.

TP - Commercial air obtained from PSD Transportation.

CP - Commercial air purchased at own expense (must be authorized
in advance via memo to PSD).

GP - Government transportation, i.e., scheduled military flights.

D. Reimbursable Expenses.

List all expenses incurred that do not involve lodging and meals. Only the
expenses authorized on the travel orders will be reimbursed, e.g., registration
fee, rental car and gas, taxi, etc.

E. Long distance telephone calls.

Indicate the dollar amount claimed and highlight it for the Comptroller's
signature. The claim must be substantiated by a statement indicating that
the call(s) were for official business. The call(s) origin and destination, date,
and cost must be clearly indicated.

F. GTR.

Ensure that the GTR cost, as shown on the GTR endorsement attached to
the orders, is entered in this block.
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The "OWNER/OPERATOR" block must be checked to receive POV
mileage (includes automobile, motorcycle, plane, etc.).

H. Signature of Claimant.

Must be signed and dated.
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Figure 6.16 DD Form 135 1-2 CONUS Travel Claim
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CHAPTER 7

LABOR DOCUMENTS

Introduction.

Cost centers use several forms to document and approve labor. These include:

(1) NDW-NRFC 7410/17 Time Card.
(2) NDW-NRFC 7410/17A Labor Card.
(3) NDW-NRFC 12600/1 T&A Overtime Certification Authorization.
(4) NAVEXOS-4377 Overtime Request and Authorization.
(5) Bi-Weekly Report of Hours Worked.
(6) SF-71 Application for Leave.
(7) Faculty Employment Certification Memo.

Faculty Employment Certification Letter.
(8) SF-50 Notification of Personnel Action.
(9) SF-52 Request for Personnel Action.

References.

(1) NRFCWASHINST 7410.3A
Recording and Reporting Attendance/Leave of Civilian Employees.

(2) Department of the Navy, Office of Civilian Personnel Management;
Managing To Payroll Desk Guide.

(3) SECNAVINST 12510.9
Delegation of Position Classification Authority and Position
Management Responsibility Consistent with Payroll Management.

Document Description.

NDW-NRFC 7410/17 Time Card.
(Figures 7.1 through 7.24

The NRFC 7410/17 is the official document for reporting and recording the
attendance and leave taken by civilian employees.

NDW-NRFC 7410/17A Labor Card.
(Figure 7.2)

The labor card is used to report labor exceptions and work performed under other
job order numbers. Most employees perform their routine work under a specific job order
number. If they are required to perform work which is not routine, let's say they are

* temporarily reassigned to another department, then a labor card must be submitted
showing the number of hours worked under the different job order number. Notice that
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the labor card has a provision for several job order numbers, while the time card does
not.

NDW-NRFC 12600/1 T&A/Overtime Certification Authorization.
(Figure 7.25)

This form is used for submitting the names of persons authorized to approve and
certify Time Cards, Labor Cards and Overtime Requests. Authorization authority must be
on file at the FIPC before personnel can approve or certify these documents.

NAVEXOS 4377 Overtime Request and Authorization.
(Figures 7.26 & 7.27)

This form is used to authorize overtime for NPS employees. The form must be
submitted to the Payroll and Timekeeping Division prior to overtime work actually being
performed. Justification must also be provided for overtime labor.

Bi-Weekly Report of Hours Worked.
(Figure 7.28)

The Bi-Weekly Report of Hours Worked is an internal memo used by employees to
indicate the hours worked during a particular pay period. The report is submitted to the
department timekeeper, who uses the information to prepare the time and labor cards.

SF-71 Application for Leave.
(Figures 7.29 & 7.30)

The Application for Leave is used when an employee requests leave, or when leave
was taken and the employee was unable to initial the T&A Card beforehand. For sick
leave exceeding three days, a supporting statement from the attending physician must be
attached to the SF-71. If the SF-71 and statement are not submitted by the individual
concerned within two pay periods following the sick leave, a supplemental T&A Card must
be submitted to the FIPC (NRFC), changing Sick Leave to Annual Leave or Leave
Without Pay (LWOP).

Faculty Employment Certification Memo/
Faculty Employment Certification Letter.
(Figures 7.31 & 7.32)

This document is prepared by each department and indicates the number of hours
department faculty members work during a particular pay period. The form also
documents whether hours worked should be charged to direct funds, direct funded
research, or reimbursable research accounts. The completed memo is sent to the
Academic Planning Department, who prepare a Faculty Employment Certification Letter.
(The Faculty Employment Certification Letter consolidates the information provided on the
memo). The letter, together with the departmental memos, is then forwarded to the
Payroll and Timekeeping Division where it is used to prepare labor
cards for each faculty member. When the faculty labor cards are completed, the letter
and labor cards are mailed to the FIPC for settlement.
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Chapter 7 Labor Documents. SF-50 Notification of Personnel Action/
SF-52 Request for Personnel Action.
(Figures 7.33, 7.34, & 7.35)

A Notification of Personnel Action (SF-50) is the official document used to record
new employee hires, promotions, grade increases, transfers, resignations, or any action
that would change a payroll status. The SF-50 also notes the employees' annual salary
for all GS, GM, and faculty; and the hourly wage rate for WG employees.

A Request for Personnel Action (SF-52) is an internal personnel action form
submitted by the departments, via the Comptroller, to the Civilian Personnel Office (CPO)
to generate an official Standard Form 50.

If an employee experiences a change in employment status, a Standard Form 52 is
submitted to the CPO to update official (FIPC) and local employment records. The
Payroll and Timekeeping Division check for sufficient line manager funds to accommodate
the change in payroll status. The Comptroller initials each SF-52 before it goes to the
CPO.

General Information.

Timekeeper Responsibilities.

1. After receipt, review all preprinted Time Cards for accuracy.

2. Ensure all new employees have a Time Card (note: it takes two pay periods to
receive a preprinted card for new employees).

3. Do not leave cards in an open area.

4. Record time and attendance on the Time Cards (and Labor Cards when required)
for assigned employees. You may have each employee maintain an individual time
sheet, then transfer the information to the original Time Card or maintain the
original Time Cards on a daily basis, whichever is preferred.

5. Record entries on Time Cards in black ink only.

6. Erroneous entries on Time Cards must be corrected by drawing a red line through
the incorrect entry and then writing in the correct entry. Do not obliterate the
original entry. Under no circumstances must erasures, white-out, correction
tape/fluids be used on this document.

7. Time Cards must be signed only by those individuals authorized to certify Time
Cards. Under no circumstance is a facsimile signature stamp permitted.

8. Ensure all entries for pay and leave are recorded correctly.

. 9. Account for all leave, overtime, and compensation (comp) time, and verify the cards
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with the original requests/supporting documents.

10. Clip required supporting documentation to the Time Card and hand carry them to
the Timekeeping Division by the required deadline.

11. Serve as a liaison for your departments pay problems; provide a copy of the
employee's Time Card and Leave and Earnings Statement (LES) for the pay period
in question. Write a brief note describing the problem.

12. If an employee is having problems with any of the items listed below, have the
employee go to Civilian Personnel Office (CPO) and obtain a copy of the document
pertaining to that item. The employee must bring the document and his/her most
recent LES to the Timekeeping Division, where an attempt will be made to rectify
the pay problem. The Timekeeping Division does not maintain copies of the forms
listed below. The only documents received by the Timekeeping Division from the
CPO are the employee's Standard Form 50 - Personnel Action.

Address Changes
W-4 Changes
Direct Deposit Forms
Life Insurance/Health Insurance Status
Allotments
Bonds
Charity Donations
Retirement Forms (info)
Union Dues

Note: If an employee has not received his/her LES, the department timekeeper
must request a duplicate no later than Thursday or Friday (10:00 am) of the pay
week. The employees name, ID number, and home address must be provided.

Document Preparation.

The majority of NPS timekeeping and payroll documents are relatively straight
forward to complete, with most of the entries being self-explanatory in nature. This
section provides examples and guidance for the following documents (Time and Labor Card
codes may be found in Appendix H):

Time Card - Required Entries
(Figure 7.1)

Time and Labor Card - Example
(Figure 7.2)

Time Card - New Employee
(Figure 7.3)

Time Card - Separated Employee
(Figure 7.4)
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Time Card - Part Time and Intermittent Schedules
(Figure 7.5)

Time Card - Regular and Flextime Schedules
(Figure 7.6)

Time Card - Holiday Leave
(Figure 7.7)

Time Card - Comparison of Regular to Supplemental
(Figure 7.8)

Time Card - Traumatic Injury
(Figure 7.9)

Time Card - Annual Leave
(Figure 7.10)

Time Card - Sick Leave
(Figure 7.11)

Time Card - Advanced Annual Leave and Advanced Sick Leave
(Figure 7.12)

Time Card - Compensatory Time
(Figure 7.13)

Time Card - Military Leave
Standard Form 71 Application for Leave
(Figure 7.14)

Time Card - Court Leave
Standard Form 71 Application for Leave
Court Summons
Certification of Jury Duty
Payment for Jury Duty and Personal Check for Excess Per Diem
(Figures 7.15, 7.16, & 7.17)

Time Card - Leave without Pay (LWOP)
(Figure 7.18)

Time Card - Overtime
(Figure 7.19)

Time Card - Environmental Premium
(Figure 7.20)

Time Card - Holiday Work
(Figure 7.21)
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Time Card - Sunday Work
(Figure 7.22)

Time Card - Night Differential
(Figure 7.23)

Time Card - Fire fighters
(Figure 7.24)

NDW-NRFC 12600/1 T&A/Overtime Certification Authorization:
(Figure 7.25)

NAVEXOS 4377 Overtime Request and Authorization:
(Figures 7.26 & 7.27)

Bi-Weekly Report of Hours Worked
(Figure 7.28)

SF-71 Application for Leave:
(Figures 7.29 & 7.30)

Faculty Employment Certification Memo/
Faculty Employment Certification Letter.
(Figures 7.31 & 7.32)

SF-50 Notification of Personnel Action/
SF-52 Request for Personnel Action:
(Figures 7.33, 7.34, & 7.35)

Note: The NPS Civilian Personnel Office is currently
developing a handbook for preparing the SF 52 - Request
for Personnel Action. Appendix I, a SF 52 guide prepared
for Point Hueneme, should be of some benefit in the
interim.
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N R F 4C .& SI 7410 ? 8-811 NF AzM AS H 7410117 O 11 -

Figure 7.6 Time Cards: Regular and Flextime Schedules
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T 0 To- ,,2
~J

-T O T

F 76 F

I P 79

A 68 A1

SUNj

T --

F,

SAr7

TWE CArD

NPkFC',ASM 741017 6-8' B

EXAMPLE OF HOLIDAY LEAVE

Figure 7.7 Time Card: Holiday Leave
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TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOYEE NUMBER TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOYEE NUMIER

L? %co-) (3

t 0 - 1
CT OT 7

7j P9- 79 79- -

A 8 68 A AAsKQ 0 , 0M'IA ~t 89 T|O "

M ON , 7 /_ T O NI- :

TA 
-ruT. U

SUN SUN 14-

r JE -ITU
-___, ____ I-'': o i i V /

T__-_ d,T.' I " -ii~ h

,.i--Z, ,-J/ iL

-_______ j UPE NA T-ECR - S A cORRECTION T A TjM4CAi

OAYTE EDY NW4C REUIE ORE UIN J

IFRI

flUE CAZ
NRFCWASh 7410(17 (8-81 ThIE CARD

NICWAS* 7410117 "11'

EXAMYLE OF REGI:LAP TI!fECARfl EXAMPLE OF SUPPLEMENTAL TIMCARD

-A SUPPLE1'.ENT&L TIMECARD IS A CORRECTION TO A TIMCARD.

-REFLECT THE PAY PERIOD DATE YOU ARE CORRECTING AND ENTIER
ONLY THE DAYS IN WHICH REQUIRE CORRECTION.

- SUBMIT ALl SUPPLEMENTAL TIMECARDS NLT 1200 ON THE FIRST MONDAY

FOLLOWING THE PA% PERIOD ENDING DATE, EX: PPE 09/09/89 SUBMIT

SUPPLEMEN ALS ON 09/11/89. TIMEKEEPING MUST TELEFAX ALL SUPPLEMENTALS

BY COB ON THAT MONDAY.

Figure 7.8 Time Cards: Regular and Supplemental
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TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOYEE NUMBLm

-7. 4-I,00

01 72 OT 72

S 75 S 75

7T 7 7

F 78 F 70

P 79 P79

A T A

SUN

MON j /

FRII

ThU, I

SUN: /' _
SAT _

TUE -_ )
WED1  

0
THU 1

.,.o L.,, ,,I ii Ai 2 7 L -e ic+n

EXAMPLE OF TRAt2IATIC INJURY: (INJURY STATUS) TIMECARD CODE IS 68

- TRAUMATIC INJURY IS BASED ON A 45 CALENDAR DAYS ENTITLEMENT PER INJURY.
IF SATURDAY AND SUNDAY FALL WITHIN THE PERIOD OF ABSENCE, THEY ARE COUNTED AS
PART OF THE 45 CALENDAR DAYS.

- THE DAY OF INJURY IS NOT CHARGED Ok CHMGED TO ADMINISTRATIVE LEAVE.

- A COPY OF THE CA-i FORM (PROCESSED IN CPO) MUST BE SUBMITTED WITH THE
FIRST TIMECARD SUBMITTED REPORTING THE INJURY.

Figure 7.9 Time Card: Traumatic Injury
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TOUR OF OUTY EMPLOYEE NUMSER

OT 72. OT 2

T 71 T 1 7

F 76 78

p P 79

A 8 A

OUST a Ti&II MU

SUN r

MON /sot) V, 7
TuE 7/17

WED-

THU

F. R

SAT i_
SUN J
MON!

WEDI % I1 vl

FRi/

FjO ~ ~~~ f Co..: 'w FE lA

TSAE CAD
N CVYAS I 7410177 (-1)

E0TLE OF A ,N UAL LEAVE: TIMECARD CODE 71

- A.NUAL LEAVE IS TIME OFF AT FLL PAY WHICH IS GRANTED FOR A.BSENCES FROM
OFFICIAL DUTY OCCURRING WITHIN A REG.ULAR TOUR OF DUTY.

- ANN UAL LEAVE MUST BE INITIALED BY EMPLOYEE ON THE TIMECARD OR AN

APPROVED SF-71 (APPLICATION FOR LEAVE) MUST BE SUBMITTED.

- ANNUAL LEAVE IS CHARGED IN WHOLE HOURS.

Figure 7.10 Time Card: Annual Leave
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TOUR OF OUTT

CT 2l2 OT [ 72

T - 6 T -76

F 7F F 78

P 79 g 79II
8 U A 68

SJN; I vv

mo.i

SUN

r L

S.,

... .. tIO- Th . •C

64E Z^APC
NRFC, 45' - 4'-"7S B.

EXAMPLE OF S:CK LEAVE: TIMECAFY CODE IS 72

- SICK LEAVE :5 TIME OFF AT FULL PAY WHICH IS GRANTED TO EMPLOYEES FOR
ABSENCES RELATED O ILLNESS, INjCRY OR MEDICAL CARE.

- SICK LEAVE MUST BE INITIALED BY EMPLOYEE ON THE TIMECARD OR AN
APPROVE:. SF-71 (APPLICATION FOR LEAVE) MUST BE SUBMITTED.

- A LEAVE SLIP MUST ALWAYS BE SUBMITTED FOR SICK LEAVE IN EXCESS OF THREE
CONSECUTIVE DAYS, ALONG WITH A DOCTOR'S NOTE.

- SICK LEAVE IS CHARGED IN WHOLE HOURS.

Figure 7.11 Time Card: Sick Leave
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TOUR OF OUTV EMPLOYEE NUMBER
TOUR OF DUTY EMP.OYEE NUMBER

. 0 ,0 _ 7

___ :_ - . --,1
OT 72 O 72

TI __
-S 7 S 75

T 7 1 T
7"- ----- - - - -,

- 76__ If - F 6176
F 70 F 7a -

- - - F 76
79 1 79 F 7 79-

A 60- A -
Al~6 668 A~___

1'7 i i )'4 4 .
.+ 

o~tl..N + ow-,,. .,l ov, Ja I, 0_*.

ONO

.. ..... . ..___ __ __ TUE. COI 7

A- wE

_________________________SAT

'8 //I ~ MON

- A- FR;S P7 APIATO O EV)ADAPOE ME RAI1 LH (,4 DOTO

__E_________AAD __KA _ MD

__________FRIA

SA_________O____A_ IAT !OZD FRA

%A;_'.AS, 7lAC 8Re TIM4ECARD
POFCWAS4 74 1 Ol7 (3-811

EAZ AZVA:CE. kNNAL LEAVE: TIKECARD CODE 73 EXA?1JLE OF ADVANCED SICK LEAVE: CODE 74.

- AN AlrPROVED SF-71 (AYPLICATION FOR LEAVE) AND APPROVED MEMORA~NU 4 (AND DOCTOR'S
N::-. IF REQ"7ES:NZ ADVANCED SICK LEAVE) MUST BE SUIMITTED WITH TIMECARD.

- FOR ADVANCED A.NNUAL AIND ADVANCED SICK LEAVE, SEE/CALL JACKIE RHODES, LABOR

.u;:E~LYEERELATIO'_NS, CR0, X3055, FOR INSTRUCTIONS/GUIDELINES PERTAINING TO THE

AL':HORIZING OFFICIALS AND MEMORANDUM FORMAT.

- ADVANCED ANN"ALADVANCED SICK LEAVE MUST BE APPROVED PRIOR TO TIMECARD SUBMISSION.

Figure 7.12 Time Cards: Advanced Annual & Advanced Sick Leave
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TOUR OF DUTY

711 9
w II

UN:FF:CIAL COMP TIME IS A o O - 72

VI OLAION CF FAIR LBOR st 75.3. 0 S
STA-NDARDL ACT AND IS PROHIBITED T 6 Ti 6/
BY LAW, FUR NON-EXEMPT EMPL S--'ES -- F 76
ALL COM{PT TIME MUST BE DCCUMENTE . 78

ON TIMECARDS ',HEN EARNED AND F 79 1

AA J - L

4 0/'MA C

2 0 I /A " A

.................... !7 S e

NZSAT~ o ~ I

COXPEN2ATCRY TIME; TIMECA.Z CODES 75-EARNED and 76-USED

- COMPESATFY T:ME :s APFRY'.'E: ADD:TIONAL WORK TIME FOR WHICH N3 PAY
IS RECEIE:. IT IS CRELOTE? TO A SPECIAL LEAVE-TYPE ACCOUNT FOR THE EYTLOYEES

FUTURE USE.

- THE SAME LIMITATICNS UlUiCH APPLY TO OVERTIME ALSO APPLY TO COMPENSATORY
TIME. AIN APPROVED OVERTIMECOMPENSATORY TIME AUTHORIZATION FORM (NAVCOMPT 2282)

M.ST BE SUBMITTED. (EXAMPLE ON PAGE 15 ).

- THE MAXIMUM AMOUNT OF COMPENSATORY TIME THAT AN EMPLOYEE MAY ACCUMULATE
IS 80 HOURS. BALANCES OVER 80 HOURS CONVERT TO OVERTIME WITHIN THE PAYROLL

PROCESSING.

- COMPENSATORY TIME USED MUST BE INITIALED BY EMPLOYEE OR AN APPROVED SF-71
MI:ST BE SUBMITTED.

- COMPENSATORY TIME EARNED AND USED IS CHARGED IN WHOLE HOURS.

Figure 7.13 Time Card: Compensatory Time
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TULU UP V IfttlM~tf

X:L::.ARY LEAVE : TUMECARD CODE :7 pOso-100

- RESERVE MEE.BERS ARE ENTITLED UP TO 15 DAYS OF
M:LTAiJY LEAVE CLR:NO EACH FISCAL YEAR. "G',.. 71 C) 71 1

CT 72 OT I  72 1

- EMLOYEES ARE ENTITLED TO MILITARY 
LEAVE WHILE O 7

SE.'.'NO ON ACTIVE DUTY OR ACTIVE DUTY TRAINING, B!'7 7 TI 7-
IS NOT ENTITLE TO MILITARY LEAVE TO ATTEND WEEKEND T 

76

DRILLS OR TO ATTEND TRAINING WHILE IN AN INACTIVE F 76 F 78

DLTY STAT-S. p 79 761
A 66 A 66e

- A COPY OF THE MILITARY ORDERS DIRECTING THE"
EMPLCYEE TO REPORT FOR DUTY W2ST BE SUBM17TED WITH 1f g -io !-nl "-D
T::A.: ALCNC WITH AN; APPROVEL SF-71. UPON COMPLE- a., In10, .,.

-. ; OF TRA:N:N3 DU TY, A CERTIFIED COPY OF THE SU N/
:L:TARY ORDERS SH:7:;: ACTUAL DATES REPORTED AND

, MUST 51 SLEMITTI ASA?. IF PAF'. : -77

Lis''£ ENtF '-E "W;:1 L UTMATCALYd.EC- 1ZV C:- . TO ANNUAL LEAVE ____,

.... .VE . N::L BEV LN AUUA ILIT

FR

SAT i

FRI I

TU CAD

*.• C NRFCW~ASH 741010' 16-))
APPLICATION FOR LEAVE

wTtuLT%>w r-~ - ."4 I , A... P., - 6x &A.t& e

r ... . -" 7" 6-.'.,. "  16€"

P '" I o M% /1 1 .ir DN

- O FCLAC TON ON ,4PUCATlON

L:~C o.---! ,,, ,--- 6, --,,.C
'A .' . . .. . . . . 1. , 0'' : _ ; 2 ' 7 " : " . . .I . . . . .

A-N L-P. (A-- O1€- ' i A 5

Figure 7.14 Time Card: Military Leave, SF 71: Application for Leave
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TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOYEE NUMBER

OT OO- 3

CO'RT LEAVE: TIMECA.RD 78
;;'7 _._ _

- COURT LEAVE IS AN AUTHORIZED ABSENCE OF ' 97
OT 2 O

AN EMYL2YEE FROM WORK FOR JURY DUTY WHETHER 2-
QUALIFYING FOR OR SERVING ON A JURY, OR AS -

A WITNESS IN A NONOFFICIAL CAPACITY IN WHICH T T 61

.HE UNITED STATES, THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, F 7 - F-

STATE OR LOCAL GOVERNMENT IS A PARTY. 9 P 7

- T BE GRANTED COURT LEAVE, AN EMPLOYEE'
K ST S:BX:T A TR'LE CCPY OF SLY-MONS FOR JURY OR j. ---
WITNESS SERVICE (SEE EX,"2lPLE ON PAGE 18). THE - .!

SU..IONS AND AN APPROVED SF-71 IST BE SUBMITTED SUN
WITH THE TIMECARD. -/-

MON V}j
EC-TFCA7E OF ATTE'DAN;CE FROM THE TUE / .i

-; INC~5IVEDATES CF OLE:Y SERVICE. -
PEJ A'YE ?AOE 19 !,f:ST BE SLBXITTEG ASA?. WEO L'!ia
"S NOCT S'BYTz, NRFC-WASH ILL TL

A. .J, TI L:
' 

CONVERT COUTT (CODE 78) TO

ANN.N'AL LEA'. COE 7.,. IF EMF-LOYEE DOES NOT FR,

A "E .N AN UAL LEAVC , £M 'L-YCE WILL BE LW P e .CP----4

- CE ?:,F E OT OF .... FRO THE CO-RT. SUN-

- l _-' KEEPS THE MILEA:E. MON, 7
I -  

N,"i RED:IONAL FINA.-7CE CENTER. TUE

SAT

T*AE CARD
Ia, NF:CWASH 7410;17 (-81,.

" ..'a ... ... ~ APPLICATION FOR LEAVE

B4N$1UC91 $ P,..,o,.'p,.we lan. . - aT.. n ,n 4 LI P ,a Aa bi...t .Ie ha bl..

I.U L 33or 9
Do 03 & looo T.1 .' &

EA,... L- .. (A-l .. "-w..d -I -d lA, _1 TO, 3C ($

I.....WI.<.9 Ps' -1.6 /' -l

OFFICIAL ACQiON 11WTU

Ln 0.r.s PP.. - d j 1"""- I-t** '&' .

Figure 7.15 Time Card: Court Leave, SF 71: Application for Leave
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- C- SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF IIONTEREY I

240 Church St., Room 320
Salinas, CA 93901

10:

-. - ALAN CARLSON
EXECUTIVE OFFICER/JURY COMMISSIOIIER

3107 SEACRESI AV MA3 PIIlE: 155-5061

L MARINA CA- 93933 TRIAL JURY SUMMONS

MAR QO 1969
YOU ARE IIEREST ORDERED TO ArEAR Al' 83O A.". ON
Ar THE SALINAS WOHAN'S CLU, 215 LINCOLN STREET. SALINAS (ACROSS FROM TilE
SALINAS CITT IIhALL), TO SERVE AS A TRIAL JUROR FOR THRE SUPERIOR COURT AND
MUNICIPAL COURT.

If you believe you are legally entitled to be excused from jury duty or would like a
postroneerit, please contact the Jury Cor mxssioner's Office at the Courthouse In person
or by telephone at 755-5061 prior to the Friday before the date given above.

f, orientation regarding Jury service will begin at the tine Indicated above, so Jurors
are asVed to arrive pro7'ptly. In deciding when to leave home, please remember that It
r-3y tPe so.Re time to find parking.

F, L'.: 7 19 APPEAR lAY RESULT IlN YOUR BEING CITED FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT AND A POSSIBLE
r1:1E CF S s ,

C( OPLrR OF TIHE COURT.

Alan Carlson
Executive Offtcer/Jury Commilssloner
Superior Court

JUROR'S 'I'EflI' ORA1LY
I'AIRKING 'EIAIIlT

EXPIRATION DATECOUNTY OF MONTEREY MAR ,- 1989

PLEASE PLACE ON DASIIBOA1D
This permit allows you to park' in county parking lots only (see map on reverse side).
You may park In "B" permit spaces or -hour visitor spaces in the county lots. The
permit is 110T valid for 30-minute, car pool, handicapped, A 'C" or "E" permit areas,
or red zones in the county lots; TIlE PERMIT LS NOT VALID ii CITY PARKING LOTS or In
2-hour, I-hour, green, red, yellow or handicap zones on city streets. if the county

. ...- . tho street in a space where there are no time limits or
...................... ... s.., ahnve.

Figure 7.16 Court Summons
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&X~C. 'U' '&' ~ O ~r~ DA' VOI I'~l ~ UFf A."UT AWOUJI MM

SC0313-130 Ut-11-89 MILEAGEU313 12.00

C 03 13-130 04-11-89 rER UIEM 20.00

.-_"_______.-_=7" 32.'J0

AUDITOn S WAnnANT.,.,- q . ,-01-0169908
:-; C OUiNTY OF MONTEREY o069908

0169908

.'. .- "I CULtATY GENERAL FUNU

0','EDO. 0-12-G9 -VOID6MONIIISAFIERISSUEDAIE

. "§0 E Sj;E C4~ ~.'.OF ' E " CK';; OFR AJN BAt VI;L Ft, ,=,teO, 53. o0

TIIiriY TiyC E CO/ICO DULLARS

JACv L SK'IL!C V
,

C IA ':L0 ~' jO?2CM3100'N

is

Mor1erey Federal39
' ,... n.y.! .:- ,,A . • ~f (

Figure 7.17 Jury Duty Payment Voucher & Per Diem Reimbursement Check
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OT 72 OT 72

6 8 F i 78- S

p 7 ,O. LI 5+4
I /I

Titt/ -'
WE: 1 ,

i I

F A"

SA

- -AZ TA'.' X.1S3 BE INITIALEZ BY EMPLCYEE TH i 7:XE:AR-D

.AFPL? ATION FOR LEAVE" KLST BE S:B'.:TED.

Figure 7.18 Time Card: Leave Without Pay (LWOP)
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TOuR OF D.TY EMPLOYEE NUMBER

OT 1.3 . - OT , .

S 7lS 75 ___

T 76 T 76

AV 65 A ___

I _ /

T

,.., -
SA7 070 1530'

---"; V / I

T. E Z;AkD
NR CZ.ASM 7114aO.'6B'I

EYX FLZ C :ME

- OVERTIME ',,ST BE APPROVED IN ADVANCE. IT M'ST FIRST BE APPRCVED
BY EEPARY7EIT HEAZCHA1IRM.J, AND THEN YOUR DEAN OR DIRECTOR (PAYROLL
MGR;,':NE -Rp HO IS THE APPROVINg A:THKOFITY.

- OVERTIME AUTHORIZATION FORM (2VAVCOMT-2282) MUST BE SLBMITTED WITH
HE TIYMCARD. IT KUST STATE THE SAME DATES AND HOURS AS REFLECTED ON THE
TIKXCA.. YOU MUST STATE A JUSTIFICATION AND THE JOB ORDER IN WHICH YOU
ARE ChAR3GNG. IT MlST HAVE THE APPROVING AUTHORITIES SIGNATURES.

Figure 7.19 Time Card: Overtime
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TOUR 0 DUTY CAPLOYEE N'IBER TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOY[E NUMBER

,013C- ( 30

V.2 . ,, L"7
0 f.0 72 01 72 OT 72 73S7 .... S 75 Ss

5 7T 
76 T 7766T 7i T~ F 79

F. 78' F7 F 7

p 1 P 79 ! 79 P "9

6A A 60 A 68 E

I ~ A TUEI

]+*§,/ , I O1+

F R M
C .. . Ii .,

S rjh

'i p / /

'R FR. 2"" . /': ..., ,______________ ,____ _ ,

* I= . ' I$IIIT I. c..tf &c -o', .+ll I l' .

..... ... ".. ...... . , . . .. ... i.. .......... O .... . ..

TIME .AR,% TAJE CARD

EXAY'LE CF ENVIROPY.;EN:AI PREMIUM CODE+S :TIMECARD CODE A THRU' EC AND K THRU LC

- RE+,'E'- LST CF APPROPRIATE WORK CODES TO DETER.MINE THE CORRECT
ENV:R, N.Y.ENTAZ PREYI.N CODE TO BE USED.

-CODE IN T 'H " BONUS COU NTETMCR. ENTER THE COD E PLUS HCURS.

- SINGLE DICIT CODES ARE FOR WORK PERFORMED WITHIN THE BASIC WORK WEEK
_'U :, LL jitCT CODES ARE FOR WORK PERFORMED ON OVERTIME.

Figure 7.20) Time Cards: Environmental Premium Codes
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."- ., Z", I EMPLOYEE NUMBLR TOUR OF DU7Y

7 1 -- 1 . L 7 f
01 

7

S 7, '5 7 6

7 76 176 T 7TA TC76

7 ' 1 , *

66 A o A "

. i / ... T , l 
~ 

,

-S. / A AFRI

7- "/

S.- THL,

S T OR ENTDOA FR

TIM.E CAAD

- ~~ 15 N FI.~ FUR, E UYI N H3LIZAY LEAVE.

-AN EK."'CYEE WHO PERFORM.S WORY: ON A HOLIDAY IS ENTITLED TO PAY
AT HISHE R EATE OF BASIC PAY ?LUS PREMIUM. PAY AT A KATE EQUAL 7O THE
RATE OF BASIC PAY FOR THAT HOLIDAY WORK.

- AN EM'YLOYEE WHO IS REQU;IRED TO PERFORM. ANY WOPJ( ON A HOLIDAY DURING
HIS/HER RECULAR DUTY HOURS IS ENTITLED TO PAY FOR AT LEAST TWO HOURS OF
HOLIDAY WORK.

Figure 7.21 Time Cards: Holiday Work
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TOUR of DUTY EUPLOYLE hu-@o

753-7.

OT~ J. ___72 0T 72

S 7 75

79 78

A 68 A '

SUN

MON

TJE

5J4'I

%E/

S.E L

SA-o~5~,:

Nc r i7 f 7

3F ~ ~~~ ~ TIECR CODE' P!N A UP
5 NDAY~~ PE: SPADT 4LYEWH EFR4WKDU IA

REULRL SCE':E TORO UYWIHISNTOETM OX

Figue 7.2 Tme Crd: undy Prmiu
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TOUR OF DUTY EMPLOYEE NUMBER
TOUR OF DUTY EMP.OYEE NUMBER

, ' 0 71 :o 4.O 1 - I 4 .0 71 i
OTI 721 OT 72 OT T 0"l

S I . 75 S , . 75 - . 75 1 -

S 8 Fl 78 7S 78

j- I :I FtON 71 ___7__i

p'- ,*E P 1  ___ 1' -1 .i

. '9 i 79 ! . .

A 168 Al P . 7-

6, 68 A IJ so I I

I I I81

W1 w ,R, zi g I% f
4 1__ CA fc

JE .7t

EV.L OF- 'G! IFEETAL TIEC WCO E D T

__ __ L72 F

SATt
____ ___ __ SAT

WE, L..YFFE A L WE r_

R 0 n

TI.,E CAP!,
NRFZWAS4- '415.T1 76'.) TIME -ARD

NRFCWASH 7410, 17 8 Oil

EYA O'LI OF NIGHT DIFFERENTIAL: TIMECARD CODES S AND 7

- A GRADED EMPLOYEE IS ENTITLED TO NIGHT SHIFT DIFFERENTIAL PAY FOR

NIGHT WORK AT HIS/HER RATE OF BASIC PAY PLUS PRL'4TUM PAY FOR THAT PAJRT

0F THE WORKDAY WHICH IS REGULARLY SCHEDULED WORK BETWEEN THE HOURS OF

1800 AND 060C.

- NIGHT PAY DIFFERENTIAL WILL BE PAID TO A WAGE EMPLOYEE FOR ALL

REGULARLY SCHEDULED WORK THAT A MAJORITY OF HOURS OCCUR BETWEEN 1500 and

2400 or 2300 and 0800.

Figure 7.23 Time Cards: Night Differential
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ld: 71 .Y.o 0

S 1 ,1 s 7

SUN

MON~
Tli.

4ZE I .
T K I

Fi

SI I

s"/

NR C.W$.- 74;3 -7,88

EXA?LE OF FIREFIGHT~ERS

Figure 7.24 Time Card: Fire fighter
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SCODE 0022 WILL COfLFLE!E

TO NAVY' REG-ONAL P11NANCE CENTEII. CIVILIAN PAYROILL CIPT 1CO01 201. WASHINGTON DC 20371

TIME KEEPING UNIT
T&AjOvEAIME CERTFICATION AUTHORIZATION

DEPARTMENr CODE: _____

Oupqrintandern (COde 002) 'SI OT
N & a.I Pov%,Psdjits School
Uoner: OA 93943-DQW OCTDnEP 9. 1988

CNIECK AP*IOPIIIAIE BLOCK$ _______________________________

L& IE CA 01 0 NAME T,o. P,,"I S A TUORIEo AND INIIAS 0

y, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ LTO:E I ftANDIOIOUIO CANEINCE .SIt

- ____ 11 _________M________

7 9 N' I A Nr F 'IV______ I AT1 I 140n1 :O

Figur 7.25_____________CertificationAuthorization

_ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _147_
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OVERTIMEICOMPENSATORY TIME
REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION (74101

ntO','R DEnd NAME AI e4 C elow ENE DATE

YaI h auflhotUJIL,Or be rvcn f. hi b fol.ng 1.C 0LQ V

5cc SLC-,%I1,ST '00 I 1 f, .eddmonl Info'n,-n OVI.eT.9 TRGLi "6aa"T~

I LA TYPE UF NUM&E "PAY %,MBEP STATUS OvflE NAME (Lt, Pint. MdW. WNWI~ OF DATE(S) (F,.,., 1 1.I

A-,!______________ 1 09/18 0700 0800

_____________________ _______________________ 1 09/19 0700 0800

____________________ ______________________ 1 09,'20 0700 0800

-- :E :e:E.~ze. ~L c:r' CANNOT BE ACCOMP!SmEOD~,,. Owll.; e.. , ..C.'S

;-;-C. ,HATUAR IADO ".-CW'fYJ 0AfE

REOUESTIS NO__

'e3E S PEG..EST -S1 N.O APPACE EON OAVACE OF TE TIME WORKED. AD0 JUSTIFICATION FOR APPROVAL AFTER THdE FACT

0 ,AT' 0' OVEPITIE 0 THdIS REOCIST WAV CONTAIN l.fOR.ATIOP

'LEGEND 'Os-- - NOTE; SWS~ECT TO THE PRIVACY ACT OF 1@74
No, f..o .- T AtP :PI-iLY SC,"COi11O OVERTM a AUG NM~OE

MAVCOMPT PORM 2282 (2431 (Feoe~f NA VEXOS 4377) SIN 01"4LF.Tfl Itj - ~ ~CASCAS?

Figure 7.26 Overtime./Comnpensatory Time, Request and Authorization
(Compensatory Time)
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OVERTWIMECOMPENSATORY ItMk:
REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION 07410)

If IS !Cq-%CJ h&I _4 31 oraj~n tC w-C fl o, the fobo-mng 0A1 FIW
CM r,01 ccs to pc:50,m -rk a. indfosld -nd iUfld: - E]o C3 CMoloI011 3DP~f MAIIU " [ 0oot,11TN

Sc SLONAVINS7 700 11 fo, .dolI ) In fo *Io. D TE T.1 To.[

rc SFAIPEO
0 

I NUM@ER
PAT N,)MBER TAU VRI l NAME flaf. Font .Ahpd WN OF DATE(S) fF,*.j Ira)

S FLI ID BEL- HOURS__

_______9______ I SAM 1 9/11 0700 0800

11 9/12 0700 0800

' 1 __________________ 1_ 1 9113 0703 0833

19 lf4 c~7 I0800
1 9,' 5 0733 ______
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Figure 7.27 Overtime/Compensatory Time, Request and Authorization
(Overtime)
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DATE:
MEMORANDUM

Fr o,,:

To: Comptroller Department Timekeeper

Sub;: BI-WEEKLY REPORT OF HOURS WORKED

Ref: (a) Comptroller's ltr of 19 Sep 88

Encl: (2) Sick/Annual Leave Requests
.2, Overtime/Compensatory Time Reports

1. My regalar working hours are hrs. to hrs.
dai:y.

Z Exceptions ,c- my regular hours are verified by enclosure (1)
an . r 2'.

3. The pay period of to I worked:

COMP COMP

FE-'A ANNUAL SICF OVER.:ME EARNED USED OTHER

n av

wed ne S J

Fw ed v n ea

T' rsd a'.

~!

Friday _ _ _ ,

Satirday ____________ __ ___

TOTALS r__ _ _L_ _ _ _

(Employee's Signature) (S-upervisor's Signature)

Figure 7.28 Bi-Weekly Report of Hours Worked
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I. pi•1- I

APPLICATION FOR LEAVE
U4STICl UONS P..... mp;i. lni. -1 fite, rvldi4 the Prniae At 8 .litai . b.-..

LIJO'-.2. 1.04.y TLo N- ..

lefC

OFFICIAL ACTION ON APtPUCATION

"7 .'$5&.--oo-..$ 3-$ o*

Ph.... daah this 5.1w.ts a-f m iii is, SF 71

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT

SecLon : orTicie 3 to the US Code authorizes collection of this information. The primary use of this informatoa
is cy management and your payrolI office to approve and record your use of leave Addtionaj di sc;ures of the
information may be To the Department of Labor when proinag a claim for compensation regard;ng a ob

connected injury or illness. to a State unemployment compensation office regarding a claim, to Federal Life
Insurance or Health Benefs carriers re~arding a claim; to a Federal. State. or local !ai en[rcemen: agen"y ahen

your agency becomes s-a.e of a vioation or possible violation of civil or crimina] Iaw to a Federa: agen:y when

conduzting ar. investgat.o., on yo. f,- empboyment or security raasons, toi the Oice of Personnel Management or

(Certisaai er Re)

Figure 7.29 SF 71: Application for Leave (Front)

d-.'a **ia.~0 .d 1* 1..- -b- I . .vv.~r-'

iO00iO'--,- ,,. _ ,, 21*,- P ' ip e1 . ',5 . F .. .... . i 1v.. .....0.i...g...

- f "I, .a - -1- .- 1. G - - ,. /.. , .

p.-. 4, .-- ,.

CERTIFICATION Of PHYSICIAN OR PRACTITIONER

Genera*l Acontn Office when, teifraonsrq uire elutionor leve adiisrtin ,en, to ,the)

.-7*Ath 'em le iavdntifcatio numbe ' is yor. o ial Seurity. aNu mber. cllecio iof thi codiforma ion inc

General Accountng Off e when the informaton is required for evaluaion or leave administration, and o itm
Genera, .ervce Admilnistration in connection wlith itsI mponuili~ties for records managemnent

Where the employee identifcation number as your Social Security Number, 'ollecti on of thi informatilon is
a uthoriz~ed by EsecuLive Order 9397. Furnishing the information on this form, including your Socil Security

Number, is voluntary but failure to do so may result in diipprovl of thi request

If your agency uses the information furniahed on thi form for purposes other than thes, indicated above. it maly

provide you with an additional statement reflecting thoe purposes

*3- 0iO* U . i11i.1iiiOSA

Figure 7.30 SF 71: Application for Leave (Reverse)
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k'age I o_

From: Chairman,
To: Comptroller (032)

Via: Director of Academic Planning (313)

CERT:FICATICN OF CIVILIAN FACULTY

1. i hereby certify that the faculty listed below were in an hourly work-pay
stats for the two week pay period of through as

NA.E O&MN DFR RR LEAVE HOL LWOP

__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _*_ _ ___ __ __ __ _ I

*7

_ -R --- RE---AL4ESAC DP HAP

C6N-DiE: tZ

LEAVE-ANNUAL & SICK
LWOP--LEAVE WITHOUT PAY

Figure 7.31 Certification of Civilian Faculty
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY
N . AL POS fLAOUA1 E SCHOOL G SEP .B

N.'OE'. CAA-ORNIA 93943 5:00 INUIfflRE(it 10

12000/1
FACULTY
NPS(013)

From, Superintendeno, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, Ca.
10: Ccmandirng Officer, Naval Regional Finance Center,

Washington, D.C.

Su;j: CERTIFICATION OF EMPLOYMENT OF CIVILIA4 FACULTY

Encl: (1) Court Leave Documentation for Professor Rudolph
Panholzer

(2) Military Leave Documentation for Professor Darnell M.
Whitt

(3) Court Leave Documentation for Professor Anthony A.
Atchley

I. : hereby certify that the rerbers of the civilian faculty
nares are listed below were in a work-pay status jurin,

t-at Period cf 0300 27 August 1969 through 1630 9 Septenber

Dist Mrs.
r '-ce A Code Na5' Worked LV/LWCP

Activity M12

k2: -9 3 2 " ', C. T. 80
33 i-4325 GZCI Da:-,ielscn, Z. C, 0
33: 14032 G2I Franme, P. SO C
33C 174038 GZI Jayachan ran, T. G' C

330',174939 Gz1 }{efner, K. s0
G44 CCCI Sza:;Jrett, C. sc 0
C"Ii _ : > t e n , A . 8 C,

230:1T4966 G201 Scl:8ick, L. : 56 S
3--..7 4oC2 GZ::I -vere , e P. 80
331-1749C7 GZDI M:7caaffer'., . 8. 0
3174023 GZ:I San Mi;ut 1, J. 80
3 3 i7.7 C. Thoma:: s F. 80 0
33-, 14079 GU2 SIneiieind, N. 80 24 A
33IIIZ G.Zi Eusre., F. 80 72 A
3302174982 GzDI Zviran, M. 80 0
33C0175630 GZDl Roberts, B. 80 40 A
33CC175635 GzDl Jee, M. 0 80LX;CP
330G174991 GZE1 Lawphongpanich, S. 80 C
3300174994 GZEl Rosenthal, R. 80 0
3300174997 GZEl Rockower, E. 80 0
3300174999 GZEl Bailey, M. 80 0
3300175006 GZEI Sovereign, M. 80 0
3300175011 GZEl Woods, W. 80 0
3300175013 OZEl Forrest, R. 80 0

Figure 7.32 Certification of Employment of Civilian Faculty
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N riFICAT.ION.OF PERSONNELX"cZN -

6" so.." 5.a 0.

~~~*i'~~~~ 7 -M1 -5.~ .9-~~ rT9- '-S

1- 11 N E 33)1.12 CAREEK PR~OM
&I C. A "

WARAIH0USE sN0RKER WA9KE4Ousk kORKER
QtIAO1670CO

w 6 7O 0, 02 19.06I'P" wR r, 907 C)l ij-' ,1. I-son.

S~P~..Y EP~'NE'~ . .UPPLY DEPARTMEN4T
PATERIAL D.'ISOI4 KATERIAL VzVISIO'

&HP:N AkE:VE ?!G ?RANCl SHI4PP;. 7. I 2ECEIIC,
NAVAL POSTGRADUJATE SCTIOCL MOfiTinEY CA NAVAL P~tTGPADLATt SC14oCL_ !4> ,TL~Y CA

r- C~I YE NCC

;_Pilo -,- 9-i

MONT fE Y

7 ~ 1 ILVC !DI L E

S*.' ~Ji3 * .- UUIflty COPY

Figure 7.33 SF 50B: Notification of Personnel Action
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S C.-... . REQUEST FOR PERSONNEL ACTION

raw. C,... ft-S 0.,) a. Aet G. 94 ~ ft- fe. - C

S-F Ca_ '-F -" SFC9 4- a

s~1 loia a-a~ 1a . 355 1 , W -M C .A So* X4 S..a f: 115

- ,w~ 3_ - DC, CPYE
__Z-5 P, _10 C. &-03 w%_C.l ..Es... .- A7 If~E 2 P

-a' -,c )-K' 10 C S I.,

!fl 5-~ -!5a ~lO3
i.-,'.. O- .a 5-!EP a ~

-431 5-o.. 3aY8 3-52 ,.a, I.- . . - tL -

!-O Is VYs -No
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(Nola t0 Sb'.0soI C3 you 110w Of dd.10O, wt COMIXIC 110Q m f.ow r th et mploy", I..ntOlt.ttt YES L mc
it YES-. oleabe stale the"s ISCIS On a Senparate Ithot at,0 loso' to SIF 523

Piroley Act Itaftefaint
Y000 m'* 94*StO to fotoOh 6a i-C reason for Yout resignationot 0werttnawtlt regultionsW wP' regard0 ad arplarmt of intomfoutst o' the Fo" gaoom nd their

8. a0O*O0 lo 10 0'*S to 0.' Y lo d easnmy be Conmff-o~ M any future 150,0Mo fa.0000. loe secOtr I&M nan O"McnC to tvnwh the spreort Masr lo,0 0far'
,", e g V W. y 9.e '@4Mt O I Pt e .0tff $41me and mt, also beSod0 to ~thmtt0 of 

6
00'si ger.0 to thea Seatan, Or LawO 01 a Stats b"'genc to wnec*

peie-mro you, c.; o, -,p -c, a-piow"ntn comoensator oael.:s our tomar0 lion vnty adrnnstratior, of .,maymp1'"it cenjtlt program
-f9 :00053 .S PC . O IKDa'. to 'a- yoLI CO-tn 0'." ad ocumta'M y0, should Ttte tu-s-9~ of this iflont~f~too i 0 luntory, Nombver fautO to pfod* m ay
me-. x? 01'. DO I 0 C,0'felsa - to hC- yOu 11'1 01t110 resut in your mot aec:0vtrrg ft,Yk your0plell '. Of 00fl.0m!I o apohuO me,*
Trot ,tIo-& c s &Qos-oec w'toa aut'o,.: qt sec,.,,, 30, 3301 and 115060of (2) Day or other vomntsatrot due 000 and (31 any untrotpilmet cOmosl-on

filS' :XO Sec'd", 30' aOtd 330: &XftOo4# OPM. 8-t0 fgetrees 30 su Don.t' to rah.Ch you may ne anttC

Reasn 'o, Rp e~ o~~e~ (NOTE YoC' eaIsOns S used r Otttnmtng osbig unemoployme~nt Offefiltt '.405,e D pcf and 800.0 gqfietai.Zfl
005r You, es -, a? 3t't,e lment S Ofttcltt en'P fd o' !Me Ya~tr~gt-ii o u t ~fe aplcty otrt',11

D O. . S S ua9 A.. 01,8 C.. 3- '.2"Cr

arCPO tWO8 0 -zl7-.?3

Figure 7.35 SF 52: Request for Personnel Action (Reverse)
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CHAPTER 8

TRAINING DOCUMENTS

Introduction.

This section describes the procedures and documents used by NPS to account for
civilian training. The documents include:

(1) DD Form 1556 Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of

Training and Reimbursement

(2) NAVSO 12410/63 Continuation Sheet for DD Form 1556

(3) Tentative Approval for Training Requests

(4) Memorandum - Waiver for Temporary and Intermittent Employees
for Training in Non-Government Facilities

(5) Sole Source Justification

(6) Documentation of Cost - Comparison for Training Sources (Non-
Government Sources)

(7) Memorandum - Further Information Requested on DD Form 1556 for
(fill in name)

(8) Memorandum -Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian Employee
Training

(9) Memorandum - Certification of Receipt of Training

(10) Requests for Advance Registration Fees

References.

(1) NAVPGSCOLINST 12410.1E
Training and Development of Civilian Emp c- 9.

Document Description.

DD Form 1556 Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training and
Reimbursement.
(Figure 8.1)

A DD Form 1556 "Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training and
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Part II Document Preparation

Reimbursement" is required whenever an appropriated fund civilian employee plans to
attend training on government time or at government expense.

NAVSO 12410/63 Continuation Sheet for DD Form 1556.
(Figure 8.2)

The NAVSO 12410/63 is used when more than one employee in a department is
being nominated to attend the same course. The form is available from the Civilian
Personnel Office (CPO) Training Officer. Only items 1, 2, 16b and 18a need to be filled
in.

Military attendees and other personnel who are not handled by the NPS CPO; i.e.,
ROICC, Navy Exchange, and contract employees, should be shown on a separate
Continuation Sheet. The NPS CPO handles employees from NPS, FNOC, NEPRF,
DRMEC, PERSEREC and NOCD.

Tentative Approval For Training Requests.
(Figure 8.3)

This form is used when a training source requires commitment on short notice or
prior to routing the DD Form 1556 through the CPO. Contact the CPO Training Director
to obtain tentative approval and have the information required on this form available
when you call.

Memorandum - Waiver For Temporary and Intermittent Employees for Training
in Non-Government Facilities.
(Figure 8.4)

This form is used when the training source is a non-government agency, and the
training is to be provided for a temporary, part-time, or intermittent employee.

Sole Source Justification.
(Figure 8.5)

This form must be submitted when a non-government training source is the only
source known to exist which can provide the training; and where the combination of direct
and indirect department costs exceed $2000 per training occurrence.

Documentation of Cost - Comparison for Training Sources (Non-C-overnment
Sources).
(Figure 8.6)

This form must be submitted when a non-government training source is one of
several sources which can provide the training; and where the .ombination of direct and
indirect department costs exceed $2000 per training occurrence.

Memorandum - Further Information Requested on DD FORM 1556 For...
(Figure 8.7)

This memorandum is used when more information or corrections to the DD Form
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Chapter 8 Training Documents.1556 are needed. The original DD Form 1556 will be returned to the originating
department with this memorandum attached.

Memorandum - Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian Employee Training.
(Figure 8.8)

This memorandum is used to indicate approval of the DD Form 1556 training
request, and to provide guidance regarding course scheduling and payment. The form will
be attached to the original DD Form 1556 and returned to the department originating the
request.

Memorandum - Certification of Receipt of Training.
(Figure 8.9)

The Certification of Receipt of Training is used when a course is to be paid by the
billing/invoice method. After the invoice for training services has been received by the
department, this document must be completed and returned to the Comptroller (Code 002)
along with the invoice. A copy of the form must also be sent to the Training Director
(Code 00411).

Requests for Advance Registration Fees for Training Less Than 10 Hours
Duration.
(Figure 8.10, 8.11, & 8.12)

Requests for advance registration fees for classes which provide less than 10 hours
training may be submitted as outlined in Figure 8.10. Examples of the required
documents (SF-1164 and NAVCOMPT Form 2277) are provided in Figures 8.11 and 8.12.

General Information.

The following summary outlines the responsibilities associated with scheduling and
paying for civilian training courses, and provides guidance in the preparation and routing
of training documents. Additional information may be found in NAVPGSCOL Instruction
12410.1E.

Requesting Department.

1. A DD Form 1556 "Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training and
Reimbursement" is required whenever an appropriated fund civilian employee plans to
attend training on government time or at government expense.

2. The employee's department should complete (type) the 10-part carbon
DD Form 1556. A marked copy of a DD Form 1556 is shown in Figure 8.1. The
requesting department need not fill in the items which have been marked out.

3. If more than one employee in a department is nominated for the same course, use
NAVSO Form 12410/63, "Continuation Sheet; Request Authorization, Agreement, Certification. and Reimbursement, DD 1556" (Figure 8.2). The form is available from the Civilian
Personnel Office (CPO) Training Officer. Only items 1, 2, 16b and 18a need to be filled in.
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Part 11 Document Preparation

Military attendees and other personnel who are not handled by the NPS CPO, i.e.,
ROICC, Navy Exchange, and contract employees, should be shown on a separate
Continuation Sheet. The NPS CPO is responsible for personnel employed by NPS, FNOC,
NEPRF, DRMEC, PERSEREC and NOCD.

4. The DD Form 1556 should be received by the Training Director no later than 5
working days prior to the scheduled training; or ten working days if travel orders (DD
1610) are attached. If the training source requires a commitment on short notice, or
before the DD Form 1556 can be routed through the CPO, contact the CPO Training
Director to obtain tentative approval. You should have the information on the "Tentative
Approval for Training Requests" (Figure 8.3) available when you call.

5. Ensure training events receive prior approval through the chain of command and
the CPO Training Director. Making a commitment to the party providing the training,
prior of receiving official approval, may be designated as an "unauthorized obligation" and
may not be paid with government funds.

6. When the training is being held on-site by the NPS CPO, or the employee is taking
an academic course at NPS, a DD Form 1556 is not required.

7. If a training course is not sponsored by the NPS CPO or announced in the CPO
Training Bulletin, the requesting department must provide a brochure or memo describing
the course. This requirement does not apply to NIS academic courses.

8. If a course exceeds 80 hours in length and is provided by a non-government source,
the trainee must read, understand, date and sign Items 38 and 39 of Section E (Trainee
Agreement/Certification); located on the reverse side of Copy 1 - DD Form 1556 .

9. If the training source is a non-government agency and training is to be provided for
a temporary, part-time, or intermittent employee, attach a completed copy of the
memorandum, "Waiver for Temporary and Intermittent Employees for Training in Non-
Government Facilities" (Figure 8.4).

10. When a non-government training source is used and the combination of direct
(tuition) and indirect (per diem, travel, etc.) department costs exceed $2000 per training
occurrence (not per individual employee), the following procedures apply:

A. If only one source is known to exist which can provide this
training, complete the 'Memorandum for Sole Source Justification" (Figure 8.5) and
attach it to the DD Form 1556.

B. If several sources are known, complete the "Documentation of Cost -
Comparison for Training Sources (Non-Government)" (Figure 8.6) and attach it to
the DD Form 1556.

11. Departments must forward all copies of the DD Form 1556 and any other
attachments, i.e., DD 1610s (Travel Orders), NAVCOMPT 2277s (Disbursement/Collection
Voucher), to the CPO Training Director (Code 00411). If research funds are involved,
ensure the documents are routed through Research Administration (Code 012) for
approval.
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. 12. Notify the CPO Training Director when employees are unable to attend scheduled
courses, when dates of attendance have changed, or if the course is canceled.

13. If the course is disapproved, or if more information or corrections to the DD Form
1556 are needed, the original DD form 1556 will be returned to the originating
department with a cover memorandum entitled, "Further Information Requested on DD
Form For _ " (refer to Figure 8.7).

14. Following approval of the DD Form 1556, the CPO Training Director will forward
Copy 9 (Evaluation of Training) of DD Form 1556, along with a cover memo, to the
originating department. The cover memo, "Approval/ Payment/ Evaluation of Civilian
Employee Training" (Figure 8.8), outlines the departments responsibilities regarding course
scheduling and vendor payment.

If the course is to be paid by the billing/invoice method, the following procedures
apply:

A. A copy of the DD Form 1556 and a memorandum entitled "Certification of
Receipt of Training" (Figure 8.9) will be returned to the department for use when
the vendor's invoice is actually received.

B. The completed "Certification of Receipt of Training" memo is to be returned to
the Comptroller Department (Code 002) along with the invoice.

C. The department supervisor must ensure that the employee completes the front
and back of DD Form 1556 - Copy 9. The supervisor must also complete the
appropriate portions on the back of the DD Form 1556 and return it to the CPO
Training Director (Code 00411) within ten working days of course completion. A
copy of the completed, "Certification of Receipt of Training" form should also be
forwarded to Code 00411.

Civilian Personnel Office Training Director.

1. The Training Director is responsible for reviewing all civilian training requests,
determining if regulatory requirements are met, and approving or disapproving attendance
at the proposed training.

2. When approved training requires an expenditure of government funds, the Training
Director will forward Copy 6 (green copy) of the DD Form 1556, along with the DD Form
1610 (Travel Order) if applicable, to the Comptroller Department for processing.

3. The Evaluation section of the DD Form 1556, Copy 9 (white), is returned to the
requesting department to inform them of the Training Director's approval or disapproval.
If the course will be paid via billing procedures, the Training Director will forward the
following documents to the requesting department, along with Copy 9 of DD Form 1556:

(a) A cover memo entitled, "Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian Employee
Training" (Figure 8.8).
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(b) A photo-copy of the original DD Form 1556.

(c) A "Certification of Receipt of Training" memo (Figure 8.9).

4. If applicable, Copies 3,4, and 5 (yellow) of DD Form 1556 will be forwarded to the
recommended training source to nominate/schedule employee attendance.

Comptroller Department.

1. The Comptroller Department must obtain an approved DD Form 1556 - Copy 6,
before obligating funds for the training of appropriated fund civilian employees.

2. The Comptroller Department will forward the approved DD Form 1610 (Travel
Order) to PSD if travel advances and transportation arrangements need to be made.

Document Preparation.

This section provides detailed procedures for completing DD Form 1556, "Request,
Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training and Reimbursement", as well as
examples of the forms previously discussed in this Chapter. The sample documents
include:

DD Form 1556 Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training
and Reimbursement
(Figure 8.1)

NAVSO 12410/63 Continuation Sheet for DD Form 1556
(Figure 8.2)

Tentative Approval For Training Requests
(Figure 8.3)

Memorandum - Waiver For Temporary and Intermittent Employees for
Training in Non-Government Facilities
(Figure 8.4)

Sole Source Justification
(Figure 8.5)

Documentation of Cost - Comparison for Training Sources
(Non-Government Sources)
(Figure 8.6)

Memorandum - Further Information Requested on DD FORM 1556 For...
(Figure 8.7)

Memorandum - Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian Employee Training
(Figure 8.8)
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Memorandum - Certification of Receipt of Training
(Figure 8.9)

Requests for Advance Registration Fees for Training Less Than 10 Hours
Duration
(Figure 8.10, 8.11, & 8.12)
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DD FORM 1556 0
REQUEST, AUTHORIZATION, AGREEMENT,

CERTIFICATION OF TRAINING
AND REIMBURSEMENT

Areas marked out on the sample DD Form 1556 (Figures 8.1 and 8.2) need
not be completed by the cost center. Leave Blank Any Item Not Covered In This Guide.

Item Number/Letter Title

B: Standard Document Number:

Self Explanatory

SECTION A- EMPLOYEE INFORMATION:

1. Applicant's Name.

2. 1st Five Letters of Last Name.

3. Social Security Number.

7. Office Telephone.

8. Official Title: The title on employee's position description.

10. Pay PlanJSeries/Grade/Step:

Pay Plan: GS or WG or AD (faculty). Occupational
Series: 4 digits.
Grade: 2 digits.
Step: 2 digits.

11. Organization Name: Department Name and Code.

12. Organizational Mailing Address: Entire 3-line address.

16. Handicapped or Disabled?

SECTION B - TRAINING COURSE DATA.

17. Course Title: Spell out the complete course title.
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O 18. Training Objectives: Brief explanation of how the course
will improve the ability of the employee to perform the
duties of the current position or the relationship of the
course to the employee's formal training plan.

19.a. Name of Training Source: Provide the title of the
organization producing the course.

19.b. Name/Mailing Address of Source: Complete name, address,
and zip code of the training source. (NOTE: This may
be a different address than the address of *source* in
19.a.).

19.c. Location of Training Site: Enter the location only if
different from the mailing address in number 19b. If it
is a correspondence course, type "Correspondence
Course."

20.a. Purpose: Enter the code that best describes the purpose
of the training.

1: Mission or Program Change.
2: Adjust to New Technology.
3: New Work Assignment.
4: Improve Present Performance.
5: Meet Future Staffing Needs (for a specific,

established, and FORMAL training program
or agreement).

6: Develop Unavailable Skills.

20.h. Priority (Enter ONE code):

1: Essential: Required by law or regulation or to
prevent an adverse effect on the mission.

2: Needed: Necessary to replace losses through
attrition.

3: Helpful: For an employee currently performing at
an acceptable level in this area, but who would
benefit from further training.

20.i. Reason for Selection of Source: Pick one code to show the
reason why the source was selected.

1: Quality of Training.
2: Most Cost Effective.
3: Unique Capability of Source.
4: Location.
5: Not available in Government.
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6: Incidental to procurement of equipment.
7: Timeliness.

21.aJbJc. Course Hours: Do not include travel time; enter 4 digits,
if none, enter 0000. (e.g. one day course is 0008).

22.b. Catalog/Course Number: Leave blank if not available.

23.a.& b. Training Period Start/Complete: USE NUMBERS ONLY
to show YYMMDD. Do not include travel time. Leave
blank for correspondence courses.

SECTION C - COST INFORMATION:

24. If there are neither DIRECT (tuition) nor INDIRECT
(travel or per diem) costs, mark an 'X' and skip to
Section D: Number 32.

25.a. Tuition Cost: Tuition charge or the registration fee.

NOTE: If the course has DIRECT COSTS (tuition),
several methods may be used to arrange for
payment:

(A) ADVANCE ON DD FORM 1610: If the
employee is traveling out of the Monterey area on
travel orders and the course must be paid in
advance, obligate the funds on a DD Form 1610
(Travel Order). Enter the estimated cost under
"Other" in Block #14 of the DD Form 1610 and
request an advance of tuition fees in Block #16.

The attendee may collect the advance fee earlier
than the three days before travel normally required
by PSD. If the training source has a deadline for
fees and requires that they be paid prior to the
course, note that date as a NLT date for payment
of the advance in Block #16 of the DD Form 1610.
(NOTE: PSD requires at least 5 working days to
process an advance.)

A DD Form 1556 must still be submitted, however,
a note should be made under Item #27 that,
"Direct costs for the course will be obligated and
paid as advance on DD 1610".

(B) ADVANCE ON NAVCOMPT FORM 2277: If
an employee needs an advance to attend a course
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being given in the local area, complete a
NAVCOMPT 2277 and attach it to the DD Form
1556. The original NAVCOMPT 2277 is sent to
the Comptroller Department for processing. In
Item #27 of the DD Form 1556 enter, "Direct costs
to be paid as an advance on NAVCOMPT Form
2277".

(C) EMPLOYEE PAYS AND IS REIMBURSED:
If an employee wants to pay the fee out of personal
funds and claim reimbursement within five days
following completion of the course, submit the DD
Form 1556, but note in Item #27 that, "Employee
will pay fee and claim for reimbursement on SF
1164". In this case, funds are obligated and
submitted for payment at the same time on the SF
1164. A separate SF 1164 and DD Form 1556
must be completed for EACH person using this
method; the DD Form 1556 Continuation Sheet
(NAVSO 12410/63) may not be used.

(D) INVOICE: If the course will be paid by
invoice, obligate the funds on a DD 1556 and
forward the document to the Training Director
(Code 00411). Once the course is approved, the
Training Director will forward the following
documents to the originating department:

* A photocopy of the original DD Form 1556

* Copy 9 of DD Form 1556

* "Certification of Receipt of Training" memo.

* "Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian
Employee Training" memo.

When the invoice arrives, attach the photocopy of
the DD Form 1556 and the "Certification of Receipt
of Training" and forward them to the Comptroller
(Code 002) for payment. Also forward a copy of the
Certification Memo to Code 00411. Use this
method for attendance at all Government training.

25.b. Books, Material, Other Costs: Books and materials, or
other incidental costs directly associated with the class or
course.

25.c. Total Direct Costs: Estimated direct costs; totals of items
25 a and b. If no cost, leave blank.
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26. NOTE: Any INDIRECT costs (travel, per diem, taxis,
rental car, accommodations, etc.) will be
obligated/advanced on a DD Form 1610 (Travel Order)
and settled on a DD 1351-2 within five working days of
completing travel. NOTE: PSD requires at least 5
working days to process a Travel Advance.

26.a. Travel Cost: Enter only cost of Government Travel
Request (GTR) here. If another means of transportation
is used or the employee uses a POV (privately owned
vehicle), include the estimated travel costs in Item #26b
with the per diem costs.

26.b. Per Diem/Other Costs: Enter the total of all indirect
costs except GTR (see Item #26a), e.g., per diem, POV
travel, taxis, rental car, etc.

26.c. Total of Indirect Costs: Total of Items #26a and #26b.

27. Accounting Data: If the direct costs are obligated as an
advance payment on a DD Form 1610, type "Tuition will
be paid as an Advance on DD Form 1610".

If direct costs are obligated and paid on SF 1164,
type "Tuition will be paid by employee from
personal funds and claimed for reimbursement on
SF 1164".

If direct costs are paid as an advance on
NAVCOMPT Form 2277, type "Direct costs will be
paid as an advance on NAVCOMPT 2277".

If costs are obligated on DD Form 1556 and paid
by invoice, fill in this item using the appropriate
accounting data.

30. Total of Direct and Indirect Costs: Actual or estimated
total of all costs of training.

31. Job Order Number: Complete regardless of the method of
payment.

SECTION D - APPROVALICONCURRENCE/CERTIFICATION:

32. Signature of Supervisor: Signature of nominee's immediate
supervisor indicates approval for attendance and
CERTIFICATION that requested training is JOB-
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RELATED. Type the name, title, phone number, date and
provide the signature of the supervisor.

33. Training Officer: Please type in:

a: Clark, Elizabeth H.
b: AVN 878-3052/(408)6464-3052
c: Training Director

34. Authorizing Official: To be signed by a Department Head,
which is defined as an official who reports directly to the
Superintendent, Provost, or a Payroll Manager. Enter
(type) the name, title, phone number, date, and provide
the signature of the official.

37. Billing Instructions: FNOC and NEPRF use
organizational address; NPS departments use own code.
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REQUEST. AUTHORIZATION, AGREEMENT. CFRTIFICATION OF TRAINING AND REIMBURSEMENT

Section A TRAINEE APPLICANT INFORMATION
N.o .,-

12~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~Seto @-o j0 M 9*0u<' 'f2TRA IN ING CO URSEDT

'P ....... .O 000,(p

Seto OST INF ORMATION

24~~~~ Q--_S__ _C - I- .

Section 0 -APPROVAL CONCURRENCE CERTIFICATION

C- AId01X0 UAI Io'e~ It 050

0 05? .*07 I0lie O D-0id)

Figure 8.1 DD Form 1556: Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of Training0

and Reimbursement
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-ATIVE APPROVAL FOR TRAITNING REQUESTS

ACE A!; SERIES:

TI T-":

= A- , ..7 :C' DE :

STA72S : TE ?- ?ER4 F: PT I N .7E!-1-.T'

N;.t=,?H' CF TCALLE:

.C. ' .-%OU'PE:

$

,£:,E" COSTS: $

p .- 2.r ,? !556 DD 2C1 0 A:.62:c= SF 1164

7'

A 0 -- ' : - - . - - E OF S tZCRE?

1- YES: P-: .RE "".... LION
IF NO: OKed TO N.riA RES77,AIONS? YES NO

APE.RESEA{ 7',7:Z BEIG USE=?
i1 YES: R-MIND TO PRXESS IHJ CODE 012 BEFORE HERE

IF TRA,-- ORDERS AE USED, SEND WITH D 1556

DO 1556/ZD 1610 TO t AT IEAST 7 W-RKING DAYS PRIOR TO COM3E (TI74 FOR ME AND PSD)

s-Z COPY OF COURSE BROCC-RE WrH DO 1556 OR ME STATING CSE CONTENT

Figure 8.3 Tentative Approval for Training Requests
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

MEMORANDUM

DATE:

FROM:

TO: Training Officer, Civilian Personnel Office

SUBJ: WAIVER FOR TEMPORARY AND INTERMITTENT EMPLOYEES FOR
TRAINING IN NON-GOVERNMENT FACILITIES

1. The below-listed employee(s) meet(s) the criteria for
training through a Non-Government training source since the
critical skill to be learned through this training can only be
obtained through tralning in a Non-Government facility; this
skill will be fully used after this training is completed; and
on-the-job training is not appropriate for this skill or no-one
ir available to provide on-the-job training to employee(s).

NAME(S) OF EMPLOYEE(S)

Scurce

Address of Source

Date(s) of Training

Figure 8.4 Waiver for Temporary and Intermittent Employees for Training in Non-
Government Facilities
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DEPARTMENT OF THE MIA

OPNAV 5216,144A (Rev. 61)~Memorandum
S/N 0107.LF.0S2 2320

OATI.

FROM

TO Training Director, Civilian Personnel Office

sue SOLE SOURCE JUSTIFICAT:ON

1. To the best of ry knowledge, this source either manufactures
the ezuipment or product the en~lox'ee will be trained, in the use

of or is the only provider of this training I am aware of. I have
maze an honest effort to locate other scurces for this trainin.,
but have not found anv' appropriate other sources.

E.loyee Attending:

';ane of Course:

.'ates of Ccurse:

Scurce of rainin:

Address of Source:

Feas7n for Attendance at Training:

Ct:ame, Title, Date and
Signature of Supervisor
Selecting Training)

Figure 8.5 Sole Source Justification
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OSPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

OPF4AV 52161144A 414W. &811
S. N 0107.F062-2320 M em orandum

DATE:

FROM Training Director, Civilian Personnel Office

TO

Su FURTER INFOK"ATION REQUESTED ON DD FORM 1536 FOR

Ref: (a) C?I 410
(b: NA'.sZZL: SONS7 !2 .10

Enci: (1) DD Form 1556 on

1. The fcl!:wing .:fo -ation!oar ification is requested in order to process
enclosure (1' :

Name ar.z. full address of training source Litem 15a)

_ oCation of trainrg. (ite= l5b)

Full title of course (ite_- ls.oh

Dates of course (items la and b)

Course descrip:iorn (renoor brochure for.-,!

Course hours ite-ms 19a, b, and c)

Purpose of training (item 20, part 1, al

Priority of training (ite= 20, part 1, e)

Total direct costs of training Citem 21al

Tuition cost per person (item 21b)

Funding authorization (accounting line) (itUem 2le)

Indirect costs information (items 25a-dl

Supervisor's certification (name, signature, and datel (item 26)

Authorizing official's certification (name, signature, date, and approval)
(item 29)

Sole source justification or cost comparison (since source is non-governm,.nt
and total direct and indirect combined Costs are over $500.1

Other

* Figure 8.7 Memorandum - Further Information Requested on DD Form 1556...
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i -, Date:

Fre: Training Director, Civilian Personnel Office

Su': APVAL/PAYME7/EVALUATICN OF CIVILIAN EMPLOYEE TTRAININC

Encl: (1) Certification of Receipt of Training Memo
(2) Photo-copy of CD Fr-" 155C
(3) Copy 9 of DO Form 1556

1. The traininz re uested on tne attached DD Form 1556 1n item
!E- has been approved. If the employee does not attend the
training, the dates of attendance are changed, or the training is
canceled, please notify me.

.e-ceke: arair~a-.s anpy regarding enrollment:

Please contact t.e source via tne phone to formally
enro tne e-r-loyee. Enrc!i1ent copies of the DC Form 1556 have
bten sent tc the source for co.nfir-aticn/enrollment, but may not

Srocosse: in ti:e to ensure tie e ;Icyee space in the co urse.

The trainin: source will send the emloyee a
-r;on 4etter Ie a in. time an: location of the course.

3. oebc,-:he-ke paragraph applies Le;arding pay-ent:

t:o7oc of the IS For. 1556 has -een forwarcen to Code

:; tate the -ire:t cost cf this training. The source
t2.i one em-p yee's depFrt-ent directly for this course.

e7nen the invoice is received, co-,plete enclosure (1), attach the
ivce an enz-csure (2j, ac forwarc ther directly to Coe

L'. Also fCrwar a copV of en:losere 'I) to Coie 2,411.

_ 1 c_:oy of the CE For- .55 nas been forwarde-i witn te

7or- ri (Travel Crders) to Code IC2 fcr obligation of fun~s
a-_ pay-e-t cf a-.va-ce for course cost.

Fay-ent for this course has already been made by the
e : ':7. " .e the e-:rlov-e has coT.pleted the course, the
erp cyee snould co,,pIete a SF 1164, attach enclosure (2) an
f r.ar t-. t z ea a e to Coe 02 for :rocessino anli reimburseme, t
of tne tralni:,; cost.

4. ;;hc7; the err;loyec has co-7oleted the training, please ensure
that botn the emjloyee portions (Botton, of front and top of back
of form) and tne suoervisory portion (bottom of back of form) of
enclosure (3) have been completed and return the form to Code

1411, witnin one month.

5. If you :have any further questions regardin- this matter,
please contact .e at extension 3 ] o

Figure 8.8 Approval/Payment/Evaluation of Civilian Employee Training
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MEMORANDUM

Frc n:
To: Code 002

SUBJ: CERTIFICATION OF RECEIPT OF TRAINING

1. The attached invoice, number , from

is for the training

(Na-e of Organization Providing Training)

attended by , Code
(Name of Employee Who Atte, ed)

on , as indicated on the attached photo-copy

(:a:es of Training

cf the D Fzrm 1556.

2. As the sut:serv.scr of the attendee, I certify that the

traln.i- tilie- on the attached invcice was received.

Sa-e, Signatre, Date, and
Title of Supervisor

Figure 8.9 Memorandum - Certification of Receipt of Training
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MEMORANDUM

From: Comptroller
To: Distribution

Subj: REQUEST FOR ADVANCE REGISTRATION FEES

Encl: (1) Sample of completed NAVCOMPT Form 2277 - Voucher for
Disbursement and/or Collection

(2) Sample of completed SF 1164 - Claim for Reimbursement
for Expenditures on Official Business

1. Advance registration fees for local workshops, seminars,
classes, etc., of less than ten hours duration and involving only
registration and no per diem are currently being obtained by
completing a travel order form and subsequent travel
claim/voucher to offset fund obligation. Technically,
requirements for advance registration fees of this nature are not
travel related.

2. Requests for advance registration fees meeting the
requirements outlined above will be made as follows:

a. Submit a completed NAVCOMPT Form 2277, Voucher for
Disbursement and/or Collection, per encl (1), with two copies of
For. DD 1556 (Request, Authorization, Agreement, Certification of
Training and Reimbursement) to Comptroller, Code 002.

b. Pick up check at PSD 3 days prior to required date.

3. Liquidation of the advance will be accomplished by submitting
a completed SF 1164, Claim for Reimbursement, per encl (2), with
an original and one copy of paid receipt and certification of
course completion (or letter from Civilian Personnel Office) to
Coptroller, Code 002.

4. Settlement of advance against Form 2277 will' be monitored the
sane as an advance on a travel order.

H. L. CLAY III

Distribution:
NAVPGSCOLINST 5605.2M List 1
(Less B-12, C-6, F-5, F-6, F-9,
F-11 thru F-13)

Figure 8.10 Memorandum - Request for Advance Registration Fees
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VoUICHER F3R O(SBUMSEMENI AFNU I LLILLCLI.UN-?VAVLILMFI FORM 1.'7J IS~t I, !btN JI-PLr IV~ rage , 0 P~qet
AA A & A A A A A A A A A,

p ~ ~ 2D,e 3 Refe.ce OoCUInet No 4 B.1' N.-be, S. Vochw No

co.r COLCTC 16 MAY 89) N622 90vAE001Bo I
0%'L7 PAID By

De-art-ret off matrology Code 63 CHECV NO,

Nav'a Postgraduate Scn-,cl

Monterey, CA 93943

STANDAR:Z DOCJMEN7 NJABER

8 - is'rsz Officer2

PES ,PDET
Monterey, CA. 93943

9 ARTICLES. SERVICI:S OR ITEMS
A 8. !6. UNITPRICE Ir.

Z;" : ~ E~ E SCTZ CNAMOUNT
-. P -3ER'. CE 'REM, TE EXPLAIVA TihDAOEAILS EfTC) 71, COST PER

fcr 'Ncrd~erfec: corLrse at

Cczse -Atae: 2 :- .2S

CO's:C~ _E*.H 70TAL
-' X X..? A O' ~ O4~A.~ FNA - PQCC0Es5 ADA%-E

A C z E

ACQ'. A I Dj 5-ACSA CS CD AMOUNT
App ~ C-AS C -. 04 IEA - AAA .,SA OS CD CLIRRENCYO&L I

DE.: 2c :BE

D-Z ;% A- -TE IVE "'I -

EXC..OUS R,4 .$I,~ JT L E...N N

3ACC24\'1.\1 -- ASS CA7'' .3 BE C.-AROEC Q. jSEM4E17-1'

A 8 SU 1084 BUREAU r
0 ;f PM'j ANMOUNT

TION - EAD CLASS, CONTROL S ------------ O
4

D LICJRTC NY

AC 1701204 1180 000 62271 1 000-179 11< VABO0l )270O~R Q $135.00

L TOTA- N ET AMOU2NT To BE PAID (8..C 9HENU &LCX 12 I)-

14 INSPECTION REPORT NOS 5GOVTB86 NOS

1APROD -7 CERTIFIED

BY H.. AYll' CLAP-~, USN. BY _______________________

______TITLE -_______________ _________ TITLE_________________________

IOAIE) (DATE'

18 PAYMENT RECEIVED

PAYEE 
-

PER

Figure 8.11 NAVCOMPT Form 2277: Advance Registration Fees
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77 EIAITENT OR -ESTABLIS-MEN7 BJREA~l DIVIS-N OR 09FICE 2 VOUCHER NOMBEA

CLAIM FOR REIMBURSEMENT iDepartment of Meterology Code 63 I______________
FOR EXPENDITURES Naval Post Graduate School 3 SCHEDULE NUMBER

ON OFFICIAL BUSINESS iMonterey, CA 93943-5000± 6219A31

Rear, -e Pr .acv Ac; S.,afement on thre back, of thirs form 5. PAID BY
-7 0 SOCiA SECUR TV NO

DCKOJOIHN L XXX-XX-XXXX
I i 7'r c7..A~~.S.'v ' a OFFICE TEL.EPHONE NUMBER,

4Department Cf XEterology Code 6301
SNaval Post Graduate School
Monterey, CA 93943-5000 IX2516 (Ellen)

6 EXPENDITURES . .,a."eo , col fgrexceecis charge for one Person. show in cot( ('Tithe number of acv;onal persons which accompanreO tilt

* AMOUNT CLAIMED
CA - -rca, va~ei N6227189RVAB0OI ML ~EIE E
C - 'e:el'h or telegraori or RATE MIEG FR
C89 C'eC E.:ese ADD~zeO -______ - DLAE P

I__tI__c 1SONS TIANOU

-22'2.1E-- C FEC1-s:?RATION FEE FOR WOn-PF1,FECT CLRSEx- ___

CoC'? OERLANOMcN:REY CA *I * 135,00

Ay:'.'ANCE PAID ON DCV J4000 DSSN Z8349 DTD 5/30/89. ________________

!f ajc roc.a socace,s'le 40 .1ef h bc -SROTALS CARRI1ED FORWARD FROM TrE

7AMOUNT CLAIMED T 'p o'CO'S M. tg, anci I, 13.0 TOTALS 135.00

W_79_, s -c -is aOProec .cr;g osVar:e-teeohe calls 1! shownr ale 10 I certify that this clair is true and correc! to the best of m5, etowedgc
cer' el as ecessa,, *r ihe ntees: or frie Governme't (Nte it long andi bel~ef and that Payment or credit has not been received by me
v stance calls are 'ciuieo mhe aOorOv-rg Official must havle beer
aormrzed in illr Dy the headt of the oeoartrhent or agency to soSinOr Inl
cef!y!31 U SC 660a,)

Sign Or~gna OnlCAMN 
A

OAT E I 7- CASHr PAYMENT RECEIPT

APPRIOVINGaPAEE k1bDAERCID
OFFICIAL 0siOh~EE R. RENAPD, CHAIRMAN, MET.I
9 This clamr is cer!!-ei cor'eci an rpe' for Payment CAON

AUTHORIZED Sign Original Only DT
CERTIFYING -AT 12PYMN MADE

OFICR L CLAY III, COMPTROLLER 1 KN
SIGN HIERE_________________________________

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION (REVISED 745)
BUREAU CONY AUTH PROPERTY

APPOPRiA? ION OBJECT AND SUBALLOT AllY ACCYG COST COOS AMOUNT
SYMBOL AND SIJBIEAD CLASS NO ACTIVITY E ACTIVITY

AD 17 91804. -180 000 -62271 00179. 2D VAB00 622719QUCR& $135.00

AC 1791804.1 180 999_ 62271 09179 1K VAB L1 6ZW1QABQR Q $135.00 CR

Figure 8.12 SF 1164: Advance Registration Fees
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CHAPTER 9

DOCUMENT PREPARATION WITH
REIMBURSABLE FUNDS

General Information.

There is little difference in the make up of accounting data on documents for direct
and reimbursable funds. The primary difference is that all reimbursable job order
numbers begin with the letter "R" to distinguish them from direct funds.

The job order number for a reimbursable account (assigned by the Comptroller) may
be found on the "Granting of Funding Authorization" (Figure 3.6), which is sent to the
cost center when authorization to obligate reimbursable funds is approved.

Figure 9.1 through 9.7 provide representative samples of documents using
reimbursable fund account data.

rrt o %,. ,,, - 1.L'"" ]/llis. x M E

NSC OAK.AND .L A. N N62271 APMI. , !TEREY, CA g3941-500C

'Platter Pomn, 51j l
1
)~

il'I 75,

N 62271 9312 6747 RCKLG A ..... - -__ __- - -

.II d

r3~X . tL X ~ ~ A .h - . ~ S

Figure 9.1 DD Form 1348 Requisition (Reimbursable Funds)
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REQUEST AND AUTHORIZATION FOR TDY TRAVEL OF DOD PERSONNEL VATE OF

(Referenice Joint Tea rel Regsilations) 
2 U S

Travel Authorized as Indicaied itn Items 2 through 21 J _ Oct 19i89
REQUEST FO0R OFFICIAL TRAVEL

2 NAMIE 'Lag. Firsi. Afiddie Infl3) 3. POSITION TITLE AND GRADE OR RATING

- £ Asro. Lni;61ter (GS-09)

4, OFFjC;A.. STATION 5 ORGANIZATIONAL ELEMENT 6. PHONE NO.

i,1~,Ci 9J943 iiic Sytstes Academic GroupT 2948
7 TYPE OF ORDERS 8 SECURITY CLEARANCE 0. PURPOSE OF TOY

I./I, ~ 1 T .ttend the USRA Wintcer Confereuce for

,' APPROA NC OF OATS OF PROCEED O/AiDaie) - 9)-4 Academic Yed.r in Long Bech CA.
TOY (jnCj,,d,ng re,:ne

ir.;~ (uj s , 06 ;Uv 193s9 I4ISSION S

I TI NE RARY NYAN HRz U

.. L..t~la.e date of) reun 7~t Nov 1989i i

91

is IIIA ED N

o S C ERNE ByE A- T O -Q. E D R A COR DANC 3. A NJR 01 IITD T O

CDOTHER RATE OF PER OMi~..

I4 ES' VATE C OST 15, AC ANCE
AL TMOR.ZED

PERD.I ITR.IE.. 0ERTOTAL

y-5 (11) $ S j U I S 2 0 ; 4 7 00
i6 RE-ARKP S L se 1h, sps7., I ;'w :.. 'ier, i :1.-e sic,-., .1 ] ai j ac, ommodarioni. excess baggage. regutration fees. tic)

kw.iL.l L"!: i.. .,iU T6;i LUi. utlivri.;d. Registration Le authorized.

su~b:1i~uilL'~).ii CLAI!. lv L0,i!)Lf.Lik'S OFFICE WITHIN4 FIVE (5) CALEND)AR DAYS
A~kL61 L-v. ii TCL'AVLL. )-AI;LL a jO II.) SO ILAY RASULT IN DJEDUCTION OF ALI,
ThAL:. Ai.AiCL~ 1.s.LILD~ 0.. liLiL Usj4,kS. l'a.Oi YOUR P'AY AND DENIAL OF FUTURE AL)VA.CiS

17 REQUESTING OFw.CIA£.(T'e and stgna.lures,,,j tBA PPROVING OFFICIAL(Ttl1e yd~ asn

LiANIEL j. SAkYODA \. RUDOLF PAITHOLZ111 ZrGf1AL Z- T'-- - 09 1'af 1 li ol a G ls
AUTHORIZATION 's.~ m~

I APPROPRIATIOIS OBJECT GUREAU SUN JAUTHOREZATION TRAVIEL ORDERt
AND CLASS CONTROL AUT. ACCOUNTING TYPE (TSlgO)NO COIST C OO
MMERAO NUMBIER ACTIVITY

2 ,. ip~~l,.. AU1HT CA ION 2 1. OATEIUD
20. ORDER AUTHORIZINGFFCAOidan gaeOR46IVS

Figure 9.2 DD Form 1610 DOD Civilian Personnel Travel Orders (Reimbursable
Funds)
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with Reimbursable Funds

Fo, ApproFlod 0,

Exi'A, Jul 31 igfl I Clel, , :
.N$1 .Q I 4IZ.(AOR FOR UPP IES OR ERVI E 0 1 r4 iuOA# *0C ."O'? u

I o. 111. J-131
.t227! 9- , /9 ! e c ~ eDo C

9-
!

coo .. { 6227' 1 0 1f C1t1...... COO( L 4622714C A 0[. l,;I

FOOS 672, *O:il(ECS 4 C IE S won7'I IPPIEC £ WVOtC1AG (0..'.lll 1
. ,A .E C : l 01' C. A'

8 646"2176 09 2738

I l. .. A., fIC! 60 2'a. I is._. S ,
* CCIIX coo( 0002123 10~ CII LIP'

1

400 . 0

1.0.3 Y,1, 31110

NAIE ACO0 LENEXA, KS 662!5-52'6 .005% 0*y" 2C NPI 03CA0 0 PSS ..

13 W*,,IIv ZSil
Conlact: LISA E WOO (50016.2-'2 :C IC 1, C ES IC 0I 6

.- C 6lO22 CP.R1*7.'IOS C- tI MCC!70

If.ee', FINANCE, CE w0

: C' . .......... ...... I. I C.,OAII .; ' . ...... C '*.*-'',-. .......... .. .

ZPfe, D,1 'EC 
' '1 3 .. . . . .

iI,,, E.¢I

0C2b Eble' F ...... Q

A 1 2: 22

* IA' IX I 07~A's
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. IC : ......4

DOFo. 1 155, JUL8 .,0u dWi .-ACC. VSI'*' CNRCTOR MUST. SUB I OC IE I:M0
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NPS OPEN PURCHASE REQUIS)TION FORM
,0D FORM 348 o be sec lo, S:A ,: , QS' te-

Aeo F,.- ,o Suggessea Souce P, o .
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PART III

INTRODUCTION

The Chapters contained in Part III - Document Processing, outline the typical
document flow and processing procedures associated with NPS financial transactions.
Narrative descriptions and flow diagrams illustrate the typical transaction cycles for the
three major document categories; i.e., purchase, travel, and labor.

While training documents represent a large document category, the processing
procedures for training documents are analogous to those used for purchase and travel
documents. For this reason, the processing procedures for training documents have not
been covered in a separate chapter; representative procedures for travel and purchase
documents should be substituted, as appropriate, wherever training documents are
involved.

Part III - Document Processing, is divided into three chapters:

Chapter 10 - Purchase Document Processing

Chapter 11 - Travel Document Processing

Chapter 12 - Labor Document Processing

The following symbols are used on the document flow charts contained in Part
III - Chapters 10, 11 and 12:

Connector / Storage

Decision Off Page Connector

E Document D Computer Display

Manual Process j Computer Input

Process Terminator

~ Computer Disk = Communications
Storage

m Card
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CHAPTER 10

PURCHASE DOCUMENT PROCESSING

Introduction.

Chapter 10 outlines the responsibilities of the various departments and individuals
involved in processing purchase type documents. The information is presented in
sequential order; from origination of the purchase document, through the receipt of goods
and invoice payment.

Figure 10.1 depicts the flow of information for purchases of both government and
commercial items.

Responsibilities and Document Flow.

Originator.

When professors and other department personnel need items or services, they
prepare a departmental form or memorandum. As a minimum, the memorandum should
include:

1. Complete description of the item or service.
2. Price.
3. Source.
4. Funds to be used for the purchase.

The memorandum is given to the department's Administrative Assistant for preparation
of a requisition (NPS Open Purchase Requisition or DD Form 1348).

After the department Administrative Assistant prepares the requisition, it is returned
to the originator for initialing. The requisition is then signed by the Department Chairman.

For purchases made from commercial sources, the originator or department receives a
copy of the DD Form 1155 (Purchase Order) from the Purchasing Officer, after the requisition
is processed. For purchases from government sources, the originator does not receive any
information, unless the item is placed on back order or until the item is actually received.

The Administrative Assistant contacts the originator when the item is received by the
department and requests that it be picked up.

The final source of information on the transaction appears on the Comptroller's monthly
report. The report shows the amount paid to the vendor and is likely to be different from the
amount obligated. This is a result of price changes, differing freight estimates, or discounts
offered for early payment.
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Chapter 10 Purchase Document
Processing

Entries should be made in account ledgers for all transactions and the balance should be
reconciled with the Comptroller's monthly report. Part IV (Accounting Procedures) of this
guide contains ledger and reconciliation procedures.

Department Administrative Assistant (AA).

The department Administrative Assistant prepares the requisition from the originator's
memorandum. The department AA assigns proper accounting codes and document numbers,
and updates the department's accounting records. The requisition is then returned to the
originator for his approval and initials.

After the originator initials the requisition, it is signed by the Department Chairman.
All requisitions funded by research funds must be routed through the RAO, otherwise they go
directly to the Issue Control Office in the Supply Department.

Research Administration Office (RAO).

The Research Administration Office (RAO) is responsible for the overall management of
research financing at NPS. This office ensures items ordered are budgeted for and within the
project's guidelines.

Issue Control, Supply Department.

Issue Control screens the requisition for price accuracy, economy of source, and
compliance with applicable regulations. It also notifies departments of any significant price
change to the requisitioned items.

Comptroller.

The Edit Clerk reviews the requisition for proper accounting codes and ensures thal
sufficient funds are available in the account. The requisition is then passed to the Budget
Analyst, who updates the local memorandum and "official" records to reflect the obligation.

The Supply Department notifies the Comptroller of any subsequent price change on the
items ordered. Comptroller records are adjusted, but this information is usually not
transmitted to tue cost center until the Comptroller's monthly report is received.

The Comptroller also receives payment information from various paying offices.
Changes in the transaction's payment status and amount are reported to the cost center
through the monthly report.

Issue Control, Supply Department.

Issue Control processes requisitions for government items. The majority of requisitions
enter the Navy Supply System via on-line
computer terminals. Copies of the DD Form 1348 are then sent to the Receiving Branch.

Open Purchase Requisitions are forwarded to the Purchasing Office for processing.
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Part MI Document Processing

Purchasing Office, Supply Department.

The Purchasing Office issues a purchase order from information supplied on the Open
Purchase Requisition form. Distribution is made to the commercial supplier, originating
department, Comptroller, Receipt Control, and Receiving Branch.

Receiving Branch, Supply Department.

When the Receiving Branch receive their copy of the Purchase Order or DD Form 1348,
the form is filed by the expected delivery date of the requisitioned items. When the items
arrive, they are inspected and a receiving report is prepared. The receiving report is then
forwarded to Receipt Control. The Receiving Branch warehouse personnel deliver the items to
the ordering department.

Receipt Control, Supply Department.

Receipt Control is responsible for ensuring that all purchase requirements have been
met. They receive a copy of the purchase order from the Purchasing Branch, a receiving report
from the Receiving Branch, and an invoice from the supplier. When all required
documentation has been received, a voucher is prepared and certified, and then forwarded to
the paying office for payment.

Paying Office.

Bills are paid by one of five different paying offices. When a bill is paid, the amount
may differ from the amount on the purchase order. This is due to differing freight charges, or
discounts for early payment. The final expenditure information makes its way back to the
Comptroller, via the Navy accounting system. This information is transmitted to the cost
center through the Comptroller's monthly report.

Exceptions.

1. Partial Shipments. Special attention is required when a partial shipment is received
and the supplier either cancels or back orders remaining items.

2. Office Supply Issue. When items are procured from the Office Supply Issue Room, the
following procedures apply:

(a) The Administrative Assistant lists the office supplies needed by the department
on the Office Supplies Request Form (GPO 689-317).
The form is then taken to the issue room, where the items are issued, if available.

(b) Office Supply Issue accumulates the request forms, consolidates the information,
and bills the departments on a monthly basis for the cost of the items issued.

(c) Upon receipt of the bill, the cost center prepares a DD Form 1348 and forwards it
to the Comptroller Department (via the RAO, if research funds apply). The
Comptroller checks for errors in the accounting codes and ensures that the
account has sufficient funds available for the purchase. The DD Form 1348 is
then forwarded to the Supply Department for processing.
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(d) Once the DD Form 1348 has been processed through the supply system, the
expenditure of funds is reflected in Comptroller's monthly report.

3. Ready Supply Store. When items are procured from the NPS Ready Supply Store, the
following procedures apply:

(a) The Administrative Assistant lists the items needed by the department on the
Material Requirements/Issue Document (NAVFAC 9-1101418). The form is sent
directly to the Ready Supply Store.

(b) When the order is filled by Ready Supply, the Administrative Assistance is
notified, usually by telephone, of the order's total cost. A DD Form 1348 is then
prepared by the department.

(c) Once the DD Form 1348 is completed, it is walked through the Comptroller
Department (and RAO, if research funds apply) for approval. Following approval
by the Comptroller, the DD Form 1348 is hand carried to the Ready Supply Store
and exchanged for the items requested.

4. Express Mail.

Departments requiring an express shipment must prepare a DD Form 1149. The DD
Form 1149 should be walked through the Comptroller Department for approval. The package
and DD Form 1149 must then be delivered to the Freight Branch, no later than 1400 on the
day of shipment. Again, if research funds are involved, the transaction must be authorized by
the RAO.

5. Honorariums.

Honorariums are gratuitous payments made to visiting lecturers or consultants to
compensate them for their time and preparation. Departments wishing to pay honorariums to
guest lecturers must complete NavCompt Form 2277 and a local honorarium request form. As
the Comptroller authorizes all honorariums, payments must be cleared through the
Comptroller prior to scheduling the guest speaker. If the honorarium involves research
funding, the documents should be routed to the Comptroller, via the Research Administration
Office. Approved honorariums are forwarded to the Personnel Support Detachment (PSD) for
payment.

Honorariums over $250 per day require approval of the Division Dean. Honorariums
exceeding $350 per day must be approved by the Superintendent.
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CHAPTER 11

TRAVEL DOCUMENT PROCESSING

Introduction.

Chapter 11 outlines the responsibilities of individuals and departments involved in
processing travel documents. The information is presented sequentially; from initiation of the
travel request to submission of the travel claim for "eimbursement of the travel expenses.
Routing procedures for travel documents funded by OPTAR, research accounts, or
reimbursable funds are each addressed, v,: h Figures 11.la and 11.lb depictin: L :c appropriate
flow of information. Figure 11.2 depicts the flow of documents for travel reimbursement.

Responsibilities and Document Flow.

Principal Investigator/Person Requesting Travel.

An individual requesting official travel, or reimbursement for authorized travel
expenses, normally obtains the Travel Worksheet, Passenger Reservation Request and
Worksheet for Reimbursement of Travel Expenses from the department Travel Clerk. When
completed, the forms are returned to the department Travel Clerk for further processing.

Department Administrative Assistant/Travel Clerk.

The department Travel Clerk is responsible for preparing the individual's official travel
documents and accounting for the travel funds obligated and expended. This entails the
following general processes:

1. Transferring information from the travel worksheets onto the official travel
documents.

2. Recording the correct accounting data onto the travel documents. Cost
estimates for travel are exactly that - an estimate. Departments usually maintain a file
of the per diem and lodging rates applicable to various regions of the country. Typically,
you would estimate one day's per diem for round trip airline travel, with the remaining
per diem based on the length of the visit.

3. Completing any supplementary paperwork required, i.e., PRR, Visit
Notification, Area Clearances, and attaching this documentation to the Travel
Order. Submit an advance copy of the PRR to the Personnel Support Detachment
(PSD) Transportation Office to expedite airline reservations. PSD will not prepare a
Government Transportation Request (GTR) for airline tickets until they receive the
original Travel Order.
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Chapter 11 Travel Document
Processing
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Part I Document Processing

Prepare a Visit Notification or Area Clearance Request for travel outside of the
continental United States (CONUS). The NPS Travel/Country Clearance
Handbook contains information regarding the preparation of the required letters
and messages. When completed, submit the message draft or letter to the
Director of Programs, Administrative Officer (Code 032), via the appropriate
Dean, for further routing and approval.

4. Ensuring the Department Chairman and Superintendent approve the
requested travel before forwarding the documents for further processing. The
appropriate Division Dean must approve personal travel requested by the Department
Chairman.

NAVPGSCOLNOTE 5050 dated 27 April, 1989 requires the Superintendent's
approval for all routine travel on official business. Departments usually submit
their upcoming quarterly travel requirements to the Superintendent during the
last week of each month. Emergent requirements are handled on a case by case
basis.

5. Submitting the travel documents to the appropriate office for further
processing and approval. Submit travel documents to the RAO, or appropriate
comptroller division, at least 10 days prior to the date of travel. Travel requested in
support of research must be forwarded to the Research Administration Office. For
Other Reimbursable or OPTAR accounts, submit the documents to the Reimbursable
Accounting or OPBUD Divisions, as appropriate.

6. Entering travel cost data into the proper accounting ledgers. Departments
should enter the initial cost data into their ledgers and then reconcile the books when
the travel claim is settled. Part IV of this guide provides further information on ledger
accounting and reconciliation procedures.

7. Preparing and submitting Travel Vouchers or Claims for Reimbursement of
Expenses on Official Business. Individuals requiring reimbursement for travel
expenses will normally provide the necessary information on locally produced
worksheets. Submit travel claims to the Compcroller Department Travel Clerk within 5
working days of travel completion.

Research Administration Office (RAO).

The RAO is responsible for tracking the obligation and expenditure of funds pertaining
to research accounts. The Research Administrative Assistant inspects the travel package
submitted for discrepancies, and compares the travel funds requested with estimates provided
on the Budget Page. (The Budget Page is a detailed estimate, submitted earlier by the
Principal Investigator, of the research project's costs.) A copy of the order is then given to the
RAO Data Entry Clerk, who enters administrative data into the RAO database system and
places the copy on file.

If financing of the research project is provided by direct funds, the Travel Order is
routed to the Edit Clerk in the OPBUD Division. For reimbursable research, the travel
documents are forwarded to the Account Analyst in the Reimbursable Accounts Division.
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Comptroller Department.

OPBUD Division - Edit Clerk.

The Edit Clerk screens all travel funding involving direct research or OPTAR
funds. The OB SCC Balance Report is used to check the accuracy of the accounting data
on the travel document and to ensure that sufficient funds are available. If funds are
available, a copy of the Travel Order is pulled for the Account Analyst, the orders are
date stamped and initialed, and the original is forwarded to the Comptroller
Department Travel Clerk.

OPBUD Division - Account Analyst.

The Account Analyst receives a screened copy of the travel documents from the
Edit Clerk and enters the accounting data into the "ZENITH" (local memorandum
database) and "WESTI" (official IDARMS database) systems as an obligation. The
Travel Order copy is then placed on file.

When travel is completed and the travel claim settled. the analyst receives a"settlement package" from the Travel Clerk, containing one or more of the following
documents: a GTR Itinerary (for airline ticket purchases), a TAD Travel Advance
Voucher Summary, a Travel Voucher Summary (claim settlement) and a Collection
Voucher (a return of funds from the traveler when an advance exceeds the actual cost of
travel). The information provided on these documents is entered into the "ZENITH"
system to reconcile the local accounts and record the expense. The obligation recorded
in the official "WESTI" is also updated to reflect the actual settlement amount.

Reimbursable Accounts Division - Account Analyst.

The Account Analyst receives the Travel Order from either the RAO, for
reimbursable research funds, or directly from the requesting activity, when "other
reimbursable" accounts are involved. The Travel Order is screened for the correct
accounting entries and then checked against the "ZENITH" database system to ensure
that funds are available in the account. If the account has sufficient funds, the analyst
retains a copy of the orders and enters the information into the "ZENITH" and "WESTI"
database systems as an obligation. The original documents are then forwarded to the
Travel Clerk.

When travel is completed and the travel claim settled, the Travel Clerk forwards
a "settlement package" to the analyst, indicating the actual amounts expended. The
analyst enters the information into the "ZENITH" database to record the expense and
reconcile the local records.

Travel Clerk.

The Comptroller Department Travel Clerk is located in the office of the
Reimbursable Accounts Division. Depending upon the source of financing, the Travel
Clerk receives the Travel Order from either the OPBUD Edit Clerk or Reimbursable
Account Analyst. The Travel Clerk screens the paperwork for compliance with the Joint
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Federal Travel Regulations (JFTRs) and ensures the correct accounting data is entered 4
on the Travel Order. If the documents are in order, the Travel Clerk forwards them to
the Comptroller for authorization to expend the funds. If any irregularities exist, the
Travel Clerk contacts the department or individual concerned to remedy the matter.

Once the Comptroller authorizes the expenditure and returns the travel
documents, the Travel Clerk removes two copies and routes the original, as necessary.
For travel not requiring advance per diem or airline tickets, the Travel Clerk returns
the approved Travel Order to the appropriate department. When a travel advance or
airline ticket is requested, the Travel Clerk sends the original documents to the
Personnel Support Detachment (PSD) for further processing.

Travel claims must be submitted to the Travel Clerk within 5 working days after
travel completion. The Travel Clerk records the claim in a logbook, compares it with the
travel documents on file, reviews the claim for completeness, retains a copy and
forwards the original to the PSD Claims and Vouchers Division for settlement. When
the claim is settled, the Travel Clerk receives several settlement documents from PSD
indicating the actual settlement amounts. The Travel Clerk accumulates these
documents into a "settlement package" and then delivers them to the appropriate
analyst for reconciliation of the account.

Personnel Support Detachment (PSD).

PSD issues travel advances and Government Transportation Requests used for airline
tickets, and makes final settlement on travel claims. For a travel advance, the Travel Clerk
forwards the original Travel Order to PSD Claims and Vouchers. PSD issues a check for the
amount requested and endorses the Travel Order. For airline ticket requests, the Travel Clerk
sends the original Travel Order to the PSD Transportation Office for further processing.

Upon completion of travel and receipt of the travel claim, the Travel Clerk forwards the
paperwork to PSD for final settlement. PSD computes the amount of reimbursement required
and adjusts it for any travel advances made or transportation provided. The final settlement
check, original Travel Order and copy of the paid travel claim are then returned to the
department or individual. )

The Comptroller Department Travel Clerk is furnished with copies of the settlement
documents. These are used to close out the Travel Clerk's file and are then forwarded to the
appropriate analyst for reconciliation of the local memorandum accounting records.

NOTE: Some departmenta require that checks for travel
reimbursement be sent directly to the department. This allows the
department's Travel Clerk to reconcile the ledgers soon after travel is
completed. Other departments do not have this requirement and rely
entirely on the Comptroller reports to reconcile their books.
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CHAPTER 12

Labor Document Processing

Introduction.

Chapter 12 outlines the responsibilities and procedures for individuals and departments
handling labor related documents. As in Chapters 10 and 11, the information is presented
sequentially; starting with the submission of the Personnel Requests and concluding with
disbursement of the employee's paycheck. Figure 12.1 depicts the flow of information for labor
and timekeeping documents.

Responsibilities and Document Flow.

Civilian Personnel Office (CPO).

The payroll cycle is initiated by a Notification of Personnel Action (SF-50) from the
Civilian Personnel Office (CPO). The CPO mails the SF-50 to the FIPC for entry into the
official accounting records and to the NPS Payroll and Timekeeping Division for the local
memorandum records.

Comptroller Department - Payroll and Timekeeping Division.

The Payroll and Timekeeping Division coordinate the submission of time and labor
distribution information (except for the Public Works Department) to the Financial
Information Processing Center (FIPC), Washington, D.C. The division maintains the local
labor memorandum accounting system and prepares payroll cost reports. Staff support
(Government Service/Wage Grade personnel) payroll and labor costs are accumulated on time
and labor cards. Faculty payroll costs are accumulated on a Faculty Certification Letter. The
Letter consists of labor information condensed from the Faculty Employment Certification
Memos, submitted by each department.

When Payroll and Timekeeping receive the SF-50 from the CPO, the information is
entered into the local labor memorandum accounting system to generate the Staffing Report
and Payroll Checklist. The Staffing Report is used for employment projection and budgeting.
The Payroll Checklist lists all employees based on funding and home job order number.

The Payroll Checklist also serves as a check for newly reported personnel and for
employees who have resigned. If a new employee is on the checklist and time and labor cards
for the individual are not submitted, Payroll and Timekeeping contact the department and
request that the necessary cards be forwarded for processing. If an employee resigns and time
and labor cards are not submitted, the department responsible is asked to complete a Request
for Personnel Action (SF-52) to close out the former employee's account.
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Chapter 12 Labor Document
Processing

Time Cards sent from the FIPC to NPS are compared with the names of employees
listed on Payroll Checklist. The cards are separated by department distribution codes and sent
to the departments by guard mail, or alternatively, department timekeepers may pick them up.
Several blank time and labor cards, for new employees, are included in the FIPC's mailing.
When the time and labor cards return from each department, they are screened for proper
completion. This includes a check for correct signatures and overtime authorization
procedures. Payroll and Timekeeping compare the documents to the Payroll Checklist to
ensure that all time and labor cards are accounted for and then enter the labor data into the
local memorandum system. In the meantime, all the time and labor cards are sent, via express
mail, to the FIPC.

Timekeeper.

Cost and sub-cost center labor data is accumulated by department timekeepers. The
designated timekeeper is responsible for filling out time and labor cards, supplemental time
cards and any other applicable labor documents, and returning them to the Payroll and
Timekeeping Division. Faculty Employment Certification Memos are forwarded to the
Academic Planning Department for further processing. The payroll time period is two weeks.
Time and labor cards arrive on a Friday and must be returned to Payroll and Timekeeping on
the second Monday of the pay period, completely filled out for the two week period. This
necessitates estimating the last six days of the pay period.

A supplemental time card is submitted in the next pay period, to correct incorrect
entries made in the previous pay period, e.g., unanticipated sick or annual leave. If
supplemental cards are submitted by the first Monday of the new pay period, the corrections
will be reflected in the employees next pay check. Otherwise, corrections will be noted in the
next pay period. The following time line illustrates key events in the NPS payroll cycle:

T&A Cards Return Cards Timekeeping Supplemental
Distributed to Timekeeping Processing Cards in- to

by 10 A.M. be Reflected

period.
,--

S 8 M T W Th F S 5 M T W Th F S S M T

Pay Period

Figure 12.2 NPS Payroll Timeline

Planning and Program Budget Analyst (PPBA).

Several cumulative reports are generated by the Payroll and Timekeeping Division from
locally held labor accounting records. The cumulative reports list the dollar amounts expended
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on labor and the bottom line totals remaining in each resource account, i.e., Direct, Indirect
and Reimbursable. The cumulative reports are sent to the Planning & Program Budget
Analyst (PPBA) who uses the information to generate the Managing to Payroll Report. This
report is used by NPS Line Managers to manage their payroll.

Financial Information Processing Center (FIPC).

At the beginning of each pay period, the FIPC (NRFC) mails all time and labor cards to
the Naval Postgraduate School Payroll and Timekeeping Division.

When the completed time/labor cards and Faculty Certification Letter are returned to
the FIPC, the data is manually key punched into the IDARMS and the official payroll costs are
computed and recorded. (The Payroll and Timekeeping Division at NPS can only access the
IDARMS to correct labor hours and job order numbers). The FIPC then issues a paycheck,
which is mailed to the employee or electronically deposited into the employee's bank account.

The FIPC also publishes monthly NAVCOMPT accounting reports (Uniform
Management Reports) which the Comptroller Department use to reconcile the School's
financial records.
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PART IV

INTRODUCTION

Part IV of this guide provides information necessary to maintain and reconcile cost
center accounting records. Due to the diversity of automated ledgers used at NPS, this
part focuses on a manual ledger system. The procedures used with manual ledgers differ
somewhat from those used for automated ledgers; However, many of the basic concepts
and techniques of a manual ledger system can be applied to an automated system.

Part IV is divided into the three chapters:

Chapter 13 - General Accounting Information

Chapter 14 - Cost Center Accounting and Bookkeeping Procedures

Chapter 15 - Understanding the NPS Comptroller Monthly Report

Chapter 13 presents the basic framework of the Navy accounting system. It
isolates the dimensions of the system, and when combined with the overview presented in
Chapter 1, provides a solid foundation for understanding Navy accounting principles.
Chapter 14 develops a standardized method for maintaining accounting ledgers and files.
It sets forth procedures for handling price changes, reconciling account ledgers, and closing
out records. Chapter 15 provides a detailed description of the Comptroller's reports and
explains how to interpret them. The objective of Part IV is to provide documented
procedures to assist personnel in maintaining cost center accounting records.
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CHAPTER 13

GENERAL ACCOUNTING INFORMATION

Introduction.

The accounting procedures used by the Navy to account for cost center funds are
quite different from the "double entry" accounting procedures used by private industry. In
fact, the procedures employed by cost centers closely resemble those used in keeping a
personal checking account. To properly account for funds, a clear understanding of how
the Navy accounting system works is required. Many of these concepts have been
discussed in previous chapters, but are reiterated here to build a foundation for applying
the accounting procedures at the cost center level.

RMS Accounting Concepts.

Accounts.

The basic component of accounting - is the account. Accounts are the building
blocks of the accounting system and the principle means through which the Navy controls
funds. They serve as a mechanism for transmitting funds designated for a particular
purpose, i.e., operations, research, etc., to a specific responsible unit or person. They also
serve as a record, or register, for accumulating cost information and establishing
accountability. Figure 13.1 provides some examples of the typical cost center accounts
used at the Naval Postgraduate School.

Account Coat Center Puroe

Opersting funds 4OP'AR) Academic Deportmnt C4ot of normual opmtions.

Indirect Support Academic Deprtment Indirt is pport of rearch.

Direct lunded Remarch (DF]R) Principal Invetiptor Approved renmb project.

Raimrnurmbl. inmreb Principal lnwstiptor Sponsored re...rd, propet.

Figure 13.1 Typical NPS Accounts

Travel Ceiling.

A ceiling is a limit placed on the amount of money that may be spent on a specific
expense category . It serves as a means of controlling costs. Most of the accounts at the
Naval Postgraduate School have a ceiling on travel expenses. These ceilings are
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Part IV Accounting Procedures

expressed in the cost center's fund authorization, and authorize a specific amount of
money for travel. While the amount authorized for travel cannot be exceeded, the funds
authorized for travel may be used for other purposes; as long as the total account
authorization is not exceeded.

For a cost center to comply with the restrictions, travel expenses must be clearly
defined. Travel expenses include: transportation and per diem expenses, and
reimbursements for the use of a privately owned vehicles while conducting official
business. Registration fees, even if authorized by travel orders, are not considered travel
expenses. The Navy accounting system identifies travel expenses with expense element
"E" in the cost code.

Accounting Period.

The accounting period for the federal government is a fiscal year. The
government's fiscal year begins on October 1 each year and ends on September 30 the
following year. The fiscal year is designated by the last two digits of the year in which it
ends. For example, the period October 1, 1989 through September 30, 1990 is fiscal year
90 or "FY90".

Funds directly appropriated to the Naval Postgraduate School are usually allocated
quarterly and expire at the end of the fiscal year. Reimbursable funds, on the other
hand, may be allocated in a lump sum and expire at times other than the end of the
fiscal year, depending upon the source of funds and the conditions of the funding
agreement. Despite these differences, the fiscal year is used as the accounting period for
reimbursable funds. The reimbursable funds that do not expire at the end of the fiscal
year may be carried forward, as a new account, into the next fiscal year.

Transactions.

A transaction is the smallest identifiable element recorded into the accounting
system. Transactions accumulate in the accounting system to provide cost information
and account balances. In the Navy accounting system, a transaction is represented by the
single line of accounting classification data (accounting codes) cited on a document. A set
of travel orders, for instance, uses a separate line of accounting code to account for each
categorr of expense, i.e., per diem, transportation, and registration fees. The line of
accounting classification code for each expense category is considered, therefore, as a
separate transaction for accounting purposes.

In order to track transactions through the accounting system, we must have a
means of identifying them. A checking account uses check numbers to identify check
transactions. The Navy accounting system uses a document number, plus an Accounting
Classification Reference Number (ACRN), if necessary, to identify individual transactions.
When a single document has more than one line of accounting classification data, ACRNs,
i.e., AA, AB, etc., are assigned to distinguish between each line of classification data. See
Chapter 4 - Coding Systems, for further information.
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Accounting Records.

The FIPC, Washington, D.C., maintains the "official" accounting records for NPS,
while the NPS Comptroller and individual cost centers maintain the local memorandum
(unofficial) records. The memorandum records provide local management information,
while serving as a check on the official records.

Flow of Accounting Data.

The flow of accounting data for any transaction begins with the obligation of funds
by the cost center. It continues until the obligation is liquidated (either through the
expenditure of funds or cancellation of the obligation) and reflected correctly in all three
accounting records, i.e., FIPC, Comptroller, and cost center. Understanding this flow is
essential in accounting for Navy funds. Chapter 1 provides a overview of the flow of
accounting data in the Navy's accounting system.

It is important to remember that the amount obligated by the cost center, in most
instances, is an estimate which is subject to change. The source for identifying these
changes is the Comptroller's monthly accounting report.

Summary.

The purpose of this Chapter was to build upon the general information provided in
Chapter 1 and to expand upon some essential elements of the accounting system. To
recount the main points in this Chapter;

1. The accounting system consists of a collection of individual accounts used to
distribute fund authority and accumulate transaction information. Accounts may be
restricted by administrative controls, such as ceilings on travel expenses and time
constraints.

2. Transactions accumulate in the accounting system to provide cost information
and account balances. Document numbers and ACRNs are used to trace individual
transactions through the accounting process.
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CHAPTER 14

COST CENTER ACCOUNTING
and

BOOKKEEPING PROCEDURES

Introduction.

This Chapter describes a standardized method of accounting for cost center funds.
A blueprint for a manual bookkeeping system is provided, which details the procedures
necessary to maintain cost center ledgers and accounting files.

Cost Center Accounting Records.

Cost centers maintain accounting records to provide current information for making
local management decisions. They also provide a means of ensuring that transactions are
timely and accurately reported into the official accounting records. To meet these
requirements, accounting records must:

1. Provide an accurate account balance.

2. Provide a means of monitoring compliance with travel ceilings.

3. Provide a simple method of identifying transactions which are delinquent in posting
to the official records.

Accounting records must be designed to ensure that transactions are properly
recorded and to reduce the possibility of duplicate ledger entries. The accounting ledgers
must furnish an easy method for accommodating the frequent changes which occur in
transaction amounts, as well as provide an audit trail which would lead to the source of
these changes.

Manual Ledger System.

The suggested design for the manual ledger system involves dividing the account
into subaccounts, or sections. That is, the account is split into travel and purchase
sections to allow for monitoring of travel ceiling compliance. If a reimbursable account is
involved, a section for labor may be required, as well. See Figure 14.1.

To simplify the assignment of document numbers and to ensure that all
transactions are entered into the ledger, it is suggested that a separate ledger page be
maintained for each document type. For example, the account would have a page for. Open Purchase Requisitions ("RQ" series), Standard Stock Requisitions ('julian date -
serial number" series), and Travel Orders ("TO" series). Low volume document types,
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such as Claims for Reimbursement ("RV" series), Honorariums ('MD" series) and civilian
training ("TG" series) could be combined on a single miscellaneous page, so long as
sequential document numbers can be readily accounted for. Finally, there should be a
fund authorization page and transaction adjustments page within each section.

MANUAL LEDGER SETUP

PURCHASES TRAVEL LABOR

ADJUSTMENTS

MISCELLANEOUS ADJUSTMENTS

STANDARD STOCK I) INVITA7IONALC9 I
OPEN PURCHASE I) TRREL ORDERS I LABOR CHARGES

AUTHORIZATIONS 1AOIZAT IU I AUTHORIZATIONS

(SUBTOTAL SUBTOTAL SUBTOTAL)

= ACCOUNT TOTAL

Figure 14.1 Manual Ledger Setup

Determining an account balance, under this configuration, requires that the balance
of each transaction and section adjustments page be subtracted from the balance on the
fund authorization page. Balances can be obtained for each section, as well as for the
total account. It may be desirable to maintain a memo sheet, in the front of the ledger,
to periodically record the account's balance.

Column Setup.

Figure 14.2 depicts the column setup for a manual accounting ledger sheet. The
columns are designed to provide a current balance for the page, as well as an audit trail.
Furthermore, the columns allow easy identification of transactions that do not post to the
official records within a reasonable amount of time. Column entries are described as
follows:

Date. The date column is used for recording the date of the ledger entry.

Document Number. The document number column is used to record the
document number. Document numbers should be sequential, as a single ledger
sheet is used by each document type, i.e., "RQ",
"TO", etc. The document number will include an ACRN, if more than one
transaction appears on a single document.

Job Order. The job order number is recorded in this column to ensure that it
posts correctly to the monthly Comptroller reports. For reimbursable accounts,
enter the expense element only.
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RECORD OF

-m oczmv W :GL "mDIAYWJ _______ i* , a om'.54 liALA

2 I

Figure 14.2 Ledger Sheet 'Sample)

Description. A verbal description of the transaction. The descriptions most
commonly used by NPS cost centers are, "traveler/destination" for travel orders and
11vendor/product" for requisitions.

Status. The status columns permit transactions to be tracked and readily identify
transactions requiring follow-up action. The 'OBL" column is used to record the
date the obligation appears on the Comptroller's report. The "REC'D" column is
used to record the date goods and services are actual received, or the date a
traveler submits a claim for reimbursement. The "F/E" column is used for
recording the date the final expenditure appears on the Comptroller's report.

Reference. This column is used to cross-reference adjusting entries and make
explanatory comments. Some suggested abbreviations are:

PC: Price Change
CANX: Cancellation
MOD: Modification of Travel Orders
DISC: Discount
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Adjustments. The Adjustments column is used to record an adjustment made to
the original obligation amount. The amounts in this column should be preceded by
a plus or minus sign to indicate a increase or decrease in the obligated amount.

Amount. This column is used to record the original amount of the obligation. In
many cases, the actual amount of the transaction will differ from the original
obligated amount. These differences are reconciled through separate adjusting
entries, as will be explained later in the section on reconciliation procedures.

Balance. This column is used to maintain the cumulative balance of a particular
transaction type, i.e., "RQ", 'TO", etc. It does not represent the account's balance.

Filing System.

Accounting files consists of all source documents and reports used to reconcile the
cost center's account(s). The files provide an audit trail and substantiate all ledger
entries. Used in the configuration described below, these files provide a convenient
method for monitoring the status of outstanding orders and travel claims. Figure 14.3
illustrates the suggested file organization.

1. Authorization file. The authorization file contains all authorization letters
and adjustments for the account. For reimbursable accounts, the file should include
copies of agreements, contracts, and funding documents. For research accounts, the
file should include a copy of the approved research proposal and current budget
page.

2. Document files. The document files consist of the documents that support
each transaction. The following document files should be maintained:

a. Pending file. This file contains copies of the obligation or
cancellation documents submitted, but not reflected on the Comptroller's
monthly report.

b. Undelivered Orders (UDO) file. This file contains copies of
documents which support the transactions appearing on the Comptroller's
monthly report - but for which payment is not due, i.e., requisitions for goods
that have not been received or travel orders for which the traveler has not
submitted a claim.

c. Accounts Payable (A/P) file. The A/P file contains copies of the
obligation documents for which payment is due, i.e., requisitions for goods
received, travel orders for which claims have been submitted.

d. Final Expenditure (FE) file. When an obligation is finalized, either
by cancelling the transaction or by satisfying the obligation through the
expenditure of funds, copies of the obligating document are placed in the F/E
file. The F/E file is a "completed file". Documents should be filed in
document number sequence.
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3. Reports file. This file contains copies of the Comptroller's monthly report,
along with annotations made during the reconciliation process. If local ledgers are
automated, a copy of the local ledger sheet used for reconciling should be included.

ACQOUNTING FILES SETUP

OCOMPLETED PILE

A/P FILE

UDO FILE

AUTHORIZATION PENOINO FILE REPORTS FILE
FILE

AUTHORIZATION DOCUMENT REPORTS
FILE FILES FILE

Figure 14.3 Organization of Accounting
Files

Generally, all documents that support a transaction accumulate into a package, i.e.,
purchase requisition, purchase order, and packing slip, and flow through the document
files as follows:

Purchases.

The obligation document (requisition) is prepared and an accounting entry is made
in the account ledger. A copy of the requisition is placed in the pending file. When a
copy of the purchase order is received, it is stapled to the file copy of the requisition and
returned to the pending file. The documents remain in the pending folder until the
transaction appears on the Comptroller's monthly report. The documents are then moved
to the UDO (Undelivered Order) file. When the goods ordered are received, a copy of the
packing slip is attached to the originating documents and an annotation is made on the
face of the originating documents, indicating the date goods were received. The document
package is now placed in the A/P (Accounts Payable) file. When the transaction finally
appears as an expenditure for the full amount of the transaction, the package is moved to
the F/E (Final Expenditure) file.

Travel.

When a travel order is issued, an accounting entry is made in the account ledger
for the estimated travel cost. A copy of the travel order is filed in the pending file, until. the obligation appears on the Comptroller's monthly report. The travel order is then
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moved to the UDO file. When the traveler completes the travel and submits a travel
claim for reimbursement, the date the claim was submitted should be annotated on the
travel order. The travel order is then moved to the A/P file. Travel claims are usually
paid by PSD and checks are often routed through the traveler's department. In such
cases, the cost center may wish to make an account adjustment and annotate the date
paid on the travel order. However, the travel order should remain in the A/P file until it
appears as an expenditure on the Comptroller's report.

Labor.

Cost centers that have reimbursable accounts are responsible for ensuring that
appropriate labor charges are made to reimbursable accounts. When labor cards or
faculty labor certifications are submitted, the cost center should compute the appropriate
labor charges, by using the acceleration rate (rate used to add fringe benefits), and make
an accounting entry to the reimbursable account. A sheet of paper with labor calculations
should be filed in the pending file until charges appear on the Comptroller's report.
When labor charges appear on the Comptroller's report, the amounts should be verified
and the computations moved to the F/E file.

Bookkeeping Procedures.

Now that we have developed a standard format for manual accounting ledgers, and
a method for maintaining accounting files, we will use the suggested ledger and filing
system to develop a set of standardize accounting procedures. The procedures fall into
three categories: (1) Regular or daily procedures, (2) Monthly reconciliation
procedures, and (3) Year-end or close-out procedures.

Regular or Daily Procedures.

These procedures primarily involve recording transactions as they occur. The cost
center will make the following entries as transactions originate and file the source
documents in the document files according to the procedures outlined below.

1. Authorizations. When a quarterly authorization letter or a letter modifying
the quarterly authorization is received, the cost center will record the amount of
the authorization on the "authorization" pages of the account ledger, i.e., purchase
authorization page, travel authorization page, and labor
authorization page. The authorization documents are then filed in the
Authorization file.

Care should be taken to ensure that modifications reflected a negative
amount when they decrease an authorization . Sample entries are illustrated in
Figure 14.4.
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Figure 14.4 Authorization Entry

2. Obligations. When a requisition or a set of travel orders is initiated, the
cost center should record the obligation on the appropriate page of the ledger.
Remember, that a document can represent more than one transaction, and each line
of accounting data must be treated as a separate transaction. Registration fees on
travel orders are considered a purchase rather than a travel expense and ,therefore,
should be entered on the miscellaneous ledger page of the purchases section. Also,
if the cost center is submitting labor cards or faculty labor certifications to charge a
reimbursable account for labor, an obligating entry should be made to the labor
page of the reimbursable account ledger.
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Figure 14.5 Obligation Entries

For some obligations, such as honorariums, reimbursement for expenses (SF-
1164), and Ready Supply Store bills, the goods and services have already been
received at the time of obligation. In such cases, the date of the obligation should
be entered in the "REC')" (received) block. Figure 14.5 provides a sample of these
entries.
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Copies of the obligating document (requisitions, travel orders) should be filed W
in the Pending file.

3. Amendment of Travel Orders. When travel orders are amended, and
result in a increase or a decrease in the amount of the obligation, adjustment and
reference entries should be made to the ledger as follows (refer to Figure 14.6):

a. Adjusting Entry. Make a adjusting entry on the adjustments page of
the ledger's travel section. A reduction in the amount of the obligation must
be preceded by a minus sign.

b. Reference Entry. In the "REFERENCE" block of the original
obligating entry, enter the word "AMENDMENT", the date of the
modification, and the line number of the adjusting entry (taken from the
adjustment page). The amount of the adjustment should be indicated in the
"ADJ" column and preceded by a plus or minus sign.
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Figure 14.6 Amendment Entry

4. Receipt of goods or services. When goods and services are received or
when a traveler submits a travel claim, the date of receipt ,or the date of
submission, is recorded in the "REC'D" block of the original obligation entry
(Figure 14.7). This date should also be annotated on the file copy of the obligation
document. A receipt document, such as a packing slip, should be stapled to the
requisition. If the obligation has appeared on the Comptroller monthly report, the
document should be moved from the UDO file into the A/P file. However, if the
obligation has not appeared on the monthly report, it should be retained in the
pending file until it does appears.

There are occasions when only a portion of the goods ordered are actually
received, known as a "partial shipment". In these instances, the "REC'D" block
should be divided in half and the date of receipt entered in one half of the block.
After annotating the date and quantities received and attaching any shipping
documents, the file copy of the obligsting document should be returned to the UDO
or Pending file, as appropriate.
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Figure 14.7 Receipt of Goods Entry

5. Ca~nceUations. Occasionally, the cost center will cancel a set of travel
orders, or receive a cancelled requisition or purchase order from the Supply
Department. In these situations, reversing and reference entries should be made to
the ledger as follows
(Figure 14.8):

a. Reversing Entry. Make a reversing entry on the adjustments page
of the travel or requisition section, as appropriate. The amount should be
preceded by a minus sign to indicate that it is negative.

b. Reference Entry. Enter "CANX", the date of the cancellation and
the line number (from the adjustments page) of the reversing entry in the
"REFERENCE" block of the original obligating entry. The amount of the
cancellation should be precede by a minus sign in the ADJ column.
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Figure 14.8 Cancellation Entry
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To cancel airline tickets, the cost center must contact the PSD
Transportation Office. To cancel the obligation of funds, the cost center must
forward the original travel orders, along with a cancellation memorandum, to the
Comptroller Department. (These actions are explained further in Chapter 6 -
Travel Document Preparation.) A copy of the cancelled requisition, purchase order,
or cancellation memorandum should be filed in the pending file until it appears on
the monthly Comptroller's report.

6. Partial Cancellations. In some instances, a supplier may no longer carry
or be able to supply all items ordered. When this occurs, the Supply Department
uses a copy of the requisition (DD Form 1348) or a modification of the purchase
order (DD Form 1155) to notify the cost center and Comptroller of the cancellation.
Adjusting and reference entries should be made to the ledger as follows (Figure
14.9):

a. Adjusting Entry. Make an adjusting entry on the adjustments page
of the requisition section. The amount of the adjustment should be preceded
by a minus sign.

b. Reference Entry. Enter the abbreviation "PICANX", the date of the
cancellation and the line number of the adjusting entry (taken from the
adjustments page) in the "REFERENCE" block of the original obligating
entry. The amount of the adjustment should be preceded by a minus sign in
the "ADJ" column.
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Figure 14.9 Partial Cancellation Entry

Monthly Reconciliation Procedures.

The monthly reconciliation process brings the cost center's local memorandum
records into agreement with the official records. While the cost center does not receive a
monthly report produced directly from the official records, it does receive the NPS
Comptroller's report, which is representative of the official records.

In order to reconcile using the Comptroller's monthly report, personnel must know
how to read and interpret the report. Chapter 16 covers this topic in detail. The
Comptroller's '"Monthly OPTAR Report" and "Reimbursable Report" are produced around
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* the 3' of each month. Upon receipt of the report, cost centers must reconcile their local
ledgers. The reconciliation process can be broken into five phases:

1. Reconciling the authorizations.

2. Reconciling the transactions.

3. Reconciling the account balance.

4. Posting adjusting entries.

5. Taking necessary follow-up action.

1. Reconciling the authorizations. Compare the authorized amounts for
travel, OPTAR (purchases), and labor (if applicable) to the authorization balances in
the local ledger. If a difference exists, verify the validity of the local ledgers using
the fund authorization letters and make the necessary adjustments. If differences
still exist, the analyst named on the report should be contacted to resolve the
discrepancy. Missing authorization letters must be obtained from the cognizant
Line Manager (Dean) or the RAO. If Comptroller records are in error, a
memorandum citing the phone conversation should be sent to the Comptroller, via
the Line Manager or the RAO, to ensure correction of the error.

2. Reconciling the transactions. Reconciling transactions is the most tedious
phase in the reconciliation process. Before you begin the process of reconciling
individual transactions, you must first create adjustment columns on the
Comptroller's monthly report. Draw two columns down the right side of the report,
labeling one "+" (plus) and the other "-" (minus), as shown in Figure 14.10.

The reconciliation of transactions entails conducting several simultaneous
processes for each transaction: (a) verifying the correct posting of the job order
number, (b) updating the accounting status on the ledger and in the document
files, and (c) identifying and explaining any differences in the amounts reflected in
the local ledgers and monthly reports.

Beginning with the first transaction on the Comptroller's report, match the
document number and ACRN (if applicable) on the report to the transaction with
the same document number and ACRN in the local ledger. The following steps
must be completed for each transaction and applied consistently:

a. Verify the Job Order Number. Ensure the job order number is
posted correctly. (This is not required for reimbursable fund accounts.) The
job order number identifies vaiious expense categories and is used by the
Navy's cost accounting system.

b. Update the Transaction Status. Determine the accounting status of
the transaction from the Comptroller's report, and update the status on the
ledger and in document files.
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(1) When an obligation or cancellation appears on the report for the
first time, the file copy of the source document should be taken from
the pending file and placed in the appropriate file, i.e., UDO file, A/P
file, or F/E file. The date of the report should be recorded in the
"OBL" block of the transaction's original ledger entry.

(2) When a final expenditure appears on the report, file
documentation should be moved into the F/E file. The date of the
report should be entered in the "F/E" block of the transaction's original
ledger entry.

(3) When a partial payment or an unresearched expenditure
difference appears on the report, the document should remain in the
UDO or A/P file, as appropriate. A note should be made in the
Remarks block of the transaction's original ledger entry, indicating the
date of report and amount of the expenditure. The "F/E" block should
remain open until the final payment is made or the difference is
resolved on a subsequent report.

c. Reconcile differences. Compare the sum of the amounts in the
"AMOUNT" and "ADJ' blocks of the ledger to the amount in the "OBL/EXP"
block of the Comptroller's report. If a variation exists, an acceptable
explanation for the difference must be determined. In most instances, these
differences can be explained by one of the following:

3. Reconciling the account balance. After all differences have been
explained and determined to be either an "adjustment to the local ledger" or a
"discrepancy in the Comptroller's records", the next phase of the reconciliation
process can be performed as follows:

a. Determine the monetary adjustments required for the local
ledger. This involves determining the amount of adjustment required to
each section of the local ledger, i.e., purchases, travel, or labor. In the
adjustment columns of the Comptroller's report, each category of adjustment
must be distinguished by some method. A simple means to distinguish
between adjustments, iF to draw circles around travel amounts, boxes around
labor amounts, and leave purchase amounts unmarked. To determine the
total travel adjustment, add all circled amounts in the plus column and
subtract all circled amounts in the minus column. The resulting figure
should be recorded at the bottom of the columns and labeled travel
adjustment. Repeat this procedure for labor (boxed) and purchases (not
marked). To check the accuracy of these figures, sum the total travel, labor,
and purchase adjustments and
compare the result with the sum of the adjustments obtained by totaling the
amounts in both columns.

b. Determine the adjusted total for the Comptroller's report.
Adjust the totals on the report for discrepancies detected in the Comptroller's
records.
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c. Determine the amount of unposted transactions. This is
analogous to determining the dollar amount of outstanding checks when
balancing a checkbook. In each section of the local ledger, sum the amounts
of the transactions that have not posted to the Comptroller's report.
Obligations should be enter as positive and cancellations as negative. These
transactions are identified by scanning the "OBL" column. If the "OBL" is
blank, the transaction has not appeared on the Comptroller's report. These
transactions should correspond to the documents that remain in the pending
file.

d. Balance each section of the ledger. For each section of the local
ledger, take the balance of the section and add or subtract the corresponding
adjustment from the adjustment columns on the Comptroller's report. Care
should be taken that the adjustment is made in the right direction, i.e., a
positive adjustment is a reduction in the account balance. Next, take the
adjusted balance from the Comptroller's report and subtract the amount
oftotals are the same for al outstanding documents determined in
subparagraph 4 above. If both of these 1 purchases, travel, and labor, the
account is in balance. If the account does not balance, an error was made.

4. Posting adjusting entries. Once the account is balanced, the adjustments
may be "batch" posted to the local ledger. Entries should be made to the
adjustment pages of the purchase, travel, and labor sections of the local ledger.
Individual reference entries should be made to the original ledger entries of each
transaction that made up the total adjustment. Sample entries are shown in
Figure 14.11.
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Figure 14.11 "Batch Adjustment" Entries

5. Taking necessary follow-up action. The final steps in the reconciliation
process involve the following:

a. Send a memorandum to the Comptroller Department indicating the
discrepancies detected in the Comptroller's report. The memorandum usually
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references the phone conversation with the analyst and is sent to ensure that
corrective action is taken.

b. Take the following actions to identify delinquent transactions:
(1) Delinquent Obligations. Scan the "OBL" column of the local
ledger for transactions which have not posted. Examine the date of
the transaction to determine if it is delinquent. If the transaction
should have posted, the reasons for it not posting should be
researched.

(2) Delinquent Orders. Delinquent orders are goods and services
that have been ordered, but have not been received within a
reasonable amount of time. Although the status of orders should be
monitored on a routine basis, the reconciliation process presents an
excellent opportunity to identify and research these items. Identify
delinquent orders by scanning the "REC'D" block.
(3) Delinquent Expenditures. Delinquent expenditures are
transactions involving goods received which have not been paid for
within a reasonable amount of time. The government usually pays
invoices approximately 30 days after the receipt of goods. Allowing for
this 30 day period and the cutoff date of the monthly accounting
report, any purchases that appear delinquent might warrant research,
especially for high dollar amounts. Identify delinquent expenditures by
scanning the "F/E" and "REC'D" columns of the local ledger.

Year-end/Closeout Procedures.

Perhaps the most critical time to have an accurate account balance is near the end
of the fiscal year. Because funds are about to expire, a cost center must be careful not to
over-obligate funds or let unused funds go to waste. The following procedures will help to
ensure the most efficient use of funds near the end of the fiscal year:

1. Validate Undelivered Orders (UDO). The UDO file should be reviewed
near the end of the fiscal year. Contact the vendor and/or the Supply Department
to determine if the goods have been shipped or if the order has been cancelled. If
the vendor is unable to deliver the goods, notify the Supply Department to cancel
the order and re-obligate the funds. Any orders cancelled after the fund authority
expires cannot be re-obligated.

2. Monitor Travel Obligations. During the last quarter of the fiscal year,
estimates for travel orders should be closely monitored. Estimated travel costs are
normally "ballpark" figures, which may vary considerably from the actual settlement
amounts. Near the end of the fiscal year, this variance may result in an over or
under obligation of funds. Cost centers, therefore, should improve their efforts
during this period to more accurately estimate travel costs.

3. Reconcile Records. Records should be reconciled every month. Near the
end of the fiscal year, the Comptroller Department is occupied in closing out the
School's accounts; providing assistance to the cost centers in resolving account
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discrepancies which occurred earlier in the year is highly unlikely. In other words,
don't wait until the end of the fiscal year to reconcile your books! W

Closeout Procedures.

While accounting records are usually maintained for a 36 month period, after
the year-end report in October, the Comptroller ceases to provide monthly
accounting reports for any previous fiscal year's accounts. Without these reports
the cost centers can no longer verify the expenditure of funds. Cost centers,
however, may still monitor their outstanding orders and should continue to
maintain their UDO files until all outstanding orders have been delivered. As
discussed in Chapter 3 funds that remain in an obligated status after the two year
expenditure availability period lapsed into the 'M" account and remain in suspense
until obligated. Having funds lapse is frowned upon and cost centers should make
every effort to have goods delivered and expended to preclude prior year funds from
lapsing.
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CHAPTER 15

UNDERSTANDING
the

COMPTROLLER'S MONTHLY REPORT

Introduction.

The Comptroller Department produces a monthly report which reflects the financial
information contained in the official records held by the Navy Regional Finance Center,
Washington, D.C. The report is usually produced by the 3' of each month and
distributed to the cost centers for the reconciliation of local memorandum accounting
records. This Chapter provides a detailed explanation of how to interpret the information
contained in the report.

How to Read the Comptroller's Monthly Report.

Due to differences in accounting procedures between reimbursable and OPTAR
accounts, the Comptroller's monthly report is produced in one of two formats; the Monthly
OPTAR Report or the Reimbursable Report.

Report Title Accounts involved

Monthly OPTAR Report Department Operating Funds (OPTAR)
Indirect Cost Account
Direct Funded Research (DFR)
Chair Account (Honorary position)

Reimbursable Report Reimbursable Research Accounts
Other Reimbursable Accounts

Some cost centers may have accounts that require personnel to be familiar with
both report formats; others will require familiarity with only one. Both formats are
similar; the major difference being the incorporation of labor costs into reimbursable
accounts. The following paragraphs explain how to read each of these reports.

Monthly OPTAR Report.

The Monthly OPTAR Report, illustrated in Figure 15.1, can be divided into three
basic parts: account identification, account status, mind transaction information.

1. Account Identification. The upper left portion of the report provides basic
identifying information, i.e., the account holder, the location of account holder,
authorized serial and document numbers, and the assigned budget analyst.
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2. Account Status. The account status, located in the upper right portion of
the report, shows the funds authorized, funds obligated and the remaining, or
unobligated, balance in the account. As funds spent on travel are restricted, the
account is subdivided into travel and OPTAR (other than travel) amounts.
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Figure 15.1 Monthly OPTAR Report

3. Transaction Information. The transaction information section provides
detailed accounting information on transactions that have posted to the
Comptroller's records. Transactions are sorted on the report by document number
and grouped by document type, e.g., "RQ" for open purchases, "TO" for travel
orders, etc.

The contents in each column of the report are described below:

COLUMN TITLE COLUMN CONTENTS

DOC# This column reflects the document number and
Accounting Classification Reference Number (ACRN)
used to identify each transaction.

JO# This column reflects the Job Order Number used by
the accounting system to identify the category of
expens.
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PURCHASE This column is used to provide a description of the
ORDER transaction. For open purchase transactions, it reflects

the purchase order number. For other transactions, it
indicates the source of supply or the name of the
traveler.

T/C This column identifies-ben status of the transaction.
The codes are:

CO = Cancelled Order
540 = Obligation

1510 = Obligation (Accounts Payable)
610 = Final Expenditure

TRAVEL This column is used to record the original estimate of
ORIG AMT travel cost. The amounts are adjusted to reflect

amendments to the original orders. The amounts do
not change, however, as a result of cancelling the
original orders or for differences in the amount of final
expenditure.

TRAVEL This column is a calculation column. The figures
OBLJEXP represent the amounts actually being charged against

the account and sum to the total travel obligated.
The amounts are adjusted for amendments,
cancellations, and final expenditure differences.

OPTAR This column is used to record the amount of the
ORIG AMT original purchase obligation. Amounts in this column

retain their integrity, that is, amounts do not change
as a result of subsequent information, such as, price
changes, cancellations, or final expenditure differences.

OPTAR This column is a calculation column. The figures
OBLJEXP represent the amounts actually being charged against

the account and sum to the total OPTAR obligated.
The amounts are adjusted for price changes,
cancellations, and final expenditure differences.

EXPENDED The figures in this column represent funds paid,
AMOUNT disbursed, or transferred.

For any transaction, if an amount in this column
equals an amount in one of the "OBL/EXP" columns,
then the transaction is a final expenditure, that is,
"paid in full".
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If the amount in this column is less than the amount
in the "OBLIEXP" column, then the payment is a
partial payment and the transaction remains in an
obligated status.

If the amount in this column exceeds the "OBLEXP"
amount, it is considerle an over-expenditure and is
pending research by the Comptroller Department. The
amount-fn the "OBI/EXP" column will remain as an
oblIgation, until the Comptroller makes an adjustment
to either the "OBL/EXP" amount or the "EXPENDED
AMOUNT'.

UNPAID The amount in this column is the difference between
BALANCE the "OBL/EXP" amount and the "EXPENDED

AMOUNT'.

Reimbursable Report.

Like the Monthly OPTAR Report, the Reimbursable Report can be divided into
three basic parts: account identification, account status, and transaction information. The
Reimbursable Report is depicted in
Figure 15.2.
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Figure 15.2 Reirtbutrsables Report

1. Account Identification. The upper left portion of the report provides basic
identifying information, i.e., the job order number, the account holder, the location
of account holder, the purpose of the account and the assigned budget ainalyst. It
is important to note the expiration date, which may or may not correspond to the
end of the fiscal year.
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2. Account Status. The account status, located in the upper right portion of
the report, shows funds authorized, funds obligated, and the remaining, or
unobligated, balance in the account. Since reimbursable accounts may be charged
with labor costs, and may contain a travel ceiling, they are divided into three
authorized amounts; labor, travel and OPTAR.

3. Transaction Information. The transaction information section provides.,
detailed accounting information on transactions that have posted to the
Comptroller's records. Transactionsare sorted on the report, by document number,,
and grouped by document type, e.g., "RQ" for open purchases, "TO" for travel
orders, etc.

The contents in each column of the report are described below:

COLUMN TITLE COLUMN CONTENTS

DOC# This column reflects the document number and
ACCRN Accounting Classification Reference Number (ACRN)

used to identify each transaction.

P.O.#/DOV# This column is used to provide a description of the
transaction. For open purchase transactions, it reflects
the purchase order number. For other transactions, it
indicates the source of supply, the name of the
traveler or the pay period ended.

LABOR This column is a calculation column. It is used to
OBL/EXP record the labor charges computed using the

appropriate acceleration rate. These expenses should
be considered a final expenditure. If they are
erroneous, contact the budget analyst. The amounts
sum to the "LABOR CHARGED TO DATE" amount in
the account status section.

TRAVEL This column is used to record the original estimate of
ORIG AMT travel cost. The amounts are adjusted to reflect

amendments to the original orders. The amounts do
not change, however, as a result of cancelling the i
original orders or for differences in the amount of final
expenditure.

TRAVEL This column is a calculation column. The figures
OBL/EXP represent the amounts actually being charged against

the account and sum to the total travel obligated.
The amounts are adjusted for amendments,
cancellations, and final expenditure differences.
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OPTAR This column is used to record the amount of the
ORIG AMT original purchase obligation. Amounts in this column

retain their integrity, that is, amounts do not change
as a result of subsequent information, such as, price
changes, cancellations, or final expenditure differences.

OPTAR This column is a calcurafion column. The figures
OBL/EXP represent the amounts actually being charged against

the account and sum to the total OPTAR obligated.
ThWamounts are adjusted for price changes,
cancellations, and final expenditure differences.

EXPENDED The figures in this column represent funds paid,
AMOUNT disbursed or transferred, for TRAVEL and OPTAR

transactions only. Labor costs post to the "LABOR
OBL/EXP" column as a final expenditure and are not
reflected in this column.

For any transaction, if an amount in this column
equals an amount in the "TRAVEL OBL/EXP" or
"OPTAR OBL/EXP" columns, then the transaction is a
final expenditure, that is, "paid in full".

If the amount in this column is less than the amount
in either the "TRAVEL OBLEXP" or "OPTAR
OBL/EXP" columns, then the payment is a partial
payment and the transaction remains in a obligated
status.

If the amount in this column exceeds the amount in
either the "TRAVEL OBL/EXP" or "OPTAR OBL/EXP"
columns, it is considered an over-expenditure and is
pending research by the Comptroller Department. The
amount in the "TRAVEL OBL/EXP" and "OPTAR
OBL/EXP" columns will remain as obligations, until
the Comptroller makes the necessary adjustments.

UNPAID The amount in this column is the difference between
BALANCE the amounts in the respective "OBL/EXP" columns

(excluding LABOR) and the "EXPENDED AMOUNT".

Interpreting the Comptroller's Monthly Report.

To interpret the Comptroller's Monthly Report, an understanding of how
information is entered into the report is required. The most important thing in
interpreting the report, is that the "OBL/EXP" block is the actual amount being charged
against the account. To understand and interpret the report, familiarity with the
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functions of three columns is necessary; the "ORIG" column (whether Travel or OPTAR),
the "OBL/EXP" column, and the "EXPENDED" column.

The Comptroller enters an initial obligation into the "ORIG" column and the
"OBL/EXP" column. It is entered in the "ORIG" column to record the original amount of
the obligation. The figures in this column do not change, except in the case of an
amendment to travel orders where the obligation is adjusted for the amount of the
amendment. The obligation is entered in the "OBL/EXP" column to charge the account,
as this is a calculation column.

Any subsequent change to an obligation, such as a price change, is recorded in the
"OBIEXP" column. The amount in the "ORIG" column retains its integrity, i.e., it is not
changed.

Expenditures post to the "EXPENDED" column of the Comptroller's report. If the
amount entered in the "EXPENDED" column agrees with the "OBL/EXP" column, then the
transaction is a final expenditure. However, if the amount entered in the "EXPENDED"
column does not agree with the "OBL/EXP" column, then an expenditure difference exists.
Expenditure differences are common for travel transactions, due to the difficulty in
estimating actual travel expenses. Expenditure differences for purchases, are usually the
result of discounts offered by the supplier for early payment. The Comptroller researches
expenditure differences that exceed $10. If the expenditure difference is less than $10, or
if it is greater than $10 and the Comptroller determines the differences to be valid, then
the "OBL/EXP" is adjusted to agree with the "EXPENDED" amount.

Some examples of amounts that might appear on the Comptroller's report (and
their interpretation) are shown in the table below:

ORIG OBL/EXP EXPENDEDPROBABLE EXPLANATION

100.00 100.00 Obligation

100.00 95.00 Price change - $5.00, account charged $95.00

100.00 100.00 54.00 Partial payment; unresearched expenditure
difference, account charged $100.00

100.00 100.00 129.00 Unresearched expenditure difference, account
charged $100.00

100.00 98.00 98.00 Discount of 2%, final expenditure, account
charged $98.00

100.00 134.00 134.00 Researched expenditure difference, account
charged $134.00
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Glossary.ACCELERATED LABOR RATE - Labor expense recorded in such a manner that as an
employee works one straight time hour, the expense will equal the employee's actual
wage, plus an "acceleration" percentage to cover the cost of anticipated leave and fringe
benefits.

ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATION - A code used to provide a uniform system of
accumulating and reporting information related to public voucher disbursement&/refunds.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE - Amounts due the public, or other U.S. Government agencies,
for material and service received, wages earned, and fringe benefits unpaid. This may
include amounts billed, or billable, under contracts for progress payments, earnings of
contractors held back, or amounts due upon actual deliveries of goods and services.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE - Amounts due from debtors on open accounts. Under
appropriated funds, amounts due from debtors for reimbursements earned or for
appropriation refunds el e.

ACCRUAL ACCOUNTING - Accrual accounting rerognizes, in the books and records of
account, the significant and accountable aspects of financial transactions, or events, as
they occur. Under this basis, the accounting system provides a current systematic record
of changes in assets, liabilities and sources of funds resulting from the incurrence of
obligations and costs and expenses, the earning of revenues, the receipts and disbursement
of cash, and other financial transactions.

ACTIVITY/SUBACTIVITY GROUP (AG/SAG) - Basic purpose for which an activity
proposes to spend money (i.e., Station Operations, F3).

ADMINISTERING OFFICE (Major Claimant) - The office, bureau, systems command, or
headquarters assigned responsibility for budgeting, accounting, reporting, and controlling
obligations and assigned expenditures for programs financed under appropriation(s) or
subdivisions of an appropriation. The responsibility is assigned by the "Responsible
Office."

ADMINISTRATIVE LIMITATION - A limitation imposed within an administrative
agency upon the use of an appropriation or other fund having the same effect as a fund
subdivision in the control of obligations and expenditures.

AGENCY - Any department, office, commission, authority, administration, board,
Government-owned corporation, or other independent establishment of any branch of the
Government of the United States.

ALLOCATION - An authorization, by a designated official of a component of the
Department of Defense, making funds available within a prescribed amount to an
operating agency for the purpose of making allotments (i.e.. the first subdivision of an
apportionment).

ALLOTMENT - The authority, expressed in terms of a specific amount of funds, granted
by competent authority to commit, obligate and expend funds for a particular purpose.
Funds designated for general operations were previously provided as Operating Budgets
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(OPBUD). The term Operating Budget has been eliminated and allotments now refer to
any appropriated funds distributed to a Fund Administering Activity

Each allotment's funds must be separately accounted for. Obligation and
expenditure of the funds may not exceed the amount specified in the allotment, and the
purpose for which the authorization is made must be adhered to. All allotments must be
accounted for until the appropriation lapses, or until all obligations are liquidated,
whichever occurs first.

ANNUAL/ONE YEAR APPROPRIATION - An appropriation available for incurring
obligations only during the fiscal year specified in the Appropriation Act.

ANTI-DEFICIENCY ACT, 31 UNITED STATES CODE 1341, 49-50; 1512-14, 17-19
(formerly part of Section 3679, Revised Statutes) - The salient features of this Act
include:

(1) Prohibitions against authorizing or incurring obligations or expenditures in excess of
amounts apportioned by the Office of Management and Budget or in excess of
amounts permitted by agency regulations;

(2) Establishment of procedures for determining the responsibility for violations and for
reporting violations to the President, through the Office of Management and
Budget, and to the Congress;

(3) Provisions for penalties that may include removal from office, a $5,000 fine, or
imprisonment for two years; and

(4) Requirements for the apportionment of appropriations, funds or contract authority.

APPEAL - Alternative term for reclama; usually used in communications with
congressional committees.

APPORTIONMENT - A determination made by the Office of Management and Budget,
which limits the amount of obligations or expenditures which may be incurred during a
specified time period (normally by fiscal year quarters for O&M,N funds). An
apportionment may limit all obligations to be incurred during the specified period or it
may limit obligations to be incurred for a specific activity, function, project, object, or a
combination thereof.

APPROPRIATION - A part of an appropriation act providing a specific amount of funds
to be used for designated purposes. Appropriations are divided into budget activities and
further divided into subactivities, programs, projects and elements of expense.

APPROPRIATION ACT - An act under the jurisdiction of an appropriations committee,
which provides funds for federal programs. There are 13 regular appropriation acts.
Congress also passes supplemental appropriation acts when required.

APPROPRIATION LIMITATION - A statutory limitation within an appropriation which
cannot be exceeded by incurring obligations or expenditures.

APPROVED PROGRAMS - Resources or data reflected in the latest Five Year Defense
Piog-aw (FYDP).
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*ASSETS - Anything owned having monetary value. Property, both real and personal,
including notes, accounts, and accrued earnings or revenues receivable; and cash or its
equivalent.

AUDIT - The systematic examination of records and documents to determine:

(1) Adequacy and effectiveness of budgeting, accounting, financial and related policies
and procedures;

(2) Compliance with applicable statutes, regulations, policies and prescribed procedures;

(3) Reliability, accuracy and completeness of financial and administrative records and
reports; and

(4) The extent to which funds and other resources are properly protected and
effectively used.

AUTHORIZATION - Basic substantive legislation enacted by Congress that sets up, or
continues, the legal operation of a federal program or agency. Such legislation is normally
a prerequisite for subsequent appropriations, but does not usually provide budget
authority.

AUTHORIZATION ACCOUNTING ACTIVITY - An activity designated by the

Comptroller of the Navy to perform accounting for another shore activity.

BALANCED BUDGET - A budget in which receipts are equal to or greater than outlays.

BASE YEAR - Fiscal year basis of cost estimates.

BUDGET - A plan of operations for a fiscal period in terms of:

(1) Estimated costs, obligations and expenditures;
(2) Source of funds for financing including anticipated reimbursements and other

resources; and
(3) History and workload data for the projected programs and activities.

BUDGET AMENDMENT - A proposal submitted to the Congress by the President after
his formal budget transmittal, but prior to completion of appropriation action by the
Congress, that revises his previous budget request.

BUDGET AUTHORITY - Authority provided by law to enter into obligations which
generally result in immediate or future outlays of Government funds. The basic forms of
budget authority are: appropriations, contract authority and borrowing authority.

BUDGET CALL - Budget planning guidance provided from higher authority, down the
chain of command.

BUDGET DEFICIT - The amount by which the Government's budget outlays exceed its
budget receipts for any given period. Deficits are financed primarily by borrowing from
the public.
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BUDGET EXECUTION - The accomplishment of the plan prepared during budget
formulation. It is the process established to achieve the most effective, efficient, and
economical use of financial resources in carrying out the program for which the funds
were approved.

BUDGET FORMULATION - A process which incorporates those actions performed in the
development, review, justification and presentation of budget estimates.

BUDGET PROJECTS - Commodity groups for navy stock fund material.

BUDGET REQUEST - The actual budget that is submitted up the, chain of command.

BUDGET SURPLUS () OR DEFICIT (-) - The difference between budget receipts and
outlays.

BUDGET YEAR - The year following the current fiscal year for which the budget
estimate is prepared. For example, if the current fiscal year is Fiscal Year 1989, the
budget year would be Fiscal Year 1990.

CEILING - A maximum amount of an appropriation imposed by Congress which is
designated for a specific purpose, (i.e., travel funding).

CIVIL SERVICE - The term commonly used to describe service performed for the federal
government by employed civilians who have competitively attained their positions and who
may gain tenure by continuing satisfactory performance.

CIVILIAN PERSONNEL CEILING - Maximum number of civilians which may be
employed full-time as determined by appropriate authority. The full-time equivalent of
part-time employment, expressed in man-months, is included in the ceiling.

CLOSED APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT - An appropriation account, the balance of
which has been transferred to the Successor "M" Account or to surplus. The appropriation
recorded in the account is lapsed.

COMMITMENT - A firm administrative reservation of funds based upon firm
procurement directives, orders, requisitions, authorizations to issue travel orders, or
requests which authorize the recipient to create obligations without further recourse to the
official responsible for certifring the availability of funds. The act of entering into a
commitment is usually the first step in the process of spending available funds. The
effect of entering into a commitment and the ,ecording of that commitment on the records
of the allotment is to reserve funds for future obligations. A commitment is subject to
cancellation by the approving authority if it is not already obligated. Commitments are
not required under O&M appropriations.

COMMON SERVICE - Nonreimbursable service that has been directed or agreed upon
between or among DOD components at the deportment level.
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V COMMON USE FACILITY - A building or structure in which space is used concurrently
by both supplier and receiver.

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION ON THE BUDGET - A resolution passed by both
Houses of Congress, but not requiring the signature of the President; sets forth, reaffirms
or revises specified congressional budget totals, for the federal government, for a fiscal
year.

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET - The budget as set forth by Congress in a concurrent
resolution on the budget. These resolutions include:

(1) The appropriate level of total budget outlays and total new budget authority;
(2) An estimate of budget outlays and new budget authority for each major functional

category; for contingencies, and for other categories;
(3) The amount of the surplus or deficit in the budget (if any);
(4) The recommended level of federal revenues; and
(5) The appropriate level of the public debt.

CONSIGNMENTS (PREVIOUSLY UNFILLED REQUISITIONS) - The Request for
Contractual Procurement (NAVCOMPT Form 2276) which does not obligate the requestor's
funds until the copy of the procurement document is received.

CONSOLIDATED GUIDANCE - Annual guidance issued by the Secretary of Defense
which provides policy guidance, specific programming guidarce and fiscal constraints that
must be observed by the military departments, defense agencies, and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff in the formulation of force structures and five year defense programs, and by the
Secretary of Defense staff in reviewing proposed programs.

CONTINUING OR NO-YEAR APPROPRIATION - An appropriation which is available
for incurring obligations for an indefinite period of time. Revolving funds are included in
this classification.

CONTINUING RESOLUTION - Congressional action to provide budget authority for
specific ongoing activities when the regular fiscal year Appropriation Act has not been
enacted by the beginning of the fiscal year. The continuing resolution usually specifies a
maximum rate at which the agency may incur obligations and is sometimes based on the
rate of spending of the prior year.

CONTROL NUMBERS - Planning limits provided by a major claimant or a local
comptroller to a subordinate activity or department, providing an estimate of the next
year's resources.

COST ACCOUNT - Accounts established to classify transactions, according to the purpose
of the transactions. Cost
account codes are also used to identify uniformly the contents of management reports.

COST ACCOUNT CODES (CAC) - An accounting classification which states specific
aspects of functions (i.e., Purchased Electricity [83501).
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COST ACCOUNTING - Provides information as to who has spent resources and for what i
purpose.

COST-BASED BUDGET - A budget based on the cost of goods and services actually to
be received during a given period whether paid for before the end of the period or not.
Not to be confused with an expenditure-based budget, which is based on the cost of goods
and services received and actually paid for.

COST CENTER - A cost center is a subdivision of a field activity or a fund
administering activity. An individual cost center is a group of homogenous service
functions, processes, machines, produt lines, professional and/or technical sills, etc. It is
an organizational entity for which identification of costs is desired and which is amenable
to cost control through one responsible supervisor.

CROSS SERVICE - Support performed by one activity for which payment is required
from the activity receiving the support.

CURRENT YEAR - The fiscal year in progress.

DEFERRAL OF BUDGET AUTHORITY - An action of the President that temporarily
withholds, delays or precludes the obligation or expenditure of budget authority. A
deferral must be reported by the President to Congress in a deferral message. The
deferral can be overturned if either house passes a resolution disapproving it. A deferral
may not extend beyond the end of the fiscal year in which the message reporting it is
transmitted to Congress.

DEFICIENCY APPROPRIATION - An act passed after a fiscal year has expired, to
increase funds available so that the appropriation has a positive balance, and can lapse to
the successor, or "M" account.

DEOBLIGATION - A downward adjustment of previously recorded obligations. This may
be -ttributable to cancellation of a project or contract, price revisions or corrections of
amounts previously recorded as obligations.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY FIVE-YEAR PROGRAM (DNFYP) - The Navy's
official programming document, this publication consists of volumes or booklets and
displays the Navy's portion of the Five-Year Defense Program (FYDP). SECDEF approved
forces, manpower and financial data are given for each Navy Program Element for the
current, budget and program years.

DIRECT COSTS - Direct costs are cost incurred directly for and are readily identifiable
to specific work or work assignments.

DIRECT REIMBURSABLE - One of two types of Reimbursable Work Orders (RWOs)
which become part of an activity's gross operating budget. This type includes RWOs for
nonrecurring products, or services which are not part of providing for the activity's
mission, and for which no regular work units are budgeted. The exact cost of the product
service will be charged to the RWO from the receiving activity.
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Glossary. DISBURSEMENTS - In budgetary usage, gross disbursements represent the amount of
checks issued, cash or other payment made less refunds received. Net disbursements
represent gross disbursements less income collected and credited to the appropriation or
fund account, such as amounts received for goods and services provided.

DOD PLANNING/PROGRAMLING/BUDGETING SYSTEM (PPBS) - An integrated
system for the establishment, maintenance and revision of the FYDP and the DOD
budget.

ECONOMY ACT ORDER - An order executed for materials, work or services to be
furnished by one activity for another under the authority and limitations of the Economy
Act (31 U.S. Code 1535).

EXECUTION - The operation of carrying out a program as contained in the approved
budget. Often referred to as "Budget Execution."

EXPENDITURE - A charge against available funds. It is evidenced by voucher, claim, or
other document approved by competent authority. Expenditure represents the actual
payment of funds.

EXPENDITURE AVAILABILITY PERIOD - The expenditure availability period begins
upon completion of the obligational availability period. It lasts two years, during which
the accounting records must be maintained and no new obligations may be created.

EXPENSES - Costs of operation and maintenance of activities on the accrual accounting
basis. Expenses include, but are not limited to, the cost of:

(1) civilian personnel services;
(2) military personnel services;
(3) supplies and material consumed or applied;
(4) travel and transportation of personnel;
(5) rental of facilities and equipment;
(6) equipment (having a value of less than $15,000) and
(7) services received (purchased utilities, leased communications, printing and

reproduction, and other). The cost of minor construction of a value of $200,000 or
less is included as an expense.

EXPENSE ELEMENT - An expense element identifies the type of resource being
consumed in the functional/subfunctional category or program element. These are listed
and defined by NAVCOMPT Manual, Volume 2.

EXPENSE LIMITATION - The financial authority issued by a claimant to an
intermediate level of command is an expense limitation. Amounts therein are available
for issuance of operating budgets to fund administering activity.

EXPENSF TYPE APPROPRIATIONS - Appropriations that finance the cost of ongoing
operations. Within DOD they are normally broken down into two main subcategories:
operations and maintenance, and military personnel.
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EXPIRED APPROPRIATION - An appropriation which is no longer available for
obligation, but is still available for disbursement to liquidate existing obligation.

FENCES - Explicit limitations (ceilings and floors) on uses of funds provided in the
appropriation act by Congress.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION PROCESSING CENTER (FIPC) - A financial services
organization whose mission is to provide authorization accounting and reporting for:
operating budgets and allotments, commercial bill paying, disbursing, civilian payroll,
plant property accounting and financial reporting of cash transactions for customer
activities.

FISCAL YEAR (FY) - Accounting period beginning 1 October and ending 30 September
of the following year. The fiscal year is designated by the calendar year in which it ends.
Fiscal Year 1990 begins on 1 October 1989 and ends 30 September 1990.

FISCAL POLICY - Federal policies on taxes, spending and debt management, intended to
promote the nation's goals, particularly with respect to employment, gross national
product, inflation and balance of payments. The budget process is a major vehicle for
determining and implementing fiscal policy.

FIVE-YEAR DEFENSE PROGRAM (FYDP) - The FYDP summarizes all approved
programs of the entire Department of Defense. Resources or inputs required for five years
are combined with military outputs of programs for the same period. The FYDP is
expressed in terms of programs, program elements and resource categories.

1. Mission Operations
2. Administration
3. Supply Operations
4. Maintenance of Material
5. Property Disposal
6. Medical Operations
7. Base Services
8. Maintenance of Real Property
9. Utility Operations

10. Other Engineering Support
11. Minor Construction
12. Personal Support

FIXED PRICE (FP) - A dollar amount upon which two government activities agree that
a service will cost. Once agree, the service must be provided by the servicing activity at
that price regardless of what it costs the servicing activity to perform the service. The
purpose of such pricing is to reduce accounting costs. Such prices should not be based
upon "ball park estimates," only upon knowledge of the total job. A form of fixed price is
a unit rate per hour, day or month charged for Materials Handling Equipment (MHE) or
service. Such unit rates are computed at least semi-annually upon a basis of actual cost.
It may be a Reimbursable Work Order (RWO) accepted for a stated amount to be billed
upon completion of the RWO. Expenses incurred in excess of, or for less than, the agreed
amount will constitute a gain or loss to the performing Expense Operating Budget.
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* FLOOR - A minimum amount of an appropriation imposed by Congress which is
designated for a specific purpose, (i.e., Maintenance of Real Property).

FRINGE BENEFITS (FRINGE) - The cost of the government's share of a civilian
employee's retirement, life insurance, health insurance, social security, and thrift savings
plans.

FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION - A system of classifying budget resources by major
purpose so that budget authority, outlays and credit activities can be related in terms of
the national needs being addressed (e.g., national defense, health) regardless of the agency
administering the program. A function may be divided into two or more subfunctions,
depending upon the complexity of the national need addressed by that function.

FUNCTIONAL MANAGER - A person (manager) responsible for a specific area, such as
Financial Inventory, Stock Material Sales, Housing and Utility Costs, Flying Hour Costs,
Ship Overhaul, Steaming Hour Reports, et-

FUNCTIONAL/SUBFUNCTIONAL CATEGORY (FISFC) - Subfunctional categories are
more detailed grouping within the functional category grouping. They are used to
accumulate expenses separately for various functions encompassed by a single functional
category. Combined they provide a classification which states what functions will be
performed (i.e., Administration [D1]).

FUND ADMINISTERING ACTIVITY (FAA) - Refer to Responsibility Center.

FUND AVAILABILITY - The amount of obligational authority in a fund or fund
subdivision.

FUND SUBDIVISION - A segment of an appropriation or other fund, created by funding
action as an administrative means of controlling obligations and expenditures within an
agency.

FUNDED REIMBURSEMENT - A reimbursement in which the performing activity
receives a written order.

GENERAL EXPENSES - Costs incurred by general cost centers which are not incurred
for, and are not readily identifiable with, specific direct job orders and which are not
included in the indirect expense of the direct cost centers.

GENERAL LEDGER - The general ledger is the book of accounts in which all accounting
entries are ultimately summarized. It is maintained by an authorization accounting
activity for each operating budget/allotment holder. It is designed so that summary
reports of all financial transactions can be readily prepared for management.

GROSS ADJUSTED OBLIGATIONS - The sum of all liquidated and unliquidated
obligations.
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GROSS DISBURSEMENTS - Represents the amount of checks issued, cash or other
payments made, less funds received.

HOST ACTIVITY - The activity that provides facilities to another activity and may
supply services.

IMPOUNDMENT - Any action or inaction by an officer or employee of the Federal
Government that precludes the obligation or expenditure of budget authority provided by
the Congress.

IMPREST FUND - Fixed amount of cash used to make minor expenditures for local
commercial purposes. Payments from the fund are reimbursed from time to time to
maintain a fixed amount in the fund.

INCREMENTAL FUNDING - Providing budget authority for those obligations which are
expected to be incurred in a given fiscal year.

INDIRECT EXPENSE - Indirect expenses are costs incurred by direct cost centers which
are not incurred directly for and are not readily identifiable with specific job orders
established for the accomplishment of assigned work.

INDUSTRIAL FUND - A revolving fund established at industrial type activities, where
products or services are provided to external users. The purpose of the fund is to provide
a more effective means of controlling costs; establish a flexible means for financing,
budgeting and accounting; encourage the creation of buyer-seller relationships; place
budgeting and accounting on a more commercial basis; and encourage cross-servicing
between military departments. Charges to the fund are made for procurement of
materials, services and labor. The fund is reimbursed by proceeds from the sale of
products and services.

INDUSTRIAL PLANT EQUIPMENT - Equipment with a value of at least $5,000 that
cuts, abrades, bends or otherwise reshapes or reforms materials.

INPUT BUDGETING - A budgetary method which focuses on the cost of the objects or
inputs.

INTEGRATED DISBURSING AND ACCOUNTING (IDA) - Processing system designed
to improve the Navy's current accounting and disbursing systems. The IDA system
incorporates the use of integrated data bases for concurrent accounting and expensing
transactions.

INTERNAL AUDIT - The independent appraisal activity within an organization for the
review of the accounting, financial,
and related operations as a basis for protective and constructive services to management.

INTERSERVICE SUPPORT - Support provided by one Federal Agency, or subdivision
thereof, to another Federal Agency, or subdivision thereof, when at least one of the
participating agencies or subdivisions is the Department of Defense, or a DOD component.
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Glossary. INTRASERVICE SUPPORT - Action on the part of one activity to provide support to
another activity within the same DOD component or other federal agency.

INVESTMENT-TYPE APPROPRIATIONS - Appropriations for investment type items as
opposed to ongoing operations. The investment category is essentially split into two areas:
procurement and military construction.

INVOICE - This term includes contractor requests for payment, travel claims and other
miscellaneous vouchers.

INVOICE CERTIFICATION - Invoice certification (also called receipt certification) is a
statement placed on an invoice, or a receiving document related to an invoice, certifying
that the goods or services were received.

JOB ORDER - Two definitions are used:

(1) A formal instruction to perform certain work according to specifications, estimates,
etc.;

(2) Descriptive of a cost system whereby costs are accumulated by job orders.

JOINT USE FACILITY - A separate building or structure that is occupied jointly, when
specific space has been designated for the sole use of each of the occupants.

LABOR DISTRIBUTION - The vehicle which transfers the actual cost of labor to the job
order cost accounting system.

LABOR DISTRIBUTION CARD - A card which identifies hours spent day by day for
each job order applicable to their effort.

LAPSED APPROPRIATION - An appropriation whose undisbursed balance is no longer
available for disbursement, as the two year expenditure availability period has ended.

LIABILITIES - Amounts of money owed to others for goods and services received, or fo-
assets acquired. Liabilities include accrued amounts earned, but not yet due for payment,
and progress payments due to contractors.

LIMITATION - A statutory restriction within an appropriation, or other authorization, or
fund which establishes the maximum amount which may be used for specific purposes.

LIQUIDATED OBLIGATION - An obligation that is matched with an expenditure.

MAJOR CLAIMANT/SUBCLAIMANT (Administering Office) - A major claimant is a
bureau/office/command/headquarters which is designated as an administering office under
the Operation and Maintenance appropriations in NAVCOMPT Manual, Volume 2,
Chapter 2. Navy major claimants receive appropriated allocations directly from the Chief
of Naval Operations Fiscal Management Division (OP-82). Subclaimants are
bureaus/offices/ commands designated as administering office which receive a subclaimant
allocation from a major claimant.
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MARK - Decision by line item indicating a change (usually a decrease) in a budget
request.

MEMORANDUM ACCOUNT - An account, usually stated in financial terms, but not
always a part of the basic double-entry system of accounts, used for obtaining data
required for control, reporting or other purposes.

MIDYEAR REVIEW OF THE BUDGET - A budget execution review to determine the
adequacy of present funding levels, to update unfunded requirements to the next level in
the financial chain-of-command, and to update the budget submission being prepared for
delivery to Congress.

MILSTRIP/MILSTRAP - The Military Standard Requisitioning and Issue Procedures
(MILSTRIP) system provides a standardized language of codes and coding techniques, and
a standard set of forms for requisitioning and issue transactions.

The Military Standard Transaction Reporting and Accounting Procedures
(MILSTRAP) system provides uniform procedures, codes and documents for use in
transmitting receipt, issue, and adjustment data between inventory managers and stock
points in support of supply and financial management.

MINOR NEW CONSTRUCTION - Describes conctruction costing from $1 to $200,000;
however, construction projects costing from $25,000 to $200,000 can only be processed as
Minor Construction if so urgently required that authorization and funding cannot possibly
be delayed for a regular Military Construction (MILCON) program. Projects costing $1 to
$25,000 are always funded by the Navy appropriation for Operation and Maintenance.
Projects costing over $25,000 up to $200,000 will be funded by Navy appropriations for
Military Construction.

MINOR PROPERTY - Navy personal property acquired for immediate use, and having a
unit cost of less than $5,000.

MULTI-YEAR APPROPRIATIONS - Appropriations available for incurring obligations
for a definite period in excess of one fiscal year.

NAVY INDUSTRIAL FUND - A revolving industrial fund which finances industrial and
commercial type activitic.s, that produce and furnish goods or render services to other
activities on a reimbursable basis.

NAVY STOCK FUND - A revolving fund that finances inventory for issues to fleet and
shore units, and is reimbursed by its customers for issues made.

NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY (NOA) - Authority to incur obligations becoming
newly available for a given fiscal year, authorized by current and prior actions of the
Congress.

NONAPPROPRIATED FUNDS - Monies derived from sources other than Congressional
Appropriations, primarily from the sale of goods and services to DOD military and civilian
personnel and their dependents. Used to support or provide essential morale, welfare,
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Glossary. recreational and certain religious and education programs. Another distinguishing
characteristic of these funds is the fact that no accountability for them exists in the fiscal
records of the Treasury of the United States.

OBJECT CLASSIFICATION - A uniform classification identifying the transactions of the
federal government by the nature of the goods or services purchased (i.e., personnel
compensation, supplies and materials, equipment), without regard to the agency involved
or the purpose of the programs for which they are used.

OBLIGATION - A duty to make a future payment of money. The duty is incurred as
soon as an order is placed, or a contract is awarded for the delivery of goods and the
performance of services. It is not necessary that goods actually be delivered, or services
actually be performed, before the obligation is created; neither is it necessary that a bill,
or invoice, be received first. The placement of an order is sufficient. An obligation legally
encumbers a specified sum of money which will require outlay(s) or expenditure(s) in the
future.

OBLIGATION AVAILABILITY PERIOD - Appropriations have a specific obligational
availability period, or duration, which can be grouped as either annual or multi-year.
Generally, the duration of this period is consistent with the funding characteristics of the
appropriation.

OBLIGATIONAL ACCOUNTING - A method of keeping track of the cumulative total of

resources for which authority to spend has been passed for a particular fiscal year.

OBLIGATIONAL AUrHORITY - Three definitions may apply:

(1) An authorization by Act of Congresb to procure goods and services within a
specified amrount by appropriation or other authorization.

(2) The administrative extension of such authority, as by apportionment or funding.
(3) The amount of authority so granted.

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET (OMB) - Established as the Bureau of
Budget by the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921; renamed in 1970. Major functions
include:

(1) Assist the President in preparation of the budget and the formulation of the fiscal
program;

(2) Supervise and control the administration of the budget; and
(3) Aid the President to bring about more efficient and economical conduct of

government service.

OFFSE'TING COLLECTIONS - Moneys received by the government, as a result of
business-type transactions with the public (sale of goods and services), or as a re.:ult of a
payment from one government account to another. Such collections are netted ir,
determining budget outlays.

OFFSETTING RECEIPTS - All collections deposited into receipt accounts that are offset. against budget authority and outlays, rather than reflected as budget receipts in
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computing budget totals. Under current budgetary usage, cash collections not deposited
into receipt accounts (such as revolving fund receipts and reimbursements) are deducted
from outlays at the account level. These transactions are offsetting collections, but are
not classified as "offsetting receipts."

OPEN APPROPRIATION ACCOUNT - An appropriation account, the balance of which
has not been carried to the successor account, or to surplus. The appropriation recorded
in the account may be unexpired or expired.

OPERATING AND SUPPORT COSTS - Those recurring costs associated with operating,
modifying, maintaining, supplying, and supporting a weapon/support system in the DOD
inventory.

OPERATING BUDGET (OB) - An operating budget is the annual budget of an activity
stated in terms of subactivity group codes, functional/subfunctional categories and cost
accounts. It contains estimates of the total value of resources required for the
performance of the mission, including reimbursable work or services for others. It also
includes estimates of workload in terms of total work units identified by cost accounts.
The term "Operating Budget" is now obsolete - refer to "Allotment"

OPERATING BUDGET PLAN - An estimate of monetary needs for a fiscal year,
developed by cost center managers and the activity comptroller by accounting group and
subaccounting group.

OPERATING TARGET (OPTAR) - An administrative, rather that legal, limitation on
expenditures provided to an afloat operating unit or department ashore.

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, NAVY (O&M,N) - An appropriation of funds from
Congress intended to finance the basic day-to-day operation of the fleet, and principal
shore activities of the Navy, issued to Operating Budget (OB) holders for normal expenses
incurred in operating and maintaining an activity.

ORDERING ACTIVITY - An activity which originates a requisition, or order, tor
procurement, production, or performance of work or services by another activity.

OTHER PROCUREMENT, NAVY (OPN) - An appropriation of funds established for the
financing of specialized systems, programs, or activities not funded by O&M,N. OPN
funds are investment type appropriations used for the purchase of major end items of
equipment or other end items of equipment with a unit value of $15,000 or more.

OUTLrAYS - Checks issued, interest accrued on the public debt, or other payments, net of
refunds and reimbursements. Total budget outlays consist of the sum of the outlays from
appropriations and funds in the budget, less receipts.

PAST YEAR - The fiscal year immediately preceding the current year; the last completed
fiscal year.

PERFORMANCE BUDGET - A budget which focuses attention upon the general
character, and relative importance, of the work to be done by taking as its basis the
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Glossary. estimated cost of programs, functions, and projects designed to accomplish the mission.
For example, the cost of a function; that is, operating a rifle range, communications
center, motor pool, etc.; versus the cost of "things"; that is, supplies, equipment, personnel
services, etc.

PERFORMING ACTIVITY - An activity which is responsible for performing work or
services, including the production of material and/or the procurement of goods and services
from other contractors and activities.

PLANNING ESTIMATE/OPERATING TARGET (OPTAR) HOLDER - A planning
estimate/OPTAR Holder is a person granted administrative control of a designated amount
of funds. Planning estimates/OPTARs are issued by operating budget/ allotment holders
to departments, divisions, etc., within a fund administering activity.

PLANT PROPERTY - Navy owned/controlled real and personal property, of a capital
nature, with a value exceeding $5,000. Plant property is located in naval shore
establishments.

PRESIDENT'S BUDGET - The budget for a particular fiscal year; transmitted to the
Congress, by the President, in accordance with the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921, as
amended.

PRINCIPAL ITEMS - A relatively small number of very high cost major end items,
which are procured through investment appropriations and normally managed by a
hardware command. Principal items are normally issued to Navy end users without
charge.

PROGRAM - A combination of program elements designed to express the accomplishment
of a definite objective, or plan. Programs are aggregations of program elements, and, in
turn, aggregate to the total FYDP.

PROGRAM COST CATEGORIES -

(1) Research and Development -
Those program costs primarily associated with Research and Development efforts,
including the development of a new, or improved, capability to the point where it is
ready for operational use. These costs include equipment costs funded under the
RDT&E appropriations and related Military Construction appropriation costs. They
exclude costs which appear in the Military Personnel, Operation and Maintenance
and Procurement Appropriations.

(2) Investment -
Those program costs required beyond the development phase to introduce into
operational use a new capability; to procure initial, additional, or replacement
equipment for operational forces; or to provide for major modifications of an existing
capability. They include Procurement and Military Construction appropriation costs,
and exclude RDT&E, Military Personnel, and Operation and Maintenance
appropriation costs.
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(3) Operating -
Those program costs necessary to operate and maintain the capability. These costs
include Military Personnel and Maintenance

PROGRAM DECISION MEMORANDUM (PDM) - A document which provides decisions
of the Secretary of Defense on POMS and the JPAM.

PROGRAM ELEMENT - A description of a mission by the identification of the
organizational entities, and resources needed to perform the assigned mission. Resources
consist of forces, manpower, material quantities, and costs, as applicable. The Program
Element is the basic building block for the FYDP.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES MEMORANDUM (POM) - A memorandum in prescribed
format, submitted to the Secretary of Defense by the secretary of a military department or
the director of defense agency, which recommends the total resource requirements within
the parameters of the published Secretary of Defense fiscal guidance.

PROGRAMMING COST - Cost data for making program decisions. Programming costs
are based on sets of factors which will provide consistent cost data under the same, or
similar, circumstances, and which are directly related to the explicit elements of the
program decision.

PROJECT - A planned undertaking having a finite beginning and ending; involving
definition, development, production and logistic support of a major weapon or weapon
support system or systems. A project may be the whole or part of a program. A
Designated Project is a project which, because of its importance or critical nature, has
been selected for intensified project management.

PROJECT MANAGER - The individual responsible for executing an approved project,
within well-defined boundaries of time, resource, and performance requirements.

PROJECT ORDER - A specific, definite, and certain order between Navy activities for
work or manufacture of supplies, material or equipment; which, for the purpose of
obligation, assumes the characteristics of orders or contracts placed with commercial
enterprises.

PROMPT PAYMENT ACT - Legislation that requires the Federal Government to pay
interest on late payments made on contracts and purchase orders.

REAPPORTIONMENT - A revision of an annual "apportionment" during the fiscal year,
either upwards or downwards.

REAPPROPRIATION - Congressional action to restore the obligational availability,
whether for the same or different purposes, of all or part of the unobligated portion of
budget authority in an expired account. Obligational availability in a current account
may also be extended by a subsequent appropriation act.

RECEIVABLES - A collective term used to describe amounts due or to become due from
others, usually within a relatively short time.
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O RESCISSION - A legislative action which cancels budget authority previously provided by
Congress.

RECLAMA - A formal appeal in the DON/DOD decision-making process through which an
issue that has been disapproved (in whole or part) may be resubmitted for further
consideration.

RECONCILIATION - A process in which Congress includes a budget resolution
"reconciliation instructions" to specific committees, directing them to report legislation
which changes existing laws; usually for the purpose of decreasing spending or increasing
revenues by a specified amount by a certain date. The reported legislation is then
considered as a single "reconciliation bill."

REFUNDS - Recoveries of excess payments which are for credit to an appropriation or
fund account. These items, such as the recovery of a salary overpayment or a return of
the unused portion of a travel advance, will not be included as reimbursements, but will
be treated as reductions of disbursements. Refunds will also include credits to an
appropriation, or fund account, due to accounting adjustment relating to obligations or
disbursements, where such procedure is permitted by law or regulations.

REIMBURSABLE EXPENDITURE - An expenditure made for another agency, fund, or
appropriation, or for a private individual, firm or corporation, which subsequently will be
recovered.

REIMBURSABLE OPTAR - Funds provided by a tenant to a host command in return
for the host's providing specified and mutually agreed upon services.

REIMBURSABLE WORK ORDER (RWO) - A request to provide a product, or service,
to the requestor which may entail expenditure of labor, material, services or
subcontractual support to fulfill the request, and with funds coming from outside the
activity's allotment.

REIMBURSEMENTS - Amounts received by an activity for the cost of material, work, or
services furnished to others, for credit to an appropriation or other fund account.

REPROGRAMMING - The transfer of funds between programs of an appropriation; a
shifting of funds from the original purpose for which they were justified by Congress.

REQUEST FOR CONTRACTUAL PROCUREMENT - A reimbursable order normally
used to provide funds for direct citation on contracts or requisitions. These citations are
of the requestor's fund, vice those of the performing contracting activity.

RESCISSION BILL - A bill, or joint resolution, that provides for cancellation, in whole
or in part, of budget authority previously granted by the Congress.

RESOURCE AUTHORIZATION - Title of the Funding Document NAVCOMPT 2168-1,
NAVCOMPT 372, etc., authorizing Obligation and/or Expense/Military Services Authority
(funds).
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RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (RMS) - The formalized system by which the
Navy tracks and accounts for financial resources provided to, and employed by, Navy
ashore commands within the Operations and Maintenance Appropriation.

RESOURCES - Resources consist of military and civilian personnel, material on hand
and on order, and the entitlement to procure or use material, utilities and services.

RESPONSIBLE OFFICE - The office, bureau, systems command, or Headquarters, U.S.
Marine Corps which has assigned the responsibility for overall management for all
programs financed by an appropriation. The Director, CNO Fiscal Management Division
(OP-82) is the responsible office for all Navy appropriations, except RDT&EN
appropriation. The Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps is the responsible office for all
Marine Corps appropriations. The Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Research, Engineering
Systems) is the responsible office for RDT&EN.

RESPONSIBILITY CENTER - An activity listed in the Standard Navy Distribution List.
Several activities may be combined in one responsibility center when the individual
activities are considered small enough to justify the combination, or when operational
requirements make the combination necessary. Although the term "Responsibility Center"
has recently been replaced by the term "Fund Administering Activity", it is still frequently
found in naval directives.

RETAIL STOCK - Control of requirements for this material is determined by the local
retail stock point based upon guidance from the Fleet Material Support Office. (Material
is pulled to the stock point.)

REVENUES - Money collected by the federal government as duties, taxes, or as
premiums from social insurance programs.

REVOLVING FUND - A fund established to finance a cycle of operations, in which
reimbursements and collections are returned for reuse in a manner that will maintain the
principal of the fund; (e.g., working capital funds, industrial fund).

SECONDARY ITEMS - DON stock fund material, a large quantity of which are
relatively inexpensive. Items include consumables, repair parts, and depot repairables.

SEQUESTRATION - The automatic process of reducing federal outlays, invoked through
the Office of Management and Budget and the General Accounting Office, when the
Congress and the President are unable to enac -%, 2 ropriation acts that meet the Gramm-
Rudman-Hollings mandated deficit levels.

SERVICES REQUEST - An order for services to be performed; issued by one activity,
organization, or private party, to another. Documents utilized for this purpose are the
Order for Work and Services (NAVCOMPT Form 2275), Requisition (DD Form 1345), and
Request for Issue or Turn-in (DD Form 1150). The accepted order is the basic source of
authority to incur costs and perform work.
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* SNAPSHOT - The estimate of the projected deficit for the upcoming fiscal year; made by
the Congressional Budget Office and the Office of Management and Budget, on August 15
each year, under the provisions of the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act.

SOLE USE FACILITY - A building or structure that is designated for the exclusive use
of the receiver. Identifiable costs are reimbursable.

SPECIFIC JOB ORDER - A job order established for the accomplishment of specified
work, with an estimated completion date, and for which summarization of cost incurred is
desired upon completion.

SPENDING PLAN - A fund administering activity's documented budget execution plan
detailing how it intends to spend that fiscal year's funds.

STABILIZED RATES - Rate stabilization is the development and utilization of
predetermined rates for billing customers for work.

STANDARD DOCUMENT NUMBER - A 15 character number assigned to each
document; prepared and processed as inputs to the financial system. The first six
positions represent the unit identification code (UIC) of the issuing activity.

STANDING JOB ORDER - A job order established to provide for services in connection
with the maintenance and operation of the activity during a specified period.

STORES ACCOUNT - An account reflecting the cost and/or the quantity of supplies on
hand, and available for issue.

SUBHEAD - A four digit numerical, or alpha-numeric number, identifying the first level
subdivision of an appropriation; used primarily for administration, accounting and control
of an appropriation.

SUCCESSOR "Mr' ACCOUNT - Upon lapse of annual and multiple-year appropriations,
the obligated, but unexpended, balances merge/transfer into the Appropriations Successor
"M" Account.

SUPPLEMENTAL APPROPRIATION - An appropriation enacted as an addition to a
regular annual appropriation act. Supplemental appropriations provide additional budget
authority beyond original estimates, for programs or activities which are too urgent to be
postponed until the next regular appropriation.

SUPPORTING ACTIVITY - An activity that provides only services to another activity.

SURCHARGE - A specified percentage of costs added to the regular charges on a
customer's bill. Normally the customer is a government department outside the
Department of Defense, a foreign government, or private party.

SURPLUS - The amount by which revenues exceed outlays.
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TENANT ACTIVITY - An activity that uses facilities and receives support from another
activity.

TOTAL OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY (TOA) - TOA is the total amount of funds
available for programming in a given year, regardless of the year the funds are
appropriated, obligated or expended. TOA includes new obligational authority;
unprogrammed or reprogrammed obligational authority from prior years; reimbursements
not used for replacement of inventory in kind; advance funding for programs to be
financed in the future; and unobligated balances transferred from other appropriations.

TRANSACTION (FINANCIAL) - The conduct of business involving the participation of
two or more parties, for the purpose of exchanging goods, or services, for money or other
considerations. A transaction is comprised of various stages before completion. The
function of an accounting system is to identify, classify and record transactions.

TRANSFERRING - Moving funds between appropriations; requires prior approval from
Congress.

UNDELIVERED ORDERS - An undelivered order is any document, meeting the criteria
of an obligation, issued for material or services that have not as yet been received by the
ordering activity. It includes material requisitions (also applicable to reimbursable orders)
issued for material to be delivered from a stock funded inventory; purchase orders issued
which cite annual appropriations; and overhead materials requisitions issued by modified
industrial activities whose operations are principally financed by reimbursable orders.

UNDISTRIBUTED DISBURSEMENTS - Disbursements not processed by the
authorization accounting activity against obligation records.

UNFUNDED REIMBURSEMENTS - Unfunded reimbursements result when work, or
services, are provided without a specific order. Reimbursement for user charges (i.e.,
commissary surcharge) and jury duty fees, are examples.

UNFUNDED REQUIREMENTS - Those programs and functions which cannot be
performed within the constraints of the funding control numbers assigned to an activity.

UNIFORM CHART OF EXPENSE ACCOUNTS - The Uniform Chart of Expense
Accounts provides a basis for classifying, and charging, all expenses to the Navy for doing
business. It facilitates comparisons and combinations of budget and accounting reports,
and brings budgeting and accounting information into line with the programming part of
the FYDP.

UNLIQUIDATED OBLIGATIONS - Outstanding obligations with no matching
expenditures.

UNMATCHED DISBURSEMENTS - Disbursements that cannot be matched to existing
obligations.
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Glossary. VOUCHER - Any document which is evidence of a transaction, showing the nature, and
amount, of the transaction. It usually indicates the accounts in which the transaction is
to be recorded.

VOUCHER NUMBER - A serial number assigned to a voucher used to make payments
to a contractor for delivery of supplies, or performance of a service.

WARRANT - An official document issued by the Secretary of the Treasury, and
countersigned by the Comptroller General of the United States, by which monies are
authorized to be withdrawn from the Treasury. Warrants are issued after appropriations,
and similar congressional authority, have been enacted.

WHOLESALE STOCK - Stock requirements and availability is determined by the
appropriate wholesale Navy inventory control point. (Material is pushed to the stock
point by the appropriate inventory control point.)

WORK MEASUREMENT - The process of establishing performance standards in terms of
hours per work unit. Some of the principal techniques used are: stopwatch observations;
synthesis of predetermined standards; work sampling; and statistical inference from
historical data. The principal purpose of the standards is to compare the work performed
with the manhours expended. Such information may be used for personnel planning,
work scheduling, budget justification, and cost control.

WORK UNIT - Work um.. are measures of output that express volume of work;
conversely, manhours and dollars are measures of input required to produce work units or
perform work.

WORKING CAPITAL FUND - A revolving fund used as a source of financing for work
that will be paid for by the customer after the completion of the job.

WORK-IN-PROCESS ACCOUNT - Temporary investment of cost into customer requested
work which, as yet, is unbilled.

YEAR-TO-DATE (YTD) - Cumulative totals lodged against job orders, or cost accounts,
from the beginning of the fiscal year to current date.

ZERO BASED BUDGETING (ZBB) - A systematic process in which management
undertakes the careful examination of the basis for allocating resources, in conjunction
with the formulation of budget requests and program planning. Generally, ZBB involves
displaying budget requests across varying performance levels and priorities.
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List of References. DIRECTIVE DATE DESCRIPTION

ACCOUNTING:

NAVPGSCOLINST 4235.2 25 Sep 86 Management and Financial Control
Procedures For NPS Operating Funds.

NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.1 13 Oct 83 Administration and Management of
Research Reimbursables Received at
NPS.

NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.2 8 Dec 83 Chair Professorships

NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.4 11 Mar 87 Management of Research at NPS
Under Direct Funding.

NAVPGSCOLINST 4235.2 25 Sep 86 Management and Financial Control
Procedures for NPS Operating Funds.

PURCHASES:

Supply Department's A guide for procurement and
FY90 Customer Service disposition of material and supplies.
Manual Provides basic information about NPS

supply services and preparation of
required documents.

NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.2 8 Dec 83 Accountability of Books Purchased
through Reimbursable Research Funds.

NAVPGSCOLINST 4400.1 6 Dec 83 Requisition/Receipt Procedures for
Supplies.

NAVPGSCOLINST 4400.2 11 Jan 89 Policies and Procedures for Purchasing
Restricted Items.

NAVPGSCOLINST 7200.1E 15 Apr 83 Fees & Expenses to Visiting
Lecturers/Consultants.

NAVPGSCOL NOTICE 7200 14 Apr 89 Fees for Guest Lectures/Consultants
(Honorariums).
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DIRECTIVE DATE DESCRIPTION

TRAVEL:

Joint Federal Travel Sets forth Federal Travel
Regulations Entitlements.

NAVPGSCOLINST 4650.4B 22 May 87 Policy for Official Travel Performed By
NPS Personnel.

NAVPGSCOL NOTICE 5050 27 Apr 89 Reduction in Military and Civilian
Travel Costs.

NPS Travel/Country Document preparation procedures for
Clearance Handbook travel outside CONUS.

LABOR:

NRFCWASHINST 7410.3A 30 Dec 83 Recording and Reporting
Attendance/Leave of Civilian
Employees.

Department of the Navy, Sep 86 Managing To Payroll Desk Guide.
Office of Civilian Personnel
Management

SECNAVINST 12510.9 26 Aug 86 Delegation of Position Classification
Authority and Position Management
Responsibility Consistent with Payroll
Management.

TRAINING:

NAVPGSCOLINST 12410.1E 1 Jul 86 Training and Development of Civilian
Employees.
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Figure C.1 Organization of the Department of the Navy
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Figure C.2 Organization of the Naval Postgraduate School
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Job Order Numbers/
Expense Element Codes

JOB ORDER NUMBERING SYSTEM

T G C G S
ELE :'

: 
- E .

Figure D.1 Job Order Numbering System
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Job Order Numbers/
Expense Element Codes

LMC:

SERIAL *:
STANDARD STOCK SERIAL S:

COST
ACCT

E_ OC CIVILIAN TRAVEL

E_ OM MILITARY TRAVEL

E_ EP CIVILIAN PCS TRAVEL

E_ _ TT INVITATIONAL TRAVEL ORDERS

E_ MR RENTAL/LEASE OF VEHICLES

L_ 0 00 TRANSPORTATION OF THINGS

L_ HG MOVEMENT OF HOUSEHOLD GOZDS ', VES O.LY

Ill 00 EQUIPMENT RENTAL/LEASE

__P_ P MM MAINTENANCE M:NOR PROPERTY

_.-_ F_ _ MD MAI'-,ENANCE ADP MINOR FRCPEK-.TY

__-_ P _ PM MAINTENANCE PLANT PROPERTY

___-_ 1 ;:'[ MAIT,'-NA::CE ADF PLANT PRCE.C Y
SCc TRAINING COST

C _ D AD? CONTRA:TS

Q_ _ QR REO'STRATION FEES/CONFERE!:UE Cc'-
C_ Q HONORARIUMS

Q_ QS PURCHAS ERVICES. OTHER

T- 0 0 CO NSUMABL-E7 SUPPLIES 'NOT A:.RPS . N.C

T P ADP SUPPLIES

T O aS GSA SUPPLIES

T NS NAVY STOCK SUPPLIES (i.e. RSS AND NSC)

U - QT 60 DAYS TEMPORARY QUARTERS SUBSTENCE(PCS

U_ RE REAL ESTATE EXPENSES (CIVILIAN PCS MOVES)

IRO W - MA MINOR PROPERTY ACQUISITION (NOT ALP OR GSA)

L_ w _ MG GSA MINOR PROPERTY ACQUISITION

IR80 W_ - MD ADP MINOR PROPERTY ACQUISITION

IR9A W - PA PLANT PROPERTY ACQUISITION (NOT ADP OR GSA)

R9A W_ - PD ADP PLANT PROPERTY ACQUISITION

IR9A W _ PG GSA PLANT PROPERTY ACQUISITION

Y_ 0 00 COMMERCIAL PRINTING

Figure D.2 FY 90 Operating Budget Job Orders
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Expense mement Codes

EXPENSE ELEMENT CODES!

Code Deaciption

A Military Personnel-Includes the cost of the services or active force military
personnel computed at the standard rates. Excludes the cost of trainees and
unassigned personnel.

3 Military Trainees-Includes the standard rate cost of officers, cadeta, midshipmen,
and enlisted personnel (including recruits) undergoing permanent change-of.
station training at a service or civilian school, training center, industrial con-
cern, or similar organization, and who are assigned to student detachments (for
workload purpose, work units will include all students, regrdles of source) (for
use only by the Bureau of Naval Personnel and Headquarters, U.S. Marini Corps).

C Military Personnel Unasigned-Includes the standard rate coat of patients,
prisoners, and other military personnel not Identifiable with a specific function
and not otherwise accounted for, such as personnel AWOL or missing for 30
days or more and personnel awaiting separation or duty assignment regardles of
where located (for use only by the Bureau of Naval Personnel and Headquarters,
tU.S. Marine Corps).

D irchased Equipment Maintenance (Intra-DOD)-lncludes cost of purchased
maintenance, overhauls, restricted and technical availabilities of ships, overhauls
and progressive aircraft reworks (PAR'g), and rework and repair of equipment,
vehicles, and tanks when purchased from organLzations within the Department
of Defene.

E Travel of Personnel-includes the cost of travel and transportation of personnel as
defined for object class 21. Includes transportation such as commercial trans-
portation charges, rental of passenger-carrying vehicles, mileage allowances and
tolls, subsistence for travelers such as per diem allowances, and incidental travel
expenses such as baggage transfer and telephone expenses. Also includes per
diem allowances of a civilian traveler and immediate family and round trip ex-
penses of transportation to 'seek permanent residence quarters incident to
permanent transfer or reemployment. Travel costs will be costed to the cost
account for which the travel is performed (see par. 075164 for funding policy
concerning permanent change-of-stat ion (PCS) expenses .

F Transportation of Things. Military Airlift Command-Includes the cost of transpor-
tation of thinp as defined for object class 22 when shipment is made via Military
Airlift Command.

G Transportation of Things, Commercial Air-Includes the cost of transportation of
things as defined for object class 22 when shipment Is made via commercial air.
Excludes shipments made via contract hire aircraft (QUICKTRANS).

If Transportation of Things, Military Seaift Command-Includes the cost of transpor.
tation of things as defined for object class 22 when shipment Is via MSC.

J Transportation of Things, Inland Transportation-Includes the coat of transporta-
tion of things as defined for object class 22 when Inland shipment Is via rail,
truck, or other Inland transportation.

K Transportation of Things, QUICKTRANS-tncludes the cost of transportation of
things as defined for object class 22 when shipment is via commercial contract

hire aircraft,

Figure D.3 Expense Element Codes
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Expense Element Codes

FXI'FNS.I ELIEM'ENT CODFS

Cod. Description

L Transportation of Things, Other-Includes the cost or transportation of
things as defined for object class 22 when shipment is not covered by one
of thc types of shipment described for expense element codes F through K.

Ni Utilities and Rents-Includes the cost of heat, power, water, gas, electricity,
and other titility services except transportation and communication serv-
ices. Inclhdes the cost of rents of land, structures, and equipment (other
than transportation equipment). Corresponds to the utilities and rents por-
tion of object class 23.

N Communications-lncludes the cost of communications as defined for that
portion of object class 23 identified as communications services. Includes
charges for the transmission of messages from place to place, contractual
el c;innic rind telctype service, postage (other than parcel post), rental of

po : ,I i.:c boxes, and telephore installation charges.
0 Scr. ice Ti aifcrs, Unfunded-This element of expense will be used to ac-

cii:til.ic the tinfundcd (military personnel services) charges and credits
mitjc Aiilhii te same operating budget. Includes charges and credits
resuling front functional category transfers, cost center transfers, and
o,. cd application or distribution. The ne: total of this element of ex-
peite f'or the operating budget will be zero. A worksheet should be
prc ;ircil to tistre thit the benefiting job orders and expense element code
() dii ., 'u! and ofrsct by credits to the applicable job order and ex.
rt 1,%.. CI.Hi u:tt .,dc 0. The net result by "expense element" will be zero.

S Puri,icd luli illmiciit Maintenance (Commercial,-includes cost of pur-
ch,t,+,' i m imcna ce, overhauls, restricted and technical availabilites or
s~ip,: ci hiil, and progressive aircraft reworks (PAR's); and rework
al cp.tir if cquiipmcn:, vchicles, and tanks when purchased from com-
mn,..,t. i s tr ., or organirations outside the Department of Defense.

Q Plui;icd Scvi:cs. Other-Includes the cost of other ser'ics as defined for
ohcct CL.is 2 exccpl for purchased equipment maintenance as prescribed
in cxunsc .lecniiit nde P. Also includes storage of household goods in-
cidlcii i¢t llanit trsnsfcr or reemployment.

R Ai ct.tl 10t -iliidcs the cost of propulsion p-troleum and interrelated
a,l,liivcs and luhibricatis consumed by aircraft in flight operations (excludes
1101 cuoitimcd dhring maintenance).

S Ship l'fl-1-hicidcs ilie cost of propulsion petroleum and interrelated ad-
di i

"t cs hild uu icants consumed by ships and service craft assigned to ships
* T Supplies-Includes the cost of all other consumable items as defined in ob-

ject class 26, supplies and material (see par. 026002) except for those in-
chicd in expense elements R, S. and V for fuel. Also included is aircraft
P01. consumed during maintenance and the cost of O&M funded end items
of equipment having a useful life of less than I year. (To be effective
thi otih 311 Mnrch 1985).

* T Stipplis-li chides the cost of all consumable items as defined for object
cla, 26 (also inclhdcs aircraft POL consumed during maintenance and
tlc c i (ih 0&0 funded end items of equipment having a useful life of
h.'c, liait I yc .r) except those iieluded under expense tic. nts R. S, and

Figure D.4 Expense Element Codes (con't)
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Expense mement Codes

EXPENSE ElEMENT COMES

Code Description

includes estate costs, subsistence of traveler and immediate family while
occupying temporary quarters, and allowance for miscellaneous moving

expenses Incident to permanent transfer or reemployment.
V Other POI.-Includes the cost of petroleum, oil and lubricants used for other

tln alicrifil or ship propulsion, such as fuel used in heating, generating
power, imiking artificial gas, operating motor vehicles, operating powered
naerlals, hundling equipment, labor-saving devices, and service craft
amsigued io commands and staffs, special combat forces and shore stations.

* W FY 198-Pqlipment. Includes the cost of end-items of equipment defined
iii object clas .31, Equipment (par. 026002) purchased with O&M funds.
fIiludes plunt property classes 3 and 4 (equipment and industrial plant
clitpcnti respectively) with a unit cost between S5,000 and S14,999.99,

t iHiosc ltcnis costing in excess of $ IS,000 which qualify for O&M financ-
ing (Navy Stock Account issues or standard items; i.e., items listed in the
Nliuagcmcnt l.ist-Navy, not carried but authorized for local purchase).
AIuo iiicltucs minor property with a unit value of less than $5.000 and
oiler plat property equipment items listed in pars. 036301-4 or 036401-2
excluiicd from plant property reporting.

FY 19"--liqtulpment. Includes the cost of end-items of equipment defined
ii, Idhicor class 31 Equipment (par. 026002) purchased with O&M funds.
Iii ti~cs ittinor propert., with a unit cost of less than $5,000 and other
plant propertl equipment items listed in pars. 036301-4 or 036401-2 ex-
chidcd from plant property reporting. Also includes those items costing
i excess of $5,0(X) which qualify for O&M financing (Navy Stock Ac-
coin'! issiies or standard items- i.e., items listed in the Management List-
N.,v), not carried but authiorized for local purchase).

FY 19t-lc(lttipmcnt. Includes the cost of end-items of equipment defined
in olicci cluss 31 Equipment (par. 026002) purchased with O&M funds.
Ihidecs plant property classes 3 and 4 (equipment and industrial plant
cquipJnti respectively) with a unit cost between $1,000 and S2,999.99,
mid ihosc Itcms costing in excess of S3,000 which qualify for O&M financ-

ing (N.vy Stock Account issues or standard items; i.e., items listed in the
Managemeit List-Navy, not carried but authorized for local purchase).
Also includes minor property with a unit value of less than $1,000 and
othcr plant property equipment Items listed in pars. 036301-4 or 036401-2
cxJhlcd ft mm plant property reporting.

X Oilier Rxlpensc-Inclides the cost of types of resources not otherwise pro-
vided for, iaich as Investments and loans, grants, subsidies, and contribu-
fints%, i~m irnce claims and indemnities, interest and dividends, payments
in lieu of toxcs, incentive awards for military personnel, and other insignifi-
cant costs, I.e., costs which do not exceed one-tenth of I percent of the
total activity budget, or $500. whichever is greater.

Y Priming and Reproduction-Includes the cost of contractual printing and
repmodhictimn work (such as work done on printing presses, lithographing,
wid otlhr duplicating), related binding operations, photostating, blueprint-
iLig, photography, and microfilming.

Figure D. Expense Element Codes (con't)
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Expense Element Codes

EXPENSE ELEMENT CODES

Code Description

Z Service Transfers, Funded-This element of expense will be used to ac-
cumulate the funded (other than military personnel services) charges and
credits made within the same operating budget. Includes charges and credits
rcsul:ing from functional category transfers, cost center transfers, and
overhead applications or distributions. The net total of the element of ex-
pense for the operating budget will be zero. A worksheet should be
prepared to ensure that the benefiting job orders and expense element code
Z are charged and offset by credits to the applicable job order and ex-
rcnse eement code Z. The net result by "expense element" will be zero.

A !*ion Depot Level Repairables (AVDLR)-Inc!udes the cost of all NSA
"-i Cog Avia:ion Depot Level Repairable (AVDLR) ma:erial. (To be ef-
fccI:vc hcginning I Apr;! 1965).

Figure D.6 Expense Element Codes (con't)
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Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center
OPTAR Codes

C2O:E COST CETR S'B-COOT CE-N7E7 DEFT SAO -'F,

22C2 AA SUPERI~NTENDENT r" A

C02 02 AB COMPTROU LER FF Dl

00.4 02 AD CIVPERS FF DI

CO5 02 AE SAFETY FE DI

006 02 A FF

009 02 EEO F X SI

CC3 C2 Aj :N7CZN:R2G FF :1

0C_- 02 A,:EXE: ASST FF D1

A-' C STAC"F P02 FFE

CAN F 01 N 3520 N M A 9

B AP 7 Z AS

m4 14 CE ECM F: c v

c22-7*: LE AC,- MO A:e

c2 ' COc N0P T ,.I MZ AS.

4L IAN E NY F~' z Al

C3 03 DA DOR FF00 r.O A 8

0 -IDO AV-A7TON SAsFETY VIZ A7

036 03 D D E MD MOz AS

0 3 6P 03- DE PRINT HZ A8

3303 DF OPS RES fiz Ac.

31 03 DO AERO VMZ AS

32 C3DH EE,'CE MO AS

Figure E.1 Cost/Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Codes
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Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center
OPTAR Codes

COCE COST CENTER SUB-COST CENTER DEFT SAC SFC

03 DJ WEAP;NS MZ A8

0 3 DK ASW MZ AE

3 03 DL NAV ENG MZ A8

35 03 DM AIR OCEAN PZ A8

-: 03 DN ADMIN SCIENCE mZ A8

37 03 DP CONP TECH Z AS

35 03 D INTELL Ml A8

DX C3 TFA , A

0.? C3 HZ AE

" J TINTNL HZ AS

DL TEXTE -KS Hz AS

"A DB CIV INS -  PZ AB

3A LAW FP50 tZ AE

- V VO EF .z AB

A M ?L CS F F

-E Z SLF LY F El

2 C4 EE EDF FK Si

42,. 04 EF MAT DIV F3 El

44 04 EH POLICE FV Li

46 04 EJ CHAPLAINS FK Si

47 04 EK FAM SVCS FK SI

451 04 EL OPEN MESS FL Sl

52 04 EM REC FL S1

0c EN UPH FJ $1

52C 04 ER CHILDCARE FL S

Figure E.2 Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Codes (con't)
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Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center
OPTAR Codes

CD;DE C ST CENTEP SUB-COST CENTER DEP- SAG SFC

"i4F 04 ES FIRE FD D1

C 4F 4 E7 BASE PCS FF

43A 41A FA COMM/PHCNES FN Ll

43B 4A FB TRANS FR L7

43D 4A FD UT .. ES FC N I

43E 4A FE END SUFPCF7 FD F"

43K 4A AUI P AF

042 LA FL B AT FL si

L3 :z, FF: S T F F E F
• B - F: MA':.:ENA2 FA M2

3j 2CO;3.T F FB R2

5C CA DEAN :N I., A8

52 CS 3D CM? SC EN M z AC

53 05 CO MATH MO AS

54 C5 GD ADMI SCIEINC E z A3

55 cc GE OPS hNSEARCH MZ A8

56 05 GF NSA MZ A8

011 05 CH DEAN ED MZ A8

71 05 0J ASW ACAD MZ A8

73 05 G K EW ACAD MZ A8

74 05 GL C3 ACAD 11z A8

06 06 CA DEAN SCIENCE HZ A8

Figure E.3 Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Codes (con't)
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Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center
OPTAR Codes

E CST CENTER SUB-CCST CENTER DEPT SAG SFC

C6 HB PHYSICS MZ A8

62 06 HC ECE HZ A8

E3 06 HD METEOROLOGY HZ AB

67 06 HE AE PC MZ AP

E 06 HF OCEAN MZ A8

El C6 HO MECH EN3 1Z A8

012 C6 HiH PES ADMIN MZ AB

7 F. 1: SPACE mC A8

06 H7 PCs CZICs AE

F.T-FCF.E::N M:TArY

F- FMT -"- - z A

F: KB FM: 2 FF CA

FT Kc FM CEXTS FF :A

. F- KO, F F AVEL - CA

F: - K F. CCM X X F DA

- F: K? F - t: :LC FF DA

F: KG FM PW FC GA

Figure E.4 Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Codes (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center
OPTAR

Document Serial lNumbers



Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

STANDARD OCU EYNT NU,"BEIRS

UIC FISCAL TYPE OF DEPT'S ASSIGNED
NAVY FOR NPS YEaR DOCUME,,T SERIAL N,'"ER

N 62271 90

TO = TRAVEL

TO = TRAINIG; I.E., SF1556

ND = rISCELLA % EOUS 7.DOUEN, J S;

I.E., SF 2277, HONORARIUMS

RV = SF11E4 (CLAIr" FOR REIMBURSEMENT)

:K = REQUISITION/CONTRACT; I.E., SUPPLIES,

OVERNIGHT NMAILINC, DD1155

PT = PRINTING

CS = PCS (ONLY) TRAVEL ORDERS

RC = OPEN BIDS; I.E., PUBLIC WORKS (ONLY)

Figure F.1 Standard Document Serial Numbers
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

FY90 OB

OFFICE CODES,SUB COST CENTER,DOCUMENT SERIAL NUMBERS

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SERIAL NUMBERS

001 Superintendent/Aide AA AAO-AA999
0000-0010

002 Comptroller AB ABOOO-AB999
0011-0020

004 Civilian Personnel AD AD6$-AD999
0021-0030

005 Safety Office AE AEOOO-AE999
0031-0040

006 JAG AF AF4$-AF999
0041-0050

009 EEO Office AG AG 0i-AG999
0051-0060

003 Internal Controls AJ AJOO-AJ999
0061-0070

007 Executive Assistant AK AK00-AK999
0071-0080

0021 Staff PCS AL AL4 0-AL999
0081-0090

034M Flight Surgeon AN ANdoo-AN999
0091-0100

004 FECA AP APOOO-AP999
0101-0110

01 Provost's Office BA BAOO-BA999
0111-0120

01B First Duty PCS BB BBdo-BB999
0121-0130

01A Faculty PCS BP BPdO-BP999
0131-0140

014 Dean of Academic Admin CA CAOO-CA999
0141-0150

0141 Computer Center CB CB o-CB999
015f1-0160

Figure F.2 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SERIAL NUMBERS

0142 Library CC CC00-CC999
0161-0170

0142T Library-Inst. TV CD CDOO-CD999
0171-0180

0146 Management Infor. Sys CE CEO$ -CE999
0181-0190

014A 014 PCS Moves (GS/WG only) CF CFOOO-CF999
0191-0200

03 Director of Programs DA DAOOO-DA999
0201-0210

031 Civ Inst DB DBd -DB999
0211-0220

034 Aviation Safety DC DCOO-DC999
0221-0230

036 EMD DD DD600-DD999
0231-0240

036P Print Plant DE DEOO-DE999
0241-0250

30 OR/SA Program DF DFOO6-DF999
0251-0260

31 Aero Program DG DGO '-DG999
0261-0270

32 EE/CE Program DH DH O -DH999
0271-0280

33 Weapons Eng Program DJ 4J0-DJ999
0281-0290

331 ASW Program DK DK fi'-DK999
0291-0300

34 Naval Eng Program DL DLO#-DL999
0301-0310

35 Air/Ocean Sys Program DM DMO#%-DM999
0311-0320

36 Admin Sci Program DN DNO -DN999
0321-0330

Figure F.3 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SERIAL NUMBERS

37 Computer Tech Program DP DPOOV-DP999
0331-0340

38 Naval Intel/NSA Program DQ DQ0#-DQ999
0341-0350

39 C3 Program DR DR 0 -DR999
0351-0360

39T C3 Travel DX DXio%-DX999
0361-0370

031L Law Program DS DSO $-DS999
0371-0380

0305 Int'l Ed Coord DT DTOOO-DT999
0381-0390

03T Text Books DU DUUOO-DU999
0391-0400

03V VEGEP DV DVOQ'-DV999
0401-0410

03A 03 PCS Moves (only GS) DY DYi -DY999
0411-0420

04 Director of Mil. Ops. EA EAOO-EA999
0421-0430

41 Admin/Central Files EC ECOO-EC999
0431-0440

42 Supply ED ED -ED999
044f1-0450

42E EDF EE EE6 0-EE999
0451-0460

42M Material Div-RSS/HHG EF EFOOO-EF999
0461-0470

44 Physical Security EH EH0O-EH999
040:-0480

46 Chaplains EJ EJOOd-EJ999
0481-0490

47 Family Services EK EKO$-EK999
049t-0500

Figure F.4 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SERIAL NUMBERS

451 Open Mess EL EL60 -EL999
0501-0510

452 Recreation Dept EM EMOOO-EM999
0511-0520

49 UPH Office EN ENO$0-EN999
0521-0530

452C Child Care Center ER EROOg-ER999
0531-0540

44F Fire Department ES ESdqo-ES999
0541-0550

04G GYM EU EU 6%-EU999
0551-0560

041 Intramurals EV EV00)-EV999
0561-0570

04B BOAT EW EWO-EW999
0571-0580

04F Base OPS (PCS only) ET ETd#-ET999
0581-0590

43A Telephone (Li) FA FA 0$-FA999
1521-1570

43B Transportation (L7) FB FBO#-FB999
1571-1620

43C Maintenance (Ml) FC FC60 -FC999
1621-1720

43D Utilities (Ni) FD FDOOO-FD999
1721-1770

43E Engineering Support (Pl) FE FEOO-FE999
1771-1820

43F Minor Construction (RI) FF FFOO-FF999
1821-1930

43H Maintenance (M2) FH FHO%-FH999

43J Minor Construction (R2) FJ FJOV-FJ999

Figure F.5 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT
COE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SRIAL NUMBERS

43K Audio Visual FK FiA$-FK999
1931-1980

43L Hazardous Mat. FL FLO##-FL999
198 1-2 090

05 Dean of Info & Pol Sci GA GA04-GA999
059 1-0600

52 Computer Sci Dept GB GBOd04-GB999
0601-0610

53 Math Dept GC Gc6eo-GC999
0611-0 62 0

54 Adinin Sci Dept GD GDg40'-GD999
062 1-063 0

55 Ops Research Dept GE GEV0'O-GE999
063 1-064 0

56 NSA Dept GF GFOOd-GF999
0641-0650

011 Dean of Edu. Dev. GH GHiog-GH999
065 1-06 60

71 ASW Acad Group GJ GJOOO'-GJ999
0 66 1-067 0

73 EW Acad Group GK GK '06-GK999
0 67 1-0680

74 C3 Acad Group GL GLOOO-GL999
0 68 1-0690

05A PM05 PCS(GS/WG only) GM GMOO -GM999
069 1-07 00

06 Dean of Science/Eng HA HA$%OO-HA999
070 1-0710

61 Physics Dept HB HBOO0'HB999
07 11-0720

62 Elec/Comp, Eng Dept HC HCOOOHC999
0721-0730

63 Metorology Dept HD HDO0 -HD999

1 
073 1-0740

Figure FA6 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document SerWa Numb~ers (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTER SERIAL NUMBERS

67 Aeronautics Dept HE HE000-HE999
0741-0750

68 Oceanography Dept HF HF0%-HF999
0751-0760

69 Mechanical Eng Dept HG HGOOO-HG999
0761-0770

012 Research Admin HH HH0fi-HH999
0771-0780

72 Space Sys Acad Group HJ HJ00d-HJ999
0781-0790

06A PM06 PCS (GS/WF only) HP HPOO-HP999
0791-0800

Figure F.7 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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Sub-Cost Center OPTAR
Document Serial Numbers

SUB COST DOCUMENT

CODE OFFICE/DEPARTMENT CENTE SERIAL NUMBERS

64 DRMEC OB (65522) JA JAOOO-JA999
2991-3025

0021 DRMEC/Compt. (Utilities) J4 J400-J4699
(Telephone) J4 J476#-J4999

64 DRMEC FMT (65522) JB JBOO-JB999
3041-3090

DRMEC FMT (Utilities) J6 J6Ad-J6699
(Telephone) J6 J670%-J6999

65 PERSEREC OB (68872) JE JEOOO-JE999
3141-3220

0021 PERSEREC/Compt. (Utilities) J3 J3000-J3699
(Telephone) J3 J3700-J3999

042 PAO (External-1190) JC JC60-JC999
3341-3360

0020 OPN

0021 Official Representation Fund

0021 O&MN IPA Costs

0023 Research Reimbursable

0023 Other Reimbursable

0023 DMDC

0023 Reimbursable Tuition

0021 DRMEC IMET (65522)

0021 NPS IMET EE (62271)

Figure F.8 Sub-Cost Center OPTAR Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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APPENDIX G

Cost Center/Sub-Cost Center
Direct Funded Research Codes

&
Document Serial Numbers



DFR Codes and
40 Document Serial Numbers

FY 90 DIRECT FUNDED RESEARCH
DFR

COST SUB-COST

CENTER CENTER CODE-DEPT SER.IAL. Vs

INDIRECT

ND LZ 52 COMPLTER SCIENCE KZ KY LZOOO-LZ999
5873-5876

ND MZ 53 - MATH KZ KY KZOOO-KZ999
5877-5880

ND NZ 54 - ADMIN SCIENCE MZ KY NZOOO-NZ999
5881-5884

NDPZ 55 - OPS RESEARCH MZ XY PZOOO-PZ999
5885-5888

ND QZ 56 - NSA MZ KY QZOOO-QZ999
5889-5892

ND RZ 61 - PHYSICS MZ XY RZOOO-RZ999
5893-5896

ND 62 - ECE KZ XY SZOOO-SZ999
5897-5900

ND TZ 63 - METEOROLOGY MZ KY TZOOO-TZ999
5901-5904

ND UZ 67 - AERO HZ XY UZOOO-UZ999
5905-5908

ND VZ 68 - OCEAN HZ XY VZOOO-VZ999
5909-5912

ND wZ 69 - MECH ENGINEERING MZ XY WZOO0-WZ999
5913-5916

ND XZ 71 - ASW ACAD KZ XY XZOOO-XZ999
5917-5920

ND YZ 72 - SPACE HZ XY YZOOO-YZ999
5921-5924

ND ZY 73 - EW ACAD KZ KY ZYOOO-ZY999
5925-5928

ND ZX 74 - C3 ACAD HZ XY ZXOO0-ZX999
5929-5932

Figure G.1 DFR Codes & Document Serial Numbers
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DFR Codes and
Document Serial Numbers

iCOST SUB-COST

ND ZW 012 - RESEARCH ADMIN NZ ICY ZVOOZW999
5933- 5936

CHAIRS

CR 01 52 - GRACE HOPPER HZ XY 01000-01999
5817 -58 20

CP. 02 54 - ELSTER-MPTA HZ XY 02000-02999
5821-58B24

CR 03 55 - COMP SYS Kz XY 03000-03999
5825- 5828

CR 04 55 -TACTICAL ANALYSIS KZ XY 04000-04999
5829-5832

C.R 05 55 -APPLIED SCIENCE SYS HZ XY 05000-05999
5833- 5836

CR 06 61 - UNDERWATER ACCOUSTICS HZ XY 06000-06999
5837-5840

CR 07 62 -ELEC/ENGR HZ XY 07000 '07999
5841-5844

CR 08 63 RENARD HZ XY 08000-08999
5845-5848

CR 09 68 -HANNAH/MC & C HZ XY 09000-09999
5849-5852

CR 10 68 -NAV OCE.AN HZ XY 10000-10999
58 53-5856

CR 11 68 -ARTIC MARINE KZ XY 11000-11999
5857- 5860

CR 12 69 MCH & C HYDROGRAPHY HZ XY 12000-12999
5861- 5864

CR 13 73 -ELECTRONICS KZ XY 13000-13999
5865- 5868

CR 14 74 -JOINT C3 Kz XY 14000-14999
5869 -5872

Figure G-2 DFR Codes & Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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DFR Codes and
Document Serial Numbers

COST SUB-COST
CENTER CENTER CODE-DEPT AI #'S

PROJECTS

12 LA 52 - COMP SCIENCE Kz2 XY lAO00-LAZ99

4376-4468

12 MA 53 MATH MZ XY KAOOO-KAZ99
4469-4560

12 NA 54 ADMIN SCIENCE KZ XY NAOOO-NAZ99
4561-4652

12 PA 55 OPS RESEARCH HZ XY PAOOO-PAZ99

4653-4744

12 QA 56 NSA KZ XY QAOOO-QAZ99
4745-4836

12 RA 61 PY'SICS MZ XY RAOOO-KAZ99
4837-4988

12 SA 62 ECE MZ XY SAOOO-SAZ99
4989-5172

12 TA 63 - METECROLOGY MZ XY TAOOO-TAZ99
5173-5272

12 UA 67 - AERO HZ kY UAOOO-UAZ99
5273-5364

12 VA 68 - OCE.A MZ XY VAOOO-VAZ99
5365-5548

12 WA 69 - MECH ENGINEERING Z XY WAOOO-WAZ99
5549-5640

12 XA 71 - ASW ACAD MZ XY XAOOO-XAZ99
5641-5684

12 YA 72 - SPACE MZ XY YAOOO-YAZ99
5685-5732

12 ZA 73 - EW ACAD KZ XY ZAOOO-ZAZ99
5733-5756

12 Z3 74 - C3 ACAD HZ XY ZBOOO-ZBZ99
5757-5816

12 ZZ 012 - RESEARCH MZ XY ZZOOO-ZZ999
5937-594

Figure G.3 DFR Codes & Document Serial Numbers (con't)
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Time and Labor Codes
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Time and Labor Card Codes

LIST OF WORK CODES
CODES USED ON TIME CARDS ONLY

CODE DESCRIPTION

68 Traumatlc Injury
71 Annual Leave
72 Sick Leave
73 Advance Annual Leave
74 Advance Sick Leave
75 Compensatory Time Earned
76 Compensatory Time Taken
77 military Leave
78 Court Leave; Administrative Leave
79 Approved Leave Without Pay (LVOP)
8 Absence Without Leave (AWOL)
81 Nonpay Status (Employee receiving Bureau of

Employee's Compensation (BiC)
82 Suspension
63 Furlough

Figure H.1 Time Card Work Codes

CODES USED ON LABOR CARDS ONLY

31 Regular Hours

C Overtime

Figure H.2 Labor Card Work Codes
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Time and Labor Card Codes

CODES USED CN TIME CARDS AND LABOR CARDS

A Dirty Work, Cold Work, or Hot Work performed within Basic Workweek

AC Dirty Work, Cold Work, or Hot Work performed on Overtime

B High Work performed within Basic Workweek

BC High Work performed on Overtime

D Work at Extreme Heights (109 or more feet and on Open Structures,
such as tower, snokestacks, etc.) performed within Basic Workweek

DC Work at Extreme Heights performed on Overtime

E Fibrous G1asswork - Welding performed within Basic Workweek

EC Fibrous Glasswork - Welding performed on Overtime

F Holiday Work

K High Degree Hazard Poison work performed within Basic Workweek

KC High Degree Hazard Poison work performed on Overtime

L Duty Aboard Surface Craft - Ground Work beneath Hovering
Helicopter performed within Basic Workweek

LC Duty Aboard Surface Craft - Ground Work beneath Hovering
Helicopter performed on Overtime

P Sunday Premium for Graded Employees; or Total hours worked on
Sunday by Ungraded Enployees

PA Dirty Work, Cold Work, or Hot Work performed on Sunday within
Basic Workweek by Ungraded Employee

PB High Work performed on Sunday within Basic Workweek by Ungraded
Employee

PK High Degree Hazard Poison Work performed on Sunday within Basic
Workweek by Ungraded Employee

PS Second Shift Work performed on Sunday within Basic Workweek by
Ungraded Employee

PT Third Shift Work performed on Sunday within Basic Workweek by
Ungraded Employee

RL Restored Annual Leave used

S Second Shift Work performed within Basic Workweek or on Overtime
by Graded Employee; or Second Shift Work performed within Basic
Workweek by Ungraded Employees

T Third Shift Vork performed within Basic Vorkweek or On Overtime by
Graded tmployees; or Third Shift Vork perfored vithin Baeic Vork-
week by Ungraded Employees

Figure 1.3 Time & Labor Card Work Codes
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